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THE PARIS EXHmITION. 
The International Avenue, which forms the subject of the 

engraving on this page,runs from end to end of the building 
on the Champ de Mars, and divides the French from the 
foreign half of the exhibition. It is a thoroughfare eight hun
dred yards in length, bordered on one side by French houses 
andja9ades of French sections; while the other is occupied 
by houses built according to the various styles of architec-

, ture which have found favor in different countries in ancient 
and modern times. Here stands the Prince of Wales' Magic 
Indian Pavilion, close by a model factory, and a little be
yond a row of pretty English villas. Sweden, Norway, and 
Italy exhibit model buildings of brick or wood, and minia-

. ture palaces of marble; Switzerland, some picturesque cot
tages and dairies; Russia, its curiously painted houses; and 
almost every other European country contributes its sample 
of architecture. The United States and South America have 
theirrespective exhihits, as have also Japan, China, Morocco, 
and other countries. The houses of each nation form the 
ja~ade to its industrial and art sections, which lie behind; 
and the whole, the London Graphic declares, forms a grand 
street of multiform architecture such as has never before 
been seen. 
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honey making ability of his bees. Returning, he will stop 
about two months somewhere above St. Louis, and will 
reach Louisi~na in October. He wants to take advantage 
of the autumnal flowers at each point, ~ust as he does of the 
spring flowers up the river. The plan of moving the bees 
to get the benefit of fresh flowers has-been tried in a small 
way in some parts of Europe. It is I1essible that honey 
bee ships might advantageously be sent out in winter to the 
West India islands to cruise for honey after the manner 
above described. 

The GovernlDent Surveys. 

Documents transmitted to Congress show that there are 
three government surveys in progress-one geographical and 
two geological in their main features; the first under the 
corps of engineers of the War Department, and the last 
two under the Interior Department, in charge, in their or
der, of Lieutenant Wheeler, F. V. Hayden, and J. W. Pow
ell. The first is prosecuting a geographical survey west of 
the one hundredth meridian, by means of astronomical, geo
detic, topographical, and meteorological observations, with a 
view to a comprehensive and accurate map of the whole area 
on a uniform scale, and includes observations on important 

.. , • , .. branches of natural history to such an extent as the present 
A Honey Bee Ship. developments of that country require. It has at this time 

A floating bee house has been constructed by Mr. Perrine, surveyed 332,515 square miles,. and mapped 244,000 square 
a Chicago honey dealer, large enough to accommodate two miles; and the cost for ten years has been $499,316.77, or 
thousand >JJ.ives, which he is having towed up the Missis- $1.48 per square mile. It will cover the entire area in twenty
sippi river from Louisiana to Minnesota, keeping pace with five years. 
the blossoming of the flowers, and thus stimulating the, The geological survey under Dr. Hayden, for the purpose 
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of better expressing its results, has of late carried on topo
graphical work, and uses topographical sheets as the basis 
of its geological maps where the geology of the country is 
of sufficient importance to be graphically illustrated. This 
survey has covered in ten years 100,000 square miles, and 
mapped 75,000, at an expense of $619,001.68, or $6.19 a 
square mile. At its average rate of progress it will complete 
the area of the territories alone in 94'2 years. 

The geological surveying party under Mr. Powell says that 
it has covered in ten years 59,936 square miles of completed 
work, and 21,179 square miles of imperfect reconnoissance, 
at a cost of $225,125, or $3.71 per square mile for completed 
work. The time required to complete the area west of the 
100th meridian would be 182'6 years. 

We are promised by these surveys, at the end of their re
spective labors, a complete map of the entire area, based 
upon geodetic methods, with as much geological and allied 
information as is needed in advance of settlement, the com
pleted geology of this partly developed region, with such 
topographical information as is required for geological illus
tration, with the results of allied observations. 

.. 41 •• 

OZONE.-M. Eremin has made experiments with ozone. 
He found that in oxalic acid solutions ozone may be pre
served longer than While using other fluids for this purpose. 
Another fact is very remarkable: the decomposition of ozone 
in sunlight is slower than in the dark; also, ozone which, 
after preparation, was left for some time, and was not im. 
mediately used, had a more energetic action for disinfecting 
purposes. 

THE INTERNATIONAL AVENUE AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION. 
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~~~~~I~~~"'h~~::~~':'; IsB~a:~3?R~:nsf~~~n~'~~ 
~n\~~ .EaJfo~tl;rn~~Lee ~i'r"l~~ °fu~~J;Jlifo~n~~ult.l'f.'il:~~r ~till!~ tant part in futur.e wars. gular occurrence In .urveylng, Heat of· the Earth; volcanic ..etion 
everI,where. Earth's magnetism IiJiIl its variations. How the Earth ." ... . ~ • 1. ___ 
}'V. as ormed. NebullB, wliattheyare LHeat from their conden.atlon; T"'""·· P .... OllO' ........................... S A· VICTORY. /lurlous characteristics; the Nebular Hypothe.I.. What the Spectro- .D.IO .... ~.........-...... ..... 

::ron~e~:!~ftro~~Hfie~~~:"~~~;'t':i':t~~1·n~~8r~:.Of volcanic The phonograph has been distinguishing itself lately in 
VI. MEDICINE AND HYGIENE.-DyspepsIa.. By Dr. C. F. KUNZlII. th·· 't b't k bl .. t d t' ·f th Eptom.. Allpetite dlmlnl.hed. Stomach digestion, much slower. IS CI Y Y 1 S rem,ar a y accura e repro uc IOns 0 e 

an normal .. Con.tipation. Symptoms In children. Chronic cases. t 1 f M·L th ·f mo·· rf mer on th t . yspepsla a. CIlu.ed hy too much food; by Indlge.tlble food. Dy.pep- corne so os 0 r.. evy, e a us pe or . a In-
81B 8.8 mu.ed by general derangement; byadtered condition of iUlier- strument. Mr. Levy possesse's the phenomenal ability of vation, Treatment; nourl.hriient .hould be easily dige.ted; taken 
!fttle at & time; and should be digested hefore more i. taken. Food gettiiIg notes out of the cornet whiCh, he says, "are not should be· plain wh"n stomach IS overloaded'. Dellclency of Hydro-
~l:;'~~tcid Inga.tricln1ce, lind how remedied. Treatmentlnfebtlle there," or in other words, he plays airs in notes an octave 

VII. AGliJ:CULTURE. HORTICULTURE, ETC.-The Seed Trade. By lower than:, anyone else has succeeded in producing on the 
ANDREW J. LAWSON.~peaob Garden. of Franoe. d h h h' d d h f h' . iriSh Short-Born Cattle. BUll. "White Boy," and Roan Helfer, "Lady cornet, an t us e as exten e t e range 0 IS mstru-
Violet," with Illustmtlon of. each. t f full Th h h h VIII. CHlilSSRECORU,-'BiOgraplifca.1 Skefuli·and-porti';;ltcif J.Ane men over our octaves. e p onograp, owever. 
RlvIere~ with one of hlsgame •. -Problem by Rudolph Wllmers.-Let- not only follows Levy, but surpasses him, by reproducing 
ter Proulem.-PI:oblem by Samuel Lo'ld.-Enlslma by Conrad'B&yer.- ,. ' • • ,.... 
American Congress Public ToUrney 0 '57 .-Solutlons· to Problems. cornet notes IIi ·entirely' 'new octa.ves· of Its own ongmation, 

Opening of'the ltIetropolitan Elevated BaUroad. 
Trains on the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad (formerly 

the Gilbert) began trips on June 5th. Immense numbers of 
people crowded the cars, until even the platforms were full. 
The time between Trinity Church and Central Park averaged 
about twenty-seven lI!inutes, including stoppages, and there 
was but one accident-a locomotive leaving the track and 
running int(} a couple of cars, through some error in placing 
a switch. Until the stations are completed and gas intro
duced n(} trips are to be made after dark. During the day 
it is intended that they shall take place every five minutes.' 

It seems likely that the road will be more of an annoyance 
to dwellers along.8.ixth avenue than has been supposed, ow
ing to the noise of passing trains being greatly intensifien by 
the resonance of the large iron supporting structure. In the 
tunnel under the latter the sound of a train passing overhead 
is deafening, and the street car horses have repeatedly taken 
fright and run away. Whether the equine population of the 
city will become accustom«ld to tbis is questionable; and for 
the present at least prudent drivE'rs of private vehicles will 
avoid 'streets through which the line passes. 
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THE PROBLEM OF UNSINKABLE SHIPS. proving itself to bave a compass of extraordinary range, if 

A collision in the British Cbannel between two large Ger- not especial tunefulness and brilliancy. 
man ironclads, the Grosser Kurfiirst and tbe Konig Wilbelm, At Ii very pleasant reception given to Mr. Edison re
recently resulted in tbe sinking of tbe former vessel and tbe cently, in this city, a most interesting conflict between 
drowning of nearly 300 of her crew. Tbe Kurfiirst, which Levy and tbe pbonograph occurred. Messrs. Edison and 
was leading the squadron, two other ships following close Johnson ably seconded the phonograph , and of course 
in rear, cbanged her course to avoid a crossing mercbant none but Levy could scientifically manipulate the cornet. 
ship. The Konig Wilhelm attempted to do likewise, but it Fresh tin foil being adjusted on the cylinder, the bell of 
is alleged tbat sbe refused to mind her helm, and thus came the cornet was placed near the mouth piece, and Yankee 
into collision with tbe Kurfiirst, ramming that ship about Doodle, first plain, and then garnisbed with variations of 
amidsbips, and causing her to sink almost instantly. Tbe I the most decorative character, assum.ed the form of dots on 
weather was fine and sea smooth, so that the evil done was the foil. Witbout tbe loss of a note, the phonograph re-
restricted wholly to the effects of the blow. peated it, and not only this, but even the peculiar expres-
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MUNN & CO. ,  31 Park Row, New York. vessel ,  fitted with the most improved appliances to prevent tbe effect of turning tbe cylinder at different degrees of 
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The safest way to remit is by draft, post .. 1 order, or registered letter. fore and aft compartments tbe entire Sbip below the battery was to end. Gravely smgmg tbe tune correctly for half a 
Address MUNN & CO .. 37 Park Row, N. Y. deck was transversely divided into twelve sections, provided dozen notes, it would suddenly soar into regions too pain-
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xport Edition. with watertigbt doors. The appliances for freeing her of fully high for the cornet even by any chance to follow it. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Export EdItIOn Is a large and splenoid perl- . . . 
odical, issued once a month. Each number contains about one hundred water were apparently ample for any emergency. A 12U Then It dehvered the varIations on Yankee Doodle with a 
large quarto pages. profusely Illustrated. embracing: (1.) Most of the. . . . . . . 
plates and pal!:es of the four preceding weekly issues of tb e SCIENTIFIC mch pIpe was laid through the mam compartments, and pro- celenty that no human fingermg of tbe cornet could rIval, t�����f:;i
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dealing witb any ordinarily severe leak. The ship was songs and a speecb, all tbis on one tin foil, though by this 
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ured 6,558 tons. Her engines, under test, had driven her at turned to the charge, and played his cornet fiercely upon 
a speed of 14 knots, developing 5,327 horse power. Sbe the much indented strip. But the phonograpb was equal 
had one turret with 10'32 inches of armor, and was a com- to any attempts to take unfair advantage of it, and it re
paratively new vessel, having been launched in 1875. peated its songs, and whistles, and speeches, witb the cor-
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would turn over and sink despite ber compartments, and Exposition, in which a careful comparative study of the va
when merchantmen are considered tbe almost certain de- rious reapers and mowing machines tbere exbibited is madll. 
struction of everyone that grounds (the Idaho of tbe Wil- Mr. Knight's analysis of the essential portions of tbe French 
liams & Guion l ine just lost on tbe Irish coast is the latest machines, and lIis showing of how they are all, in very 
example)-:1ll goes to show the fact that we bave very much large part, of American origination, is exceedingly instruc
to discover before the problem of building unsinkable ships tive and valuable, not merely as indicating how quick foreign 
can be solved. manufacturers are to adopt American devices, but as prov-

I. ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS.-Rocking Firebar. 4 fu<nres.- The srtbJ'ect is one to wbich inventors may profitably de- ing how necessary these contrivances have become in an Lock-up Safety-Valve, with Ifigure.-Boiler Feed Regulator. I figure. 
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III. FRENCH EXPOSITION OF 1878.-Openlng of the EXfosition. The before the ship is past recovery. Tbis suggests the idea of perior ability, autbor of' the "Mecbanical Dictionary " 
procession before the Palace of the Trocadero. with ful page engrav- . . . . .  . 
Ing.-TlIe Creusot Works at the Exposit!on. 160-Ton Crane. Descrip.. arrangmg shdmg compartment doors m connectIOn WIth which bears his name, an old attache of tbe Patent Office, 
tIOn and elevation to scale. . . .  . 

IV. ELECTRICl'l'Y LIGHT, HEAT, ETC.-Experiments with Floating macbmery, WbiCh by a turn of a wheel Will close all mstant- and generally one of the best informed men on mecbanical 
and Suspended 
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The kInetIC theory of gases. Matter in constant motion. Character of 
moti.oil. Tpe dilfusi,?n of gases explained. Effect of heat. Allotropy I steering arrangements for such immensely heavy vessels- Trains on the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad (formerly and IsomerISm explaIned. The same elements occurring under differ- ' • • • . ent forlI!s. The .expanslon of f�eezing water. Minute directions for WbICh oppose theIr exceSSIVe momentum to any change of the Gilbert) began trips on June 5th. Immense numbers of 
performmg pleasmg and instructIve experiments illustrating the fore- . . . 
going laws of matter, the only materials required being a har ml\gllet pOSItIOn of tbe rudder, and bence steer slowly. The disas- people crowded the cars, until even tbe platforms were full. 
and a few needles and corks. . . 
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The phonograph has been distinguishing itself lately in it is intended that they shall take place every five minutes. 
VI. MEDICINE AND HYGIENE.-Dyspepsia. By Dr. C. F. KUNZE, thO 't b 't k bl t d t '  f tb It l'k 1 tb t th d '11 b f Symptoms . Appetite diminished. Stomach digestion much slower IS Cl Y Y 1 S remar a y accura e repro uc IOns 0 e seems l ey a e roa WI e more 0 an annoyance 

than nor.mal. Constipation. Symptoms in children. Chronic cases. cornet solos of Mr. Levy, tbe famous performer on that in- to dwellers along .S.ixth avenue than has been supposed, owl?yspepsla as caused by too much food; by indigestible food. Dyspep-
e, .. as caused by general derangement; by altered condition of inner- strument. Mr. Levy possesses the phenomenal ability of ing to the noise of passing trains being greatly intensified by 'Cation. Treatment; nourishment should be easily digested' taken lIttle at .. time; and should be digested before more is taken.
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Food getting notes out of the cornet wbich, he says, "are not the resonance of the large iron supporting structure. In tbe should be 'p1!,ln wh�n st.omach is overloaded. Deficiency of Hydro-
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EDISON'S MICRO-TASlMETER. 

The latest of Edison's inventions, and perhaps the most 
interesting to physicists, is his micro-tasimeter, or measurer 
of infinitesimal pressure. 

The thermopile, hitherto foremost among delicate indica
tors of changes of temperature, must now be cOllsigned to 
the rear ranks, and the radiometer, which exhibit~ the mo
tive power of the most subtile of forces, must retire in favor 
of an instrument that can weigh that force. 

The micro-tasimeter is the outcome of Professor Edison's 
experiments with his carbon telephone. Having experi
mented with diaphragms of various thicknesses, he ascer
tained that the best results were secured by using the thicker 
diaphragms. At this stage he experienced a new diffi
culty. So sensitive was the carbon button to changes of 
condition, that the expansion of the rubber telephone handle 
rendered the instrument inarticulate, and finally inoperative. 
Iron handles were substituted with a similar result, but with 
the additional feature of musical and creaky tones distinctly 
audible in the receiving instrument. These sounds Professor 
Edison attributed to the movement of the molecules of iron 
among themselves during expansion. He calls them" mole· 
cular music." To avoid these disturbances in the telephone, 
the handle was dispensed with; but it. had done a great ser
vice in revealing the extreme sensitiveness of the carbon 
button, and this discovery opened the way for the invention 
of 'the new and wonderful instrument. 

The micro-tasimeter is represented in perspective in Figs. 
1 and 2, in section in Fig. 3, and the plan upon which it is 
ananged in the electric circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 

The instrument consists essentially in a rigid iron frame 
for holding the carbon button, which is placed between two 
platinum surfaces, one of which is fixed and the other mov
able, and in a device for holding the object to be tested, so 
that the pressure resulting from the expansion of the object 
acts upon the carbon button. 

Two stout posts, A, B, project from the rigid base piece, 
C. A. vulcanite disk, D, is secured to the post, A, by the 
platinum-headed screw, E, the head of which rests in the 
bottom of a shallow circular cavity in the center of the disk. 
In this cavity, and in contact with the head of the screw, 
E, the carbon button, F, is placed. Upon the outer face of 
the buttoo there is a disk of platinum foil, which is in elec
trical communication with the battery. A metallic cup, G, 
.is placed in contact with the platinum disk to receive one 
end of the strip of whatever material is employed to operate 
the instrument. 

The post, B, is about four inches from the post, A, and 
contains a screw-acted follower, H, that carries a cup, I, be
tween which and the cup, G, is placed a strip of any sub
stance whose expansibility it is desired to exhibit. The 
post, A, is in electrical communication with a galvanometer, 
and the galvanometer is connected with the battery. The strip 
of the substance to 
be tested is put un" 
del' a small initial 
pressure, which de
flects the gal van om
eter needle a few de-
grees from the neu
tral point. When 
the needle comes to 
rest, its position is 
noted. The slight
est subsequent ex
pansion or contrac
tion ofthe strip will 
be indicated by the 
movement of the gal
vanometer needle. 
A thin strip of hard 
rubber, placed in 
the instrument, ex
hibits extreme sen
sitiveness, being ex
panded by heat 
from the hand, so 
as to move through 
several degrees the 
needle of a very or
dinary galvanome
ter, which is not af
fccted in the slight
est degree by a 
thermopile facing 
and near a :red hot 
iron. The hand, in 
this experiment, is 
held a few inches 
from the rubber 
strip. A strip of 
mica is sensiblyaf-
fected by the heat 
of the hand, and a strip of gelatin, placed in tne instru
ment, is instantly expanded by moisture from a dampened 
piece of paper held two or three inches away. 

Forthese experiments the instrument is ananged as in 
Fig. 2, but for more delicate operations it is connected with 
a Thomson's reflecting galvanometer, and the current is 
regulated by a Wheatstone's bridge and a rheostat, so that 
the resistance on both sides of the galvanometer is equal, 
and the light-pencil from the reflector falls on 0° of the 
scale. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, and the prinoi-

pIe is illustrated by the diagram, Fig. 4. Here the galva
nometer is at g, alid the instrument which is at i is adjusted, 
say, for example, to ten ohms resistance. At a, b, and (J the 
resistance is the same. An increase or diminution of the 
pressure on the carbon button by an infinitesimal expansion 
or· contraction of the substance under test is indicated on 

scale of the gal vanometer. 

investigating (that. is, measuring the heat of the stellar 
spectra), I tried many experiments with it and devised the 
form given. This apparatus was described to various mem
bers of the National Academy of Sciences, held at Washing
ton, April 17, 18, and 19, 1878, and the Washington Star 
and Union newspapers published then gave a description of 
the instrument. Copies of these papers were at once mailed 
to William H. Preece, Professor Scheelen, Count Du Monce], 
and other physicists in Europe. 

e ..... 

A River Reversed. 

A natural river begins in countless little runlets, which 
unite in a network of larger streams, to unite in their 
turn in still larger ones, until a strong current receives the 
united flow from all. The sunlcss stream that supplies a 
great city, like New York, reverses all this. It begins at a 
single stream and ends at a million outlets. The network 
of pipes through which the Croton is delivered aggregates a 
length of 440 mile~, and the daily flow averages 85,000,000 
galbns. .. ~ ... .. 

GOOD WORK FROM CHEAP PATENTS. 
It is not long since a prominent Englishman urged. as an 

ohjection to cheap patents the comical plea that they gave 
an unnatural impulse to the inventive faculty, thereby fos
tering a preference for mere cleverness over honest work. 
As an awful example he pointed to the United States, 
"where the factitious value attached to inventions has tend
cd to produce an almost total sacrifice of solid workman
ship to flimsy ingenuity." A very pretty comment on this 
charge may be found in the explanation given in the leading 
English papers of the secret of the dangerous character of 
American competition in cottons and other manufactures. 
The danger lies, they admit. not so much in the cheapness of 
American goods as in their superior quality and' finish. 
Where they are known, American cottons are preferred to 
those of England in the great markets of the East, even at a 
higher price, because they are honestly made. The Sat1lr
day Review attributes the decline and threatened loss of 
England's trade in the East as much to "the fraudulent folly 

The carbon button may be compared to a valve, for, when of English manufacturers, who have lost their customers by 
it is compressed in the slightest degree, its electrical conduc- palming off on them adulterated goods," as to the natural 
tivity is increased, and when it is allowed to expand it advantages of American manufacturers. In like manner 
partly lose£ its conducting power. the London Times attributes the increase of Ameriean man-

The heat from the hand, held 6 or 8 inches from a strip of ufactures, and their successful competition with those of 
vulcanite placed in the instrument-when arranged as last - England, to their superiority as well as to genuine domes
described-is sufficient to deflect the galvanometer mirror so tic ad vantages in the processes of manufacture. A Swiss 
as to throw the light-beam completely off the scale. A cold commissioner to the Philadelphia Exhibition writes to his 
body placed near the vulcanite strip will carry the light-beam countrymen: "Have you ever compared a rake, a . spade, a 
in the opposite direction. knife, a hatchet, made in America, with tools made 

Pressure that is inappreciable and undiscoverable by other here? How much is Europe left behind! While our con-
means is distinctly indicated by this instrument. structors aim generally at products heavy, massive, solid, in 

Professor Edison proposes tq make application of the appearance, and save rather in the quality of the metal than 
on the weight, 
American w 0 r k

EDISON'S MICRO-TASIMETER. 

principlc of this instrument to numberless purposes, among 
which are delicate thermometers. barometers, and hygrome
ters. He expects to indicate the heat of the star& 3.nd to 
weigh the light of the sun. 

NOTE BY PROFESSOR EDISON. 

The heat measurer was described and experiments shown 
to Professor Langley, the well known astronomer of the 
Alleghany Observatory, some six months ago. On his'sug
gestion at the time, that it ought to be worked up as a very 
va,luable hoouto science, especially iIi. the line he was 

manship is light, 
pleasing to the eye, 
and employs almost 
exclusively goo d 
material." 

At the exposition 
of objects of art at 
Munich there was 
nothing in cast iron 
which could be 
compared with a 
stove which he had 
brought from Amer
ica. " Not merely 
for the good quality 
of the casting, but 
also in the ornamen
tation." Agaiu, he 
says: "Who does 
not know American 
sewing machines? 
And who has not 
already become sat" 
isfied, even when 
machines of the 
same kind are made 
in Europe in enor
m 0 u s quantities, 
that the somewhat 
higher price of the 
American machines 
is largely compen
sated for by their 
construction, their 
solidity, and their 
convenience?" So 
far from finding in 
American products 

any sacrifice of solid workmanship to flimsy ingenuity, this 
critical observer pron.qunces them generally'.' handsome, 
solid, practical, light, rtnd of good materiaI." and the verdict -
of b;uyers, the world over, confinus his testimony. 

.. ~ .... 
NEW WHEEL TIRE.-A new wheel tire has been re

cently invented. It consists in passing around the usual iron 
tire a rubber tire, and around this again an iron tire mad"e in 
sections, so that each section may yield inward as the weight 
comes upon it. It is said to lessen noise,jarring, and wear. 
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EDISON'S MICRO-TASlMETER. 

The latest of Edison's inventions, and perhaps the most 
interesting to physicists, is his micro-tasimeter, or measurer 
of infinitesimal pressure. 

The thermopile, hitherto foremost among delicate indica
tors of changes of temperature, must now be cOllsigned to 
the rear ranks, and the radiometer, which exhibit� the mo
tive power of the most subtile of forces, must retire in favor 
of an instrument that can weigh that force. 

The micro-tasimeter is the outcome of Professor Edison's 
experiments with his carbon telephone. Having experi
mented with diaphragms of various thicknesses, he ascer
tained that the best results were secured by using the thicker 
diaphragms. At this stage he experienced a new diffi
culty. So sensitive was the carbon button to changes of 
condition, that the expansion of the rubber telephone handle 
rendered the instrument inarticulate, and finally inoperative. 
Iron handles were substituted with a similar result, but with 
the additional feature of musical and creaky tones distinctly 
audible in the receiving instrument. These sounds Professor 
Edison attributed to the movement of the molecules of iron 
among themselves during expansion. He calls them " mole· 
cular music. " To avoid these disturbances in the telephone, 
the handle was dispensed with ; but it. had done a great ser
vice in revealing the extreme sensitiveness of the carbon 
button, and this discovery opened the way for the invention 
of 'the new and wonderful instrument. 

The micro-tasimeter is represented in perspective in Figs, 
1 and 2, in section in Fig. 3,  and the plan upon which it is 
ananged in the electric circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 

The instrument consists essentially in a rigid iron frame 
for holding the carbon button, which is placed between two 
platinum surfaces, one of which is fixed and the other mov
able, and in a device for holding the object to be tested, so 
that the pressure resulting from the expansion of the object 
acts upon the carbon button. 

Two stout posts, A, B, project from the rigid base piece, 
C. A. vulcanite disk, D, is secured to the post, A, by the 
platinum-headed screw, E, the head of which rests in the 
bottom of a shallow circular cavity in the center of the disk. 
In this cavity, and in contact with the head of the screw, 
E, the carbon button, F, is placed. Upon the outer face of 
the buttoo there is a disk of platinum foil, which is in elec
trical communication with the battery. A metallic cup, G, 
.is placed in contact with the platinum disk to receive one 
end of the strip of whatever material is employed to operate 
the instrument. 

The post, B, is about four inches from the post, A, and 
contains a screw-acted follower, H, that carries a cup, I, be
tween which and the cup, G, is placed a strip of any sub
stance whose expansibil ity it is desired to exhibit. The 
post, A, is in electrical communication with a galvanometer, 
and the galvanometer is connected with the battery. The strip 
of the substance to 
be tested is put un" 
del' a small initial 
pressure, which de
flects the gal van om
eter needle a few de-
grees from the neu
tral point. When 
the needle comes to 
rest, its position is 
noted. The slight
est subsequent ex
pansion or contrac
tion of the strip will 
be indicated by the 
movement of the gal
vanometer needle. 
A thin strip of hard 
rubber, placed in 
the instrument, ex
hibits extreme sen
sitiveness, being ex
panded by heat 
from the hand, so 
as to move through 
several degrees the 
needle of a very or
dinary galvanome
ter, which is not af
fccted in the slight
est degree by a 
thermopile facing 
and near a :red hot 
iron. The hand, in 
this experiment, is 
held a few inches 
from the rubber 
strip. A strip of 
mica is sensibly af-
fected by the heat 
of the hand, and it strip of gelatin , placed in tne instru
ment, is instantly expanded by moisture from a dampened 
piece of paper held two or three inches away. 

For these experiments the instrument is ananged as in 
Fig. 2, but for more delicate operations it is connected with 
a Thomson's reflecting galvanometer, and the current is 
regulated by a Wheatstone's bridge and a rheostat, so that 
the resistance on both sides of the galvanometer is equal, 
and the light-pencil from the reflector falls on 0° of the 
scale. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 1, and the prinoi-

pIe is illustrated by the diagram, Fig. 4. Here the galva
nometer is at g, alid the instrument which is at i is adjusted, 
say, for example, to ten ohms resistance. At a, b, and () the 
resistance is the same. An increase or diminution of the 
pressure on the carbon button by an infinitesimal expansion 
or · contraction of the substance under test is indicated on 

scale of the gal vanometer. 
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The carbon button may be compared to a valve, for, when 

it is compressed in the slightest degree, its electrical conduc
tivity is increased, and when it is allowed to expand it 
partly lose£ its conducting power . 

The heat from the hand, held 6 or 8 inches from a strip of 
vulcanite placed in the instrument-when arranged as last 
described-is sufficient to deflect the galvanometer mirror so 
as to throw the light-beam completely off the scale. A cold 
body placed near the vulcanite strip will carry the light-beam 
in the opposite direction. 

Pressure that is inappreciable and undiscoverable by other 
means is distinctly indicated by this instrument. 

Professor Edison proposes tq make application of the 
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principle of this instrument to numberless purposes, among 
which are delicate thermometers, barometers, and hygrome
ters. He expects to indicate the heat of the star& 3.nd to 
weigh the light of the sun. 

NOTE BY PROFESSOR EDISON. 

The heat measurer was described and experiments shown 
to Professor Langley, the well known astronomer of the 
Alleghany Observatory, some six months ago. On his'sug
gestion at the time, that it ought to be worked up as a very 
va,luable hoonto science, especially iIi. the line he was 

investigating (that. is, measuring the heat of the stellar 
spectra), I tried many experiments with it and devised the 
form given. This apparatus was described to various mem
bers of the National Academy of Sciences, held at Washing
ton, April 17, 18, and 19, 1878, and the Washington Star 
and Union newspapers published then gave a description of 
the instrument. Copies of these papers were at once mailed 
to William H. Preece, Professor Scheelen, Count Du Monce], 
and other physicists in Europe. 

.. . . ..  
A River Reversed. 

A natural river begins in countless little runlets, which 
unite in a network of larger streams, to unite in their 
turn in still larger ones, until a strong current receives the 
united flow from all. The sunlcss stream that supplies a 
great city, like New York, reverses all this. It begins at a 
single stream and ends at a million outlets. The network 
of pipes through which the Croton is deli vered aggregates a 
length of 440 miles, and the daily flow averages 85,000,000 
galbns. 

.. � ..... 
GOOD WORK FROM CHEAP PATENTS. 

It is not long since a prominent Englishman urged, as an 
ohjection to cheap patents the comical plea that they gave 
an unnatural impulse to the inventive faculty, thereby fos
tering a preference for mere cleverness over honest work. 
As an awful example he pointed to the United States, 
"where the factitious value attached to inventions has tend
ed to produce an almost total sacrifice of solid workman
ship to flimsy ingenuity. " A very pretty comment on this 
charge may be found in the explanation given in the leading 
English papers of the secret of the dangerous character of 
American competition in cottons and other manufactures. 
The danger lies, they admit, not so much in the cheapness of 
American goods as in their superior quality and' finish. 
Where they are known, American cottons are preferred to 
those of England in the great markets of the East, even at a 
higher price, because they are honestly made. The Sat1lr
day Review attributes the decline and threatened loss of 
England's trade in the East as much to "the fraudulent folly 
of English manufacturers, who have lost their customers by 
palming off on them adulterated goods," as to the natural 
advantages of American manufacturers. In like manner 
the London Times attributes the increase of American man
ufactures, and their successful competition with those of 
England, to their superiority as well as to genuine domes
tic advantages in the processes of manufacture. A Swiss 
commissioner to the Philadelphia Exhibition writes to his 
countrymen : "Have you ever compared a rake, a . spade, a 
knife, a hatchet, made in America, with tools made 
here? How much is Europe left behind! While our con
structors aim generally at products heavy, ma8�ive, solid, in 
appearance, and save rather in the quality of the metal than 

on the weight, 
American w 0 r k
manship is light, 
pleasing to the eye, 
and employs almost 
exclusively goo d 
material." 

At the exposition 
of objects of art at 
Munich there was 
nothing in cast iron 
which could be 
compared with a 
stove which he had 
brought from Amer
ica. " Not merely 
for the good quality 
of the casting, but 
also in the ornamen
tation. " Agaiu,  he 
says : " Who does 
not know American 
sewing machines ? 
And who has not 
already become sat" 
isfied , even when 
machines of the 
same kind are made 
in Europe in enol'
m 0 u s quantities, 
that the somewhat 
higher price of the 
American machines 
is largely compen
sated for by their 
construction, their 
solidity, and their 
convenience ?" So 
far from finding in 
American products 

any sacrifice of solid workmanship to flimsy ingenuity, this 
critical observer pron.qunces them generally '.' handsome, 
solid, practical, light, l1nd of good materiaI." and the verdict -
of b;uyers, the world over, confirms his testimony. 

.. � .... 
NEW WHEEL TIRE. -A new wheel tire has been re

cently invented. It consists in passing around the usual iron 
tire a rubber tire, and around this again an iron tire mad'e in 
sections, so that each section may yield inward as the weight 
comes upon it. It is said to lessen noise,jarring, and wear. 



COLLlIANN'S VALVE GEAR. 
We illustrate on this page a system of valve gear, recent

ly invented by Herr A. Collmann, of Vienna, which, in cer
tain points, resembles the well known Corliss and Sulzer 
gears. In our engravings (which we copy from Engineer
ing), Fig. 1 is a perspective view, taken from a photograph 

J 

Ititutifit ~mtritau. 
connected by a light link to the clower end of a little buffer end of the socket rests on the buffer plate (which is covered 
rod working in a socket which is itself jointed above di- with leather), and as the eccentric descends the latter is lifted 
rectly to the valve spindle. The pin on the buffer rod is (by the action of the lever), and the valve is thereby opened. 
connected by a long link to a block capable of sliding on As the eccentric descends the valve receives a motion deter
the upper end of the eccentric rod, which is made cylindri- mined jointly by the motions of the eccentric and its rod. 
cal for that purpose. Suppose this block to be fixed on The former by itself would lift the valve; the upper end of 

SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER. SECTION THROUGH GUIDES. 

of a horizontal' engine fitted with the Collmann gear;. Figs. 
2 and 3 are sections through the cylinder and the guides re
spectively; Figs. 4 and 5 are copies of indicator diagrams 
taken from the engine shown in Fig. 1. Double beat 
valves are used, two for admission on the top of the cylin
der, and two for exhaust below it. All four valves are 
worked from a horizontal shaft parallel to the axis • of 
the cylinder, driven from the crank shaft by miter gear· 
ing. The governor 
(Figs. 1 and 3), of 
an approximately 
isochronous type, is 
driven from this 
shaft through a pair 
of screw wheels. 
The exhaust valves 
are worked by cams 
through an arrange
ment of lever shown 
plainly in Fig. 2. 
These val ves are 
lifted by the cams 
and allowed to 
drop shut by their 
own weight, and 
that of the levers 
and rods connected 
with them. 

The mode of work
ing the steam valves 
is, however, the 
characteristic fea
ture of this gear. 
Referring to Figs. 
1 and 2, it will be 
noticed that on the 
auxiliary shaft there 
are two eccentrics, 
one for each valve. 
A pin in the eccen
tric rod is jointed 
directly to one end 
of a lever working 
on a horizontal axis 
fixed to the cylin-

the eccentric rod, and the eccentric to be in position to the rod, however, comes continually nearer the cylinder, 
commence opening the valve. The eccentric is then nearly and by so doing pushes away the lower end of the buffer 
horizontal and turned towards the cylinder, so that the upper rod, a motion which would, by itself, tend always to leave 
part of the rod is at its maximum distance from the cylin- the valve free to dtop shut again. The particular point at 
der. The buffer rod and the link below it, which together which the valve does actually close will depend upon the 
form, as will be seen, a knee joint, are nearly in one vertical position of the sliding block on the eccentric rod. The 
line, the joint between them being pulled forward by its higher this is the greater will its motion be, the further will 
connection with the eccentric rod. The flange on the lower the knee be pushed ont for any given position of the eccen-

tric, and the earlier, 
therefore, will the 
cut-off take place. 
To make the change 
of cut-off automa
tic it is only neces
sary to control the 
position of the 
block on the eccen
tric rod by the gov
ernor, and this is 
done by the arrange· 
ment of levers 
shown in the en
gravings. 

New Industries. 

der. The other end 
of the same Jever is Fig. l.-HORIZONTAL ENGINE WITH COLLMANN'S VALVE GEAR. 

Within the past 
few years a great 
number of new in
dustrial operations 
have been estab
lished in the United 
States, from which 
have come two very 
important results-,
the employment of 
labor saving ma
chinery in a cheap
er, more rapid pro
duction, and the in
citement to the 
greater activity in 
improvement and 
invention of appli
ances. With the 
fact accomplished 
that one machine 
can do the work of 
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connected by a light link to the clower end of a little buffer end of the socket rests on the buffer plate (which is covered 
rod working in a socket which is itself jointed above di- with leather), and as the eccentric descends the latter is lifted 
rectly to the valve spindle. The pin on the buffer rod is (by the action of the lever), and the valve is thereby opened. 
connected by a long link to a block capable of sliding on As the eccentric descends the valve receives a motion deter
the upper end of the eccentric rod, which is made cylindri- mined jointly by the motions of the eccentric and its rod. 
cal for that purpose. Suppose this block to be fixed on The former by itself would lift the valve; the upper end of 
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of a horizontal' engine fitted with the Collmann gear ;. Figs. 
2 and 3 are sections through the cylinder and the guides re
spectively ; Figs. 4 and 5 are copies of indicator diagrams 
taken from the engine shown in Fig. 1. Double beat 
valves are used, two for admission on the top of the cylin
der, and two for exhaust below it. All four valves are 
worked from a horizontal shaft parallel to the axis • of 
the cylinder, driven from the crank shaft by miter gear
ing. The governor 
(Figs. 1 and 3), of 
an approximately 
isochronous type, is 
driven from this 
shaft through a pair 
of screw wheels. 
The exhaust valves 
are worked by cams 
through an arrange
ment of lever shown 
plainly in Fig. 2. 
These val ves are 
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and allowed to 
drop shut by their 
own weight, and 
that of the levers 
and rods connected 
with them. 

The mode of work
ing the steam valves 
is, however, the 
characteristic fea
ture of this gear. 
Referring to Figs. 
1 and 2, it will be 
noticed that on the 
auxiliary shaft there 
are two eccentrics, 
one for each valve. 
A pin in .the eccen
tric rod is jointed 
directly to one end 
of a lever working 
on a horizontal axis 
fixed to the cylin-

the eccentric rod, and the eccentric to be in position to the rod, however, comes continually nearer the cylinder, 
commence opening the valve. The eccentric is then nearly and by so doing pushes away the lower end of the buffer 
horizontal and turned towards the cylinder, so that the upper rod, a motion which would, by itself, tend always to leave 
part of the rod is at its maximum distance from the cylin- the valve free to dtop shut again. The particular point at 
del'. The buffer rod and the link below it, which together which the valve does actually close will depend upon the 
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therefore, will the 
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To make the change 
of cut-off automa
tic it is only neces
sary to control the 
position of the 
block on the eccen
tric rod by the gov
ernor, and this is 
done by the arrange· 
ment of levers 
shown in the en
gravings. 
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Within the past 
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number of new in
dustrial operations 
have been estab
lished in the United 
States, from which 
have come two very 
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er, more rapid pro
duction, and the in
citement to the 
greater activity in 
improvement and 
invention of appli
ances. With the 
fact accomplished 
that one machine 
can do the work of 
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a dozen men, we see the evil of something worse than convict 
and Chinese cheap labor in our midst. We have an enormous 
addition to our popnlation in the shape of automatic labor
saving machines. If one superintendent can take care of ten 
or twenty men, so here one man can take care of a half dozen 
machines doing each ten men's work. The machines have 
the advantage that they cost nothing for provisions-slaves 
unfed, unclothed, and harnessed down for life, breathing 
steam and living on fire. 

While there is such an enormous increase in the power of 
production, with no increase in the demand for consumption, 
it is necessary that much invention and effort should be at 
work to increase the industrial employment of the people, 
and to increase the wants and requirements of a higher civi
lization now rendered feasible. While our people are thus 
thrown out of one employment, another should be offered. It 
is a fixed law that every citizen should have what he pays 
for-all the benefits and opportunities which the nation has 
power to bestow.' Employment is the first right of man; 
traffic, pleasure, or associations resulting from labor are sec· 
ondary considerations. To have employment the people of 
the United States should be engaged in producing everything, 
which the world produces, not incompatible with climate 
or nature. A close observer of the industrial economy of 
Germany, France. and Great Britain finds such a number of, 
profitable industries there existing, and of which America, 
has no knowledge, and for the productions of which we pay I 
our money, as would give every person in America steady i 
employment. The care of the United States should be, while 
affording an asylum to the over-crowded population of other 
nations, to enable them to bring their industries with them. 

4'.'. 

Ititufifit ~mttitau+ 
IMPROVED SHOE BRUSH. 

Mr. Frank H. Kean, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has added a use· 
ful attachment to blacking brushes, in the shape of an ad
justable scraper knife, by which hardened mud, etc., may 
be easily removed from the shoe. The arrangement of the 
device is perfectly plain from our engraving. It will be 
noticed that the knife is curved at its front end, and that by 

IMPROVED SHOE BRUSH. 

fJl ETHER ICE-l'ItAKING MACHINE. the thumb nut it may be clamped so as to project as much 
The machine shown in the accompanying illustration is as desired. This device was patented April 30, 1878. 

one made by Messrs. Duvallon & Lloyd, of Birmingham, 4 , • I • 

England. It uses ether, and the apparatus consists of an engine Burns and Scalds. 
and air pump combined on the same bed plate, a refrigerator, Dr. G. F. Waters, of Boston, Mass., author of the alkaline 
an ether condenser, a circulating pump, and one or more ice treatment, now so widely known fo: its remarkable suc· 
boxes, according to the quantity of ice required. In the ma- cess, says: 
chine illustrated the air pump is 9~ inches in diameter, driven I "My treatment is to apply to the burned surface bicarbo' 
direct by a steam engine, with 7Yz inch cylinders, the stroke' nate of soda, if it is a wet surface, in fine powder; but if is a 
being 21 inches. The two cylinders are arranged in line, dry burn, use a paste of bicarbonate of soda and water, or a 
the two piston rods being cottered to the crosshead. The strong solution of the bicarbonate of soda in water, and 
guides consist of hollow angle pieces working on the cor· apply to the burned surface. This relieves sunburns as well 
ners of the square bars. The air pump is double-acting. as burns from hot coals, melted sulphur, hot iron, steam, etc. 
The connecting rods, one at each side of the cylinder, work "Always dispose the burned surface so that the blood c~n 
on crank pins inserted in disks keyed on to the main shaft, gravitate toward the heart if possible, as otherwise a con
one of these disks being of considerable weight, so as to act tinuous pain may be felt, due to the dilatation of the blood 
as a fly wheel. In the center of the main shaft is a pulley vessels from the weight of the contained blood. 
for driving overhead shafting, from which the circulating "Ifbicarbonate of soda is not at hand, bicarbonate of potash 
pump and the agitator derive their motion. The two inlet is the next best; biborate of soda does as well, but is not 
passages of the air pump, one at each end, are connected by often found handy. Then the emulsion of lime water with 
a copper pipe, from which branches another copper pipe, oils makes a good dressing where the skin is broken. But 
placing them in communi
cation with the refrigera
tor. This is a cylindrical 
vessel, similar in construc
tion to a multitubular 
boiler, covered with felt 
and lagged with wood; the 
tubes are made of copper 
and riveted to brass end 
plates. On the other side 
of the air pump, the two 
outlet valves, connected in 
the same manner as the 
inlet valves, are placed in 
communication with the 
ether condenser, which is 
similar in construction to 
the refrigerator, but is of 
rectangular section and 
has no copper shell. The 
tubes communicate at each 
end with metal chambers, 
one of them acting as are· 
ceptacle for the air which 
finds its way inside the 
condenser. The whole is 
immersed in a tank of 
wood or galvanized iron, 
through which a constant 
stream of water is made 
to pass for cooling and 
condensing the vapor of 
ether. A vacuum of about 
25M inches, it is stated by 
Iron, from which we ob· 
tain these particulars, is 
maintained by the air 
pump in the refrigerator, 
vaporizing the ether at a 
low temperature. The abo 
sorption of heat due to 
this operation lowers the 
temperature of the strong 
brine, made to circulate, by means of the pump provided for 
that purpose, through the tubes and the ice box. The latter 
is a tank of red deal, varnished inside, with partitions hav
ing holes bored in them for allowing the brine to circulate 
slowly, Between the partitions are suspended zinc moulds 
of rhombic form, varying in width according to the shape 
of the blocks of ice required, and filled with pure water. 

ETHER ICE·MAKING MACHINE. 

vaseline is preferable, as there is 'no odor from it and it is 
quite as bland." 

4 ,.,. 

FIFTY thousand dozen of American hay rakes, says a 
writer in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, have been ordered 
and partly received by a single firm in Sheffield for this sea-
son's demand only. . 

NeW' Inventions. 

Mr. W. C. Phillips, of Norwalk, Conn., has iuvented an 
improved Stair Fire Escape, made in parts, the number of 
which in use is determined by the height of the point to be 
reached, each part consisting of hinged sections capable Of 
being locked in line or at angles by means of bolts operated 
by cords, suitably braced and capable of a variety of ad 
justment. 

An improved Ice Pitcher, invented by Mr. H. B. Beach, 
of West Meriden, Conn., has an interior china, glass, or 
other suitable lining, strengthened by a metallic layer spun 
around it, and secured to the body of the pitcher by a screw 
bolt and nut at the bottom. While the usual air space about 
the bowl is left, the strengthening obviates the danger of 
cracking the lining by dropping lumps of ice upon it or in 
case of falling. 

Mr. A. R. Sherman, of Natick, R. I., has patented a con
venient Book Rack for church pews, in which a number of 
improvements are introduced, designed to hold the books 
shut, and also adjustable to hold small books in place. 

Mr. H. S. Cate, of Millerstown, Pa., is the inventor of an 
improved adjustable and removable rubber Packing for Oil 
Wells, which is attached to the casing head, surrounding 
the tubing or cable, for the purpose of preserving the vacu
um or controlling flowing oil or gas while withdrawing tub-
ing or drilling. , 

Mr. J. R. Pierce, of Orfordville, N. H., has patented a 
Horseshoe Spring which is claimed to spread the hoof of a 
horse's foot without injury and without affecting the attach
ment of the shoe. The spring is V-shaped, pivoted at its 
angle to the toe of the shbe, and so formed that its arms ex
tend back along the sides of the frog and bear against the 
inner sides of the rim of the hoof, at its heel. 

Mr. Emerson Cole, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,has patented an 
improved Bung Fastener, made of a tapering pointed strip 
of .sheet metal. having near its wider end burrs, which enter 
the sides of the bung hole as the bung is driven in with the 
fastener between it and the hole. The fastener is also made 
in convenient form to bend over the bung after it is 
driven in. 

An improved Sled, the invention of Mr. R. Armstrong, of 
Portland, New Brunswick, is so constructed that each run- . 
ner is allowed sufficient mobility to pass over inequalities 
of road without disturbing the position of its fellow to any 
material extent. 

In an improved Cooking Stove, patented by Mr. H. R. 
Smith, of Minnesota Lake, Minn., the arrangement is adapt
able to burning hay as well as wood or coal, mainly for the 
purpose of utilizing the cheap' hay crops of the Western 
States, after the hay is properly prepared or baled for the 
purpose. 

An improved Oil Well Torpedo, invented by Mr. W. 
Haus, of Church P.O., Pa., consists of an interior explod

ing shell and an exterior 
case filled with a sawdust 
or paper mixtnre. The 
o l,j ect is to furnish means 
for exploding the torpedo 
in case the regular caps 
fail, without drawing it 
out of the well; and to this 
end a supplementary ex
ploder, with capped rods 
and a second anvil, oper
ated by dropping a weight 
from above, are provided. 

In a new Iron Fence the 
inventor, Mr. A. Zimmer
er, of Nebraska City, Neb., 
provides the lower ends of 
each fence post with a 
screw thread correspond
ing with a screw hole in a 
metallic baseplate attached 
to a block set firmly in the 
earth. Each post is notched 
at its upper end. and the 
top rails have oblong slots, 
so that the rails may be 
secured to the posts by in
serting the ends through 
the slots and then turning 
the posts in their screw 
sockets. 

Mr. J. Gallaspie, of Rus
siaville, Ind., has patented 
an improved Trace Hold
er,constructed with a view 
to keeping the traces 
straight and preventing 
them from swinging about 
when slack. It is formed 
of two pieces, hinged to-
gether at their lower ends, 
notched upon their inner 
sides to allow a space for 

receiving the trace, and secured to each other by a thumb
screw at the upper end of the smaller part. An eye in the 
upper 'end of the longer part receives a supporting strap, 
which is secured to the hip strap of the harness. 

A Rainwater Filter, designed to filter the water passing 
from a roof to a cistern, has been patented by Messrs. W. 
H. Thomas and T. H.Carter, of Mount Sterling, Ky. 
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a dozen men, we see the evil of something worse than convict 
and Chinese cheap labor in our midst. We have an enormous 
addition to our popnlation in the shape of automatic labor
saving machines. If one superintendent can take care of ten 
or twenty men, so here one man can take care of a half dozen 
machines doing each ten men's work. The machines have 
the advantage that they cost nothing for provisions-slaves 
unfed, unclothed, and harnessed down for life, breathing 
steam and living on fire. 

While there is such an enormous increase in the power of 
production, with no increase in the demand for consumption, 
it is necessary that much invention and effort should be at 
work to increase the industrial employment of the people, 
and to increase the wants and requirements of a higher civi
lization now rendered feasible. While our people are thus 
thrown out of one employment, another should be offered. It 
is a fixed law that every citizen should have what he pays 
for-all the benefits and opportunities which the nation has 
power to bestow. ' Employment is the first right of man ; 
traffic, pleasure, or associations resulting from labor are sec· 
ondary considerations. To have employment the people of 
the United States should be engaged in producing everything . which the world produces, not incompatible with climate 
or nature. A close observer of the industrial economy of 
Germany, France. and Great Britain finds such a number of . 
profitable industries there existing, and of which America . 
has no knowledge, and for the productions of which we pay i 
our money, as would give every person in America steady i 
employment. The care of the United States should be, while 
affording an asylum to the over-crowded population of other 
nations, to enable them to bring their industries with them. 

4 ' . ' . 

Ititufif i t  �mtti tau+ 
IMPROVED SHOE BRUSH. 

Mr. Frank H. Kean, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has added a use· 
ful attachment to blacking brushes, in the shape of an ad
justable scraper knife, by which hardened mud, etc. ,  may 
be easily removed from the shoe. The arrangement of the 
device is perfectly plain from our engraving. It will be 
noticed that the knife is curved at its front end, and that by 

IMPROVED SHOE BRUSH. 

fJl ETHER ICE-l'ItAKING MACHINE. the thumb nut it may be clamped so as to project as much 
The machine shown in the accompanying illustration is as desired. This device was patented April 30, 1878. 

one made by Messrs. Duvallon & Lloyd, of Birmingham, 4 , • I • 
England. It uses ether, and the apparatus consists of an engine Burns and Scalds. 

and air pump combined on the same bed plate, a refrigerator, Dr. G. F. Waters, of Boston, Mass. , author of the alkaline 
an ether condenser, a circulating pump, and one or more ice treatment, now so widely known fo: its remarkable suc· 
boxes, according to the quantity of ice required. In the ma- cess, says : 
chine illustrated the air pump is 9k( inches in diameter, driven I " My treatment is to apply to the burned surface bicarbo' 
direct by a steam engine, with 7Yz inch cylinders, the stroke ' nate of soda, if it is a wet surface, in fine powder ; but if is a 
being 21 inches. The two cylinders are arranged in line, dry burn, use a paste of bicarbonate of soda and water, or a 
the two piston rods being cottered to the crosshead. The strong solution of the bicarbonate of soda in water, and 
guides consist of hollow angle pieces working on the cor · apply to the burned surface. This relieves sunburns as well 
ners of the square bars. The air pump is double-acting. as burns from hot coals, melted sulphur, hot iron, steam, etc. 
The connecting rods, one at each side of the cylinder, work " Always dispose the burned surface so that the blood c�n 
on crank pins inserted in disks keyed on to the main shaft, gravitate toward the heart if possible, as otherwise a con
one of these disks being of considerable weight, so as to act tinuous pain may be felt, due to the dilatation of the blood 
as a fly wheel. In the center of the main shaft is a pulley vessels from the weight of the contained blood. 
for driving overhead shafting, from which the circulating " Ifbicarbonate of soda is not at hand, bicarbonate of potash 
pump and the agitator derive their motion. The two inlet is the next best ; biborate of soda does as well, but is not 
passages of the air pump, one at each end, are connected by often found handy. Then the emulsion of lime water with 
a copper pipe, froUl which branches another copper pipe, oils makes a good dressing where the skin is broken. But 
placing them in communi
cation with the refrigera
tor. This is a cylindrical 
vessel, similar in construc
tion to a multitubular 
boiler, covered with felt 
and lagged with wood ; the 
tubes are made of copper 
and riveted to brass end 
plates. On the other side 
of the air pump, the two 
outlet valves, connected in 
the same manner as the 
inlet valves, are placed in 
communication with the 
ether condenser, which is 
similar in construction to 
the refrigerator, but is of 
rectangular section and 
has no copper shell. The 
tubes communicate at each 
end with metal chambers, 
one of them acting as a re· 
ceptacle for the air which 
finds its way inside the 
condenser. The whole is 
immersed in a tank of 
wood or galvanized iron, 
through which a constant 
stream of water is made 
to pass for cooling and 
condensing the vapor of 
ether. A vacuum of about 
25M inches, it is stated by 
Iron, from which we ob· 
tain these particulars, is 
maintained by the air 
pump in the refrigerator, 
vaporizing the ether at a 
low temperature. The abo 
sorption of heat due to 
this operation lowers the 
temperature of the strong 
brine, made to circulate, by means of the pump provided for 
that purpose, through the tubes and the ice box. The latter 
is a tank of red deal, varnished inside, with partitions hav
ing holes bored in them for allowing the brine to circulate 
slowly, Between the partitions are suspended zinc moulds 
of rhoUlbic form, varying in width according to the shape 
of the blocks of ice required, and filled with pure water. 

ETHER ICE·MAKING MACHINE. 

vaseline is preferable, as there is 'no odor from it and it is 
quite as bland. " 

4 , . , . 
FIFTY thousand dozen of American hay rakes, says a 

writer in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, have been ordered 
and partly received by a single firm in Sheffield for this sea-
son's demand only. 

. 

NeW' Inventions. 

Mr. W. C. Phillips, of Norwalk, Conn. , has invented an 
improved Stair Fire Escape, made in parts, the number of 
which in use is determined by the height of the point to be 
reached, each part consisting of hinged sections capable Of 
being locked in line or at angles by means of bolts operated 
by cords, suitably braced and capable of a variety of ad 
justment. 

An improved Ice Pitcher, invented by Mr. H. B. Beach, 
of West Meriden, Conn. ,  has an interior china, glass, or 
other suitable lining, strengthened by a metallic layer spun 
around it, and secured to the body of the pitcher by a screw 
bolt and nut at the bottom. While the usual air space about 
the bowl is left, the strengthening obviates the danger of 
cracking the lining by dropping lumps of ice upon it or in 
case of falling. 

Mr. A. R. Sherman, of Natick, R. I. , has patented a con
venient Book Rack for church pews, in which a number of 
improvements are introduced, designed to hold the books 
shut, and also adjustable to hold small books in place. 

Mr. H. S. Cate, of Millerstown, Pa. , is the inventor of an 
improved adjustable and removable rubber Packing for Oil 
Wells, which is attached to the casing head, surrounding 
the tubing or cable, for the purpose of preserving the vacu
um or controlling flowing oil or gas while withdrawing tub-
ing or drilling. , 

Mr. J. R. Pierce, of Orfordville, N. H. , has patented a 
Horseshoe Spring which is claimed to spread the hoof of a 
horse's foot without injury and without affecting the attach
ment of the shoe. The spring is V-shaped, pivoted at its 
angle to the toe of the shbe, and so formed that its arms ex
tend back along the sides of the frog and bear against the 
inner sides of the rim of the hoof, at its heel. 

Mr. Emerson Cole, of Brooklyn, N. Y. , has patented an 
improved Bung Fastener, made of a tapering pointed strip 
of .sheet metal. having near its wider end burrs, which enter 
the sides of the bung hole as the bung is driven in with the 
fastener between it and the hole. The fastener is also made 
in convenient form to bend over the bung after it is 
driven in. 

An improved Sled, the invention of Mr. R. Armstrong, of 
Portland, New Brunswick, is so constructed that each run- . 
ner is allowed sufficient mobility to pass over inequalities 
of road without disturbing the position of its fellow to any 
material extent. 

In an improved Cooking Stove, patented by Mr. H. R. 
Smith, of Minnesota Lake, Minn. , the arrangement is adapt
able to burning hay as well as wood or coal , mainly for the 
purpose of utilizing the cheap ' hay crops of the Western 
States, after the hay is properly prepared or baled for the 
purpose. 

An improved Oil Well Torpedo, invented by Mr. W. 
Haus, of Church P. O. ,  Pa. , consists of an interior explod

ing shell and an exterior 
case filled with a sawdust 
or paper mixture. The 
o l,j ect is to furnish means 
for exploding the torpedo 
in case the regular caps 
fail, without drawing it 
out of the well ; and to this 
end a supplementary ex
ploder, with capped rods 
and a second anvil, oper
ated by dropping a weight 
from above, are provided. 

In a new Iron Fence the 
inventor, Mr. A. Zimmer
er, of Nebraska City, Neb. , 
provides the lower ends of 
each fence post with a 
screw thread correspond
ing with a screw hole in a 
metallic baseplate attached 
to a block set firmly in the 
earth. Each post is notched 
at its upper end. and the 
top rails have oblong slots, 
so that the rails may be 
secured to the posts by in
serting the ends through 
the slots and then turning 
the posts in their screw 
sockets. 

Mr. J. Gallaspie, of Rus
siaville, Ind. , has patented 
an improved Trace Hold
er, constructed with a view 
to keeping the traces 
straight and preventing 
them from swinging about 
when slack. It is formed 
of two pieces, hinged to-
gether at their lower ends, 
notched upon their inner 
sides to allow a space for 

receiving the trace, and secured to each other by a thumb
screw at the upper end of the smaller part. An eye in the 
upper 'end of the longer part receives a supporting strap, 
which is secured to the hip strap of the harness. 

A Rainwater Filter, designed to filter the water passing 
from a roof to a cistern, has been patented by Messrs. W. 
H. TholUas and T. H. Carter, of Mount Sterling, Ky. 



j'titutifit ~tutritau. 
Freezing in winter is avoided by the automatic draining off I Messrs. Siem~ns Bros. exhibited one of their dynamo.elec-I to the depth of from 30 to 40 feet, in the hard, sharp sand at 
of the water in the filter as soon as the supply from the roof I tric machines capable of giving an electric light equal to i that yard. 
ceases; but it iselosed again, so as to cause the water to pass 11,200 normal sperm candles; an electric lamp was also shown 1 After signing my contract, I was informed by the then 
through the filtering material, as soon as water is supplied, by the same firm. Ohief Engineer of the Navy Department that a corps of en-
from the roof. I Among the other scientific apparatus, the Edison" phono- gineers had tried the experiment of driving piles at that 

• ~.. .. 1 graph" was shown in action by Mr. Stroh, and explained in yard, and that the maximum depth to which they could pos-
Ipteresting Electrical and Magnetic Exverhnents. a short lecture by Mr. W. H. Preece. sibly be driven was 15 feet; at that depth the heads of the 
At a r.ecent eVening.' lecture at the RO. yal Institution. Lon-I The" mechanical chameleon," the invention Of. M,r. A. B. piles were boomed up, though banded with iron hoops, and 

don, a discourse was delivered by Sir William Thomson, Dr. Kempe, excited much interest among the more scientific por- that the hammer rebounded without moving the pile. 
Siemens being in the chair. The subject was" The Effects I tion of the visitors. This ingenious apparatus, by mechani- I inquired how heavy a hammer had been used, and was 
of Stress on the ~Iagnetization of Iron, Oobalt, and Nickel." I' cal means, enables all the gradations of tint of any two I informed that it weighed 1 ton; it struck me at once that it 
Sir William first pointed out that certain magnetic bodies colors to be obtained and to be varied at will, the one tint I· was like trying to drive a 6 inch spike with a tack hammer 
possessed the power of retaining magnetism in a greater de- dissolving gradually or suddenly into any other, or remain-I instead of using an 8 lb. maul. 
gree than others, iron possessing this force in a high, and' ing stationary if required. I obtained hammers weighing two tons and a half, and al-
nickel and cobalt in a lesser degree; paramagnetic bodies Mr. Francis Galton, F.R.S., exhibited a curious optical lowed them to fall but 12 feet: the result was that I drove 
do not possess this power. instrument, by which portraits of different persons could be my 3,000 piles without banding the heads, the effect of the 

The magnetic property in bodies might be different in dif- combined so as to form a new face possessing the character- blow being to polish the heads of the piles. 
ferent directions; that is, it varied according to the structure istics of each individual portrait. If you will publish the above it will be of more benefit to 
of the body. Some bodies could be isotropic; that is, their Mr. Nathaniel Holmes showed in action his flashing light the practical mechanic than the long article on the same 
magnetic properties might be the same in all parts of their signal apparatus, in which a brilliant" flare" is produced subject illustrated by letters, fignres, and hieroglyphics which 
mass;' thus, a lump of dough, when uniformly kneaded and by the action of water dropping on phosphuret of lime. I recently saw in a scientific magazine. 
placed between the poles of a powerful magnet, was unaf- New York, May 23. JOHN S. GILBERT. 
fected; but when compressed in one direction, became in
fluenced by the magnetism. 

The influence of the magnetism of the earth on a bar of HUGHES' l'IIICROPHONE AN ALLEGED PIRACY. 
soft iron was next pointed ont, the bar becoming magnetic Set~lng BoUers. Mr. . Thomas A. Edison sends us a communication in 
when held in the line of the dipping needle, the upper end To the Editor ojthe Scientific American: which he points out in some detail that Professor Hughes' 
of the bar always taking the same magnetism, even when Some years since I took charge of a sugar plantation on microphone is a piracy on his carbon telephone, which, it 
the ends were reversed, after the bar had been held in one the Spanish Main, S. A. Four hundred tons of coal (when will be remembered, is based on the great changes of resis
direction. it could be procured) and GLbout three hundred cords of tance to the electrical current which Occur in carbon under 

One interesting experiment consisted in inverting a bar of wood were consumed every season. I had not time to make minnte pressures. We illustrated both of these inventions 
iron, part of the weathercock of Oxford Oathcdral, which any changes the first season, but although the average was in our issue of June 8, 1878, and at the same time pointed 
had stood upright in the steeple for over 300 years, and had increased I decreased the coal bill eighty tons and the wood out the close similarity between them. Mr. Edison states 
been carefully treasured by Faraday in the same position, bill one hundred cords. The second year I made the that Hughes' discovery is not merely identical with his, but 
with the same end up, ever since. It would have been a changes below described in boiler settings, and consumed' that the correspondence continues down to the minutire 
scientific sacrilege to have done so idly, but the object was two hundred tons of coal and one hundred and forty cords which many who concede the similarity of the investigations 
to see whether, after three centuries of fixity in position, it of wood. I burned all the bagass. in other respects believe to constitute a distinctive feature 
had acquired a fixity of magnetization. No one had a better The boilers were three in number,twenty-five feet between in favor of Hughes. Mr. Edison says that" the subdivision 
right to perform the act than the philosopher to whom Fara- of carbon has been repeatedly tested by me in my experi-
day has handed on the lamp, and no one could have done it ments on the telephone," and that he has employed the met-
with more reverence. The result could not be predicted, FIG.!. allization of the carbon by plunging it in mercury for many 
and it was awaited with considerable interest. Before inver- years past. The change of electrical resistance with en or-
sion, the upper end of the bar was a true north pole by virtue mons rapidity by plumbago under pressure was published, 
of its position, and the lower end a true south pole. After as we have previously stated, in this journal on Jnly 28,18'77, 
inversion, the latter became a true north pole, and the former and we have already pointed out a fact dwelt upon by Mr. 
upper end a true south pole, showing that the magnetic in- Edison in his present letter, namely, that Edison some time 
ductioll of 300 years had not taken a permanent hold upon S1ilce abolished the vibra:ing plate in the carbon telephone, 
the iron. substituting a solid plate, and thus removing the last possi-

The effect of striking a bar of iron, cobalt, or nickel, held ble distinctive difference between the completed form of his 
in the line of the dipping needle, was shown to give a very device and the same form of the pirated microphone of 
perceptible amount of magnetism' to them, even when the heads, fonr feet diameter, each containing two twelve-inch Hughes. 

flues. The old settings were of tiles and stone, sixteen 
blows were very slight. It is not necessary to dwell on these points, because they 

square feet of grate surface for each one, and were in inde-It was pointed out that this effect was very much more are very few and simple, and the reader can review them by 
d pendent settings. There were two bridge walls straight . considerable in long than in short bars, an that therefore it turning back to the illustrated description, above referred to, 

across, one at the back end of the grates, the other at the was advisable to avoid the use of such bars, long in propor- of the devices of both Hughes and Edison. The more in-
back end of the boiler. The boiler was eighteen inches 

tion to their breadth, for stanchions in ships, as compass er- teresting part of Mr. Edison's letter is its conclusion, wherein 
above the bridge walls. The space between the bridge walls 

rors might become considerable from the magnetism which he implicates Mr. William H. Preece, the coadjutor of Pro-
was about four feet deep and vacant. The alteration con-

such bars might acquire. fessor Hughes, in introducing the microphone. 
sisted in making a bridge wall twelve feet wide on a circle 

Villari's discovery was next alluded to, namely, that the 'th th b'l th f t 'fift . h h f d Mr. Preece is electrician to the London Post Office, the 
f h· . d . . . WI e 01 er, e ron ena een mc es t ere rom, an . . 

effect 0 stretc mg a magnetize wIre was to mcrease ItS th b k d . ht' h b 1 th b'l l'k f author of several works on electrIeal subJects, and an expert 
. th" h' . t t . e ac en elg mc es e ow e 01 er I e part 0 a f'd .... . magnetism, IS mcrease reac mg a maxImum a a cer alll . 1 b h D F' B'. 0 consl erable abIlIty m that lIne. In the early part of last 

. d th d . th t' t'll f th . I COUlca tu e, s own at , Ig. 1. ack of thiS wall a M Ed" . pomt, an en ecreasmg as e s ram was slur er m- . h 11 1 db' year, r. Ison states m the letter before us he came to this 
f . stralg t wa was pace, etween whIch and the former . . . . ' '. 

creased. On the relaxation 0 the stram the magnetic con- 1 ft 12 . h 'd d h'd f h' h I country and vIsIted Mr. Edison at hIS laboratory. WIth tha.t 
d f h · 1 b . d' was e . a space mc es WI e, an on eac Sl e 0 w IC .. . . 

ition 0 t e wire was near y, ut not qUIte, restore to ItS 1 d d 'th . t A f f . h freedom whIch IS characteristIC of the man, Edison exhibi-
1 was p ace a 001' WI a regis er, ,0 our square mc es, d' . . 

norma power. f th d .. f' B k f th 1 t 11 te to hlIll the expenments whIch he had under way, includ-
W d d d . b d or e a miSSIOn 0 aIr. ac 0 e as wa was con- . .. 

Sir illiam ha exten e these experIments y etermining t t d th b t' h b 0 mg those mvolvmg the carbon telephone. At Preece's ex-
ff f . h' d db 1 s ruce e com us IOn c am er, . B is a bonnet of d d . Ed' d" the e ect 0 transverse strams suc as IS pro nee y app y- b'l' P F' 2 t' 1 t presse eSlre Ison ma e him hIS agent for the presenta-

. h d l' .. t b thO t t' 01 er Iron; , Ig. ,cas Iron p a es. The masonry was. f h' 1 h . E S 
mg y rau IC pressure m an Hon u e; IS ransverse s ram not in contact with the boilers. tlOU 0 t IS te ep ?ne m . ngland. ubseqnently Preece 
was found to decrease the magnetic force in the tube when the was also charged With the mtroduction of the phonograph 

The grate surface was inereased 
magnetic power was feeble, a maximum being reached at a ,"IG ., in that country, and thereafter Edison kept him fully ad-for each boiler from sixteeri to II' .c.. 
certain strain; when the magnetism was strong the opposite vised of his advances, both by private letter and by mailing • 20'5 sqnare feet by putting in 
effect was produced, a transverse strain producing an in- him published accounts. Among other J·ourn.als sent to bars five feet long in place of 
creased effect, rising to a maximum at a certain strain. Preece was a copy of the Washington Star, of April 19 last, four foot bars taken onto My 

The effect of torsion on a wire was found to be to decrease containing an account of Edison's modification of the car-method of firing was as fol-the magnetic power in a wire, no matter which way the twist 
was made; but on the relaxation of the twist, the magnetiC! 
power remaining in the wire was less than it was at first. 

In conclusion, says the Telegraphic Journal, Sir Willi~m 
said that the values of the discoveries did not necessarily lie 
in their immediate practical application, but in the fact that 
every new law brought to light added a link to the chain of 
human knowledge, and must be a gain to mankind. 

The Annual Soiree of the Royal Society was held at the 
society's rooms in Burlington House on the 1st of May. A 
large and distinguished company was present. Among the 
objects exhibited, those of an electrical nature came III for a 
fair share of notice. The Telephone Oompany exhibited 
various forms of apparatus; the "telephone harp," of Mr. 
F. A. Gower, being the most prominent instrument. 'I'his 
invention enables some of the sonorous properties of the tel
ephone to be rendered perfectly audible to a large audience. 
The telephone being a most unsatisfactory instrument for 
audible demonstration to a large audience, the harp of Mr. 
Gower will prove very useful for keeping up the interest of 
lectures on the subject. 

Mr. Henry Edmunds exhibited his method of showing va
riations in the pitch of sonorous vibrations by means of a re-

, volving vacuum tube. ' 
Mr. Robert Sabine exhibited his discovery of the ~ffect of 

light on selenium in generating an electro-motive force. 
Mr. Ladd exhibited a large Holtz electrical machine, and 

specimens of Byrne'S American pneumatic battery, lately 
illustrated in thc SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

lows: Our coal was usually bon for measuring minute degrees of heat; and that this was 
about one third slack. Ooarse received by Preece befol'e the presentatiou of the micro-
coal sufficient to make a good phone to the Royal Society is amply proved by the fact that 
fire was separated from the dust that gentleman embodied an extract from the account in an 
with rakes, and after a good fire was obtained, bagass or address delivered, in May, before the London Society of Arts. 
wood was thrown on, fbllowed by a light but frequent fir- This extreme sensitiveness to heat, it will be remembered, is 
ing of slack coal. Before the alterations were made we claimed to be a special discovery of Hughes in relation to 
made a great quantity of ashes, lodging nnder the boilers the microphone. It is sOIWilwhat remarkable besides, in view 
and in the flues and front bonnet. After this no ashes of of the above, that the announcement of' Hughes' observation 

of thf' capabilities of the microphone as a thermometer ap
peal's as an addendum to the Engineer's pUblication of the 
paper, read by Huxley, annonncing the invention of the mi
crophone to the Royal Society, and that our cotemporar~ 
!;tated that the discovery had been made by Hughes sin".' 
the presentation of the communicatiouby Huxley. 

any account were made, but a small amount of fine Whitish 
dust collected in the combustion chamber. The heat in the 
combustion chamber was intense. No blower was used at 
any time. The fires were run down and hauled every run 
and new fires made. Everything which came from the 
furnaces and ash pits was screened, and whatever passed 
through a No.8 screen was thrown away. No coal dust of 
any account passed through the grates. This method of 
boiler setting is not patented, as far as I know. 

Bangor, Me. FRANK B. OORT. 

Driving Piles In Sand. 

To the Editor oj the Scientific American: 

Referring to the communication of F. L. James, M.D., 
in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Jnne 1, 1878, page 340, per
mit me to give my experience. 

Some 30 years ago I made a contract with the United 
States Government to build a granite basin at the Pensacola 
navy yard, which required the driving of about 3,000 piles, 

Mr. Edison says, in conclusion, that he considers the COll 
duct of Mr. Preece,' in this matter, "as not merely a violll 
tion of my own rights as an inventor, bu t as a gross infringe 
ment of the confidence obtained under the gLlise of friend 
ship." Mr. Hughes' part, under this aspect of affairs, is ill 
explicable. and re~Jlonses from both him and Mr. Preece, it 
answer to these cnarges, Will be awaited with interest. ... , .. 

THE DIRECT OABLE DUPLExED.-Dr. Muirhead has jus~ 
successfully applied the duplex system to the direct cable 
between Torbayand.Ireland, the longest line yet duplexed 
Trial tests show an aetual speed in working commercia 
mebsag3S of from seventeen to twenty words a millutt,. 
thereby doubling the capacity of the cable. 
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Freezing in winter is avoided by the automatic draining off I Messrs. Siem�ns Bros. exhibited one of their dynamo.elec- I to the depth of from 30 to 40 feet, in the hard, sharp sand at 
of the water in the filter as soon as the supply from the roof I tric machines capable of giving an electric light equal to i that yard. 
ceases ; but it is elosed again, so as to cause the water to pass 1 1,200 normal sperm candles ; an electric lamp was also shown 1 After signing my contract, I was informed by the then 
through the filtering material, as soon as water is supplied , by the same firm. Ohief Engineer of the Navy Department that a corps of en-
from the roof. I Among the other scientific apparatus, the Edison " phono- gineers had tried the experiment of driving piles at that 

• � . .  .. 1 graph " was sho wn in action by Mr. Stroh, and explained in yard, and that the maximum depth to which they could pos-
Ipteresting Electrical and Magnetic Exverhnents. a short lecture by Mr. W. H. Preece. sibly be driven was 15 feet ; at that depth the heads of the 
At a r

.

ecent eVening

.

' lecture at the RO

. 

yal Institution. Lon - I The " mechanical chameleon, " the invention Of

. 

M

,

r. A. B. piles were boomed up, though banded with iron hoops, and 
don, a discourse was delivered by Sir William Thomson, Dr. Kempe, excited much interest among the more scientific por- that the hammer rebounded without moving the pile. 
Siemens being in the chair. The subject was " The Effects I tion of the visitors. This ingenious apparatus, by mechani- I inquired how heavy a hammer had been used, and was 
of Stress on the �Iagnetization of Iron, Oobalt, and Nickel. " I' cal means, enables all the gradations of tint of any two I informed that it weighed 1 ton ; it struck me at once that it 
Sir William first pointed out that certain magnetic bodies colors to be obtained and to be varied at will, the one tint I· was like trying to drive a 6 inch spike with a tack hammer 
possessed the power of retaining' magnetism in a greater de- dissolving gradually or suddenly into any other, or remain-

I 
instead of using an 8 lb. maul. 

gree than othcrs, iron possessing this force in a high, and ' ing stationary if required. I obtained hammers weighing two tons and a half, and al-
nickel and cobalt in a lesser degree ; paramagnetic bodies Mr. Francis Galton, F. R. S. , exhibited a curious optical lowed them to fall but 12 feet : the result was that I drove 
do not possess this power. instrument, by which portraits of different persons could be my 3,000 piles without banding the heads, the effect of the 

The magnetic property in bodies might be different in dif- combined so as to form a new face possessing the eharacter- blow being to polish the heads of the piles. 
ferent directions ;  that is, it varied according to the structure istics of each individual portrait. If you will publish the above it will be of more benefit to 
of the body. Some bodies could be isotropic ; that is, their Mr. Nathaniel Holmes showed in action his flashing light the practical mechanic than the long article on the same 
magnetic properties might be the same in all parts of their signal apparatus, in which a brilliant " flare " is produced subject illustrated by letters, figures, and hieroglyphics which 
mass ; '  thus, a lump of dough, when uniformly kneaded and by the action of water dropping on phosphuret of lime. I recently saw in a scientific magazine. 
placed between the poles of a powerful magnet, was unaf- New York, May 23. JOHN S. GILBERT. 

fected ; but when compressed in one direction, became in
fluenced by the magnetism. 

The influence of the magnetism of the earth on a bar of HUGHES' lIIICROPHONE AN ALLEGED PIRACY. 

soft iron was next pointed out, the bar becoming magnetic Set�lng BoUers. Mr. . Thomas A. Edison sends us a communication in 
when held in the line of the dipping needle, the upper end To the Editor oj the Scientific American : which he points out in some detail that Professor Hughes' 
of the bar always taking the same magnetism, even when Some years since I took charge of a sugar plantation on microphone is a piracy on his carbon telephone, which, it 
the ends were reversed, after the bar had been held in one the Spanish Main, S. A. Four hundred tons of coal (when will be remembered, is based on the great changes of resis
direction. it could be procured) and GLbout three hundred cords of tance to the electrical current which Occur in carbon nnder 

One interesting experiment consisted in inverting a bar of wood were consumed every season. I had not time to make minute pressures. We illustrated both of these inventions 
iron, part of the weathercock of Oxford Oathcdral, which any changes the first season, but although the average was in our issue of June 8, 1878, and at the same time pointed 
had stood upright in the steeple for over 300 years, and had increased I decreased the coal bill eighty tons and the wood out the close similarity between them. Mr. Edison states 
been carefully treasured by Faraday in the same position, bill one hundred cords. The second year I made the that Hughes' discovery is not merely identical with his, but 
with the same end up, ev er since. It would have been a changes below described in boiler settings, and consumed

' that the correspondence continues down to the minutire 
scientific sacrilege to have done so idly, but the object was two hundred tons of coal and one hundred and forty cords which many who concede the similarity of the investigations 
to see whether, after three centuries of fixity in position, it of wood. I burned all the bagass. in other respects believe to constitute a distinctive feature 
had acquired a fixity of magnetization. No one had a better The boilers were three in number,twenty-five feet between in favor of Hughes. Mr. Edison says that " the subdivision 
right to perform the act than the philosopher to whom Fara- of carbon has been repeatedly tested by me in my experi-
day has handed on the lamp, and no one could have done it ments on the telephone, " and that he has employed the met-
with more reverence. The result could not be predicted, FIG. !. allization of the carbon by plunging it in mercury for many 
and it was awaited with considerable interest. Before inver- years past. The change of electrical resistance with en or-
sion, the upper end of the bar was a true north pole by virtue mous rapidity by plumbago under pressure was published, 
of its position, and the lower end a true south pole. After as we have previously stated, in this journal on July 28, 18'77, 
inversion, the latter became a true north pole, and the former and we have already pointed out a fact dwelt upon by Mr. 
upper end a true south pole, showing that the magnetic in- Edison in his present letter, namely, that Edison some time 
duction of 300 years had not taken a permanent hold upon smce abolished the vibra:ing plate in the carbon telephone, 
the iron. substituting a solid plate, and thus removing the last p ossi-

The effect of striking a bar of iron, cobalt, or nickel, held ble distinctive difference between the completed form of his 
in the line of the dipping needle, was shown to give a very device and the same form of the pirated microphone of 
perceptible amount of magnetism ' to them, even when the heads, four feet diameter, each c ontaining two twelve-inch Hughes. flues. The old settings were of t iles and stone, sixteen blows were very slight. It is not necessary to dwell on these points, because they square feet of grate surface for each one, and were in inde-It was pointed out that this effect was very much more are very few and simple, and the reader can review them by 

d pendent settings. There were two bridge walls straight . considerable in long than in short bars, an that therefore it turning back to the illustrated description, above referred to, across, one at the back end of the grates, the other at the was advisable to avoid the use of such bars, long in propor- of the devices of both Hughes and Edison. The more in-back end of the boiler. The boiler was eighteen inches tion to their breadth, for stanchions in ships, as compass er- teresting part of Mr. Edison's letter is its conclusion, wherein above the bridge walls. The space between the bridge walls rors might become considerable from the magne tism which he implicates Mr. William H. Preece, the coadjutor of Pro-was about fou r feet deep and vacant. The alteration con-such bars might acquire. fessor Hughes, in introducing the microphone. sisted in makiug a bridge wall twelve feet wide on a circle Villari's discovery was next alluded to, namely, that the 
'th th b 'l th f t ' fift . h h f d 

Mr. Preece is electrician to the London Post Office, the 
f h· . d . . . WI e 01 er, e ron ena een mc es t ere rom, an . . effect 0 stretc mg a magnetize wire was to mcrease Its th b k d . ht ' h b I th b 'l l'k f 

author of several works on electrIcal subJ ects, and an expert . th" h' . t t . e ac en elg mc es e ow e 01 er I e part 0 a f 'd . . . . . magnetism, IS mcrease reac mg a maximum a a cer alll . I b h D F' B
' . 0 consl erable ablhty m that Ime. In the early part of last . d th d . th t '  t'll f th . I comca tu e, s own at , Ig. 1. ack of thiS wall a M Ed" 

. 
pomt, an en ecreasmg as e s ram was s l ur er m- . h II 1 

d b ' year, r. Ison states III the letter before us he came to this 
f . stralg t wa was p ace , etween Which and the former . . . . ' ' . creased. On the relaxation 0 the stram the magnetic con- 1 

ft 12 . h 'd  d h 'd f h' h I country and VISited Mr. Edison at hiS laboratory. With tha
.
t 

d f h ·  l b ' d '  was e . a space mc es WI e, an on eac Sl e 0 w IC . .  . . ition 0 t e wire was near y, ut not qUIte, restore to Its I d d 'th . t A f f . h 
freedom which IS characterIstIC of the man, Edison exhibi-

1 was p ace a oor WI a regis er, , 0  our square mc es, d '  . . norma power. f th d . .  f '  B k f th I t 11 te to him the expenments which he had under way, includ-W d d d . b d or e a miSSIOn 0 aIr. ac 0 e as wa was con- . . . Sir illiam ha exten e these experIments y etermining 
t t d th b t' h b 0 Illg those Illvolvmg the carbon telephone. At Preece's ex-

ff f . h ' d d b  I s ruc e e com us IOn c am er, . B is a bonnet of d d . Ed' d "  the e ect 0 transverse strallls suc as IS pro uce y app y-
b 'l ' P F'  2 t '  I t presse eSlre Ison ma e him hIS agent for the presenta-. h d l '  . .  t b thO t t '  01 er Iron ; , Ig. , cas Iron p a es. The masonry was . f h' I h . E S mg y rau IC pressure m an Hon u e ;  IS ransverse s ram 
not in contact with the boilers. tlOU 0 t IS te ep ?n e  III • ngland. ubseqnently Preece 

was found to decrease the magnetic force in the tube when the was also charged W ith the mtroduction of the phonograph The grate surface was increased magnetic power was feeble, a maximum being reached at a ,"IG ., in that country, an d thereafter Edison kept him fully ad-for each boiler from sixteeri to II' . c. .  
certain strain ; when the magnetism was strong the opposite vised of his advances, both by private letter and by mailing • 20 '5 square feet by putting in effect was produced, a transverse strain producing an in- him publ ished accounts. Among other J·ourn.als sent to bars five feet long in place of creased effect, rising to a maximum at a certain strain. Preece was a copy of the Washington Star, of April 19 last, four foot bars taken out. My The effect of torsion on a wire was found to be to decrease containing an account of Edison' s  modification of the car-method of firing was as fol-the magnetic power in a wire, no matter which way the twist 
was made ; but on the relaxation of the twist, the magnetiC! 
power remaining in the wire was less than it was at first. 

In conclusion,  says the Telegraphic Journal, Sir Willi�m 
said that the values of the discoveries did not necessarily lie 
in their immediate practical application, but in the fact that 
every new law brought to light added a link to the chain of 
human knowledge, and must be a gain to mankind. 

The Annual Soiree of the Royal Society was held at the 
society's rooms in Burlington House on the 1st of May. A 
large and distinguished company was present. Among the 
objects exhibited, those of an electrical nature came m for a 
fair share of notice. The Telephone Oompany exhibited 
various forms of apparatus ; the " telephone harp, "  of Mr. 
F. A. Gower, being the most prominent instrument. 'I'his 
invention enables some of the sonorous properties of the tel
ephone to be rendered perfectly audible to a large audience. 
The telephone being a most unsatisfactory instrument for 
audible demonstration to a large audience, the harp of Mr. 
Gower will prove very useful for keeping up the in terest of 
lectures on the subject. 

Mr. Henry Edmunds exhibited his method of showing va
riations in the pitch of sonorous vibrations by means of a re-

, volving vacuum tube. 
' 

Mr. Robert Sabine exhibited his discovery of the �ffect of 
light on selenium in generating an electro-motive force. 

Mr. Ladd exhibited a large Holtz electrical machine, and 
specimens of Byrne'S American pneumatic battery, lately 
illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

lows : Our coal was usually bon for measuring miuute degrees of heat ; and that this was 
about one third slack. Ooarse received by Preece befol'e the presentation of the micro-
coal sufficient to make a good phone to the Royal Society is amply proved by the fact that 
fire was separated from the dust that gentleman embodied an extract from the account in an 
with rakes, and after a good fire was obtained, bagass or address delivered, in May, before the London Society of Arts. 
wood was thrown on, fbllowed by a light but frequent fir- This extreme sensitiveness to heat, it will be remembered, is 
ing of slack coal. Before the alterations were made we claimed to be a special discovery of Hughes in relation to 
made a great quantity of ashes, lodging under the boilers the microphone. It is sOIWllwhat remarkable besides, in view 
and in the flues and front bonnet. After this no ashes of of the above, that the announcement of ' Hughes' observation 

of thf' capabilities of the microphone as a thermometer ap
peal's as an addendum to the Engineer's pUblication of the 
paper, read by Huxley, announcing the invention of the mi
crophone to the Royal Society, and that our cotemporar� 
!;tated that the discovery had been made by Hughes sin ".
the presentation of the communicatiou by Huxley. 

any account were made, but a small amount of fine Whitish 
dust collected in the combustion chamber. The heat in the 
combustion chamber was intense. No blower was used at 
any time. The fires were run down and hauled every run 
and new fires made. Everything which came from the 
furnaces and ash pits was screened, and whatever passed 
through a No. 8 screen was thrown away. No coal dust of 
any account passed through the grates. This method of 
boiler setting is not patented, as far as I know. 

Bangor, Me. FRANK B. OORT. 

Driving Piles In Sand. 

To the Editor oj the Scientific American: 

Referring to the communication of F. L. James, M. D. , 
in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of June 1, 1878, page 340, per
mit me to give my experience. 

Some 30 years ago I made a contract with the United 
States Government to build a granite basin at the Pensacola 
navy yard, which required the driving of about 3,000 piles, 

Mr. Edison says, in conclusion, that he considers the COll 
duct of Mr. Preece,' in this matter, " as not merely a violll 
tion of my own rights as an inventor, bu t as a gross infringe 
ment of the confidence obtained under the gLlise of friend 
ship. " Mr. Hughes' part, under this aspect of affairs, is ill 
explicable. and re�Jlonses from both him and Mr. Preece, it 
answer to these cnarges, Will be awaited with interest. 

. . . , .. 
THE DIRECT OABLE DUPLExED.-Dr. Muirhead has jus� 

successfully applied the duplex system to the direct cable 
between Torbay and .Ireland, the longest line yet duplexed 
Trial tests show au actual speed in working commercia 
mebsag3S of from seventeen to twenty words a millutt,. 
thereby doubling the capacity of the cable. 



JUNE 22, 1878.] $titutifit ~mtritau. 
THE TRICH1NlE IN SHAD. . Ison by averaging many portraits. The author exhibited has recently sent us a paper, with the title which heads this 

BY JOHN MICHELS. methods of optically combining portraits. A stereoscope article, in which he has endeavored to collect the scattered 
A mischievous report has been recently circulated by the will do this in some sense, but the best instrument for the literature of the subject, and to give" an enumeration and 

public press, stating that shad of the present season were purpose is a "double image prism" of Iceland spar. description of the species known" to occur in America, " and 
infested with trichinre, one of the most disgusting and dan- • • • • .. which have been catalogued; with descriptions of all the 
gerous forms of human parasites. MICROSCOPY. species." This paper will undoubtedly prove of great ser-

Although the rumor was absurd and appeared to require The Erysiphei or " Blights. "-Those who are accustomed vice to those beginning the study of the fungi, and who find 
no contradiction, those in the trade stated that the public to go abouth":ith t~eir eyes opend, andb are observan.t hof t.he I it difficult to obtain the necessary pUblications on the subject. 
were alarmed and the trade much affected. Thinking that commoner t mgs m nature-an we y no means WIS to m- Our own experience, however, is that it is very unsafe to rely 
a specific statement would be welcome, I made an invest i- clude in this class the recent purchaser's of ' alligator wood" on descriptions alone for the identification of these micro
gatlon into the merits of the case, to discover what had -can scarcely fail to observe here and there by the wayside, scopic plants, authentic specimens being necessary for com
given rise to this libel on a wholesome and delicious fish. in June, clumps of grass which have the appearance of be· parison. And this is made the more necessary from the fact 

Fish in the New York market were carefully examined ing covered with a hoar frost. Let some of these specimens that more tha.n one species frequently establishes itself on 
and large quantities of the offal searched; this was followed be carried carefully home and examined under a low power the same host. 
by a microscopical examination for more minute organisms. of the microscope, and the observer will be amply repaid for But to return to our subject: If one of the brown spheri
The same work was continued on the schooners, and both his trouble. The apparently chalky dust will reveal itself cal bodies be placed in a drop of water, under a thin cover, 
masters and men closely questioned on the subject. under the form of a forest of vegetable crystallization; "lit- I and examined with a high power of the microscope, there 

The result showed the shad to be perfectly healthy, and tie bundles of delicate threads, clear and crystalline, com- will be seen to escape from it, on rupturing its membranous 
free from any form of life that need cause any alarm. The posed of numerous roundish or spherical cells attached to walls by a slight pressure on the cover (a), several pyriform, 
key of the mystery is probably as follows: I found most each other in a bead-like manner," will be seen seated on a transparent sacs, in which are inclosed a definite number of 
fish, both large and small, troubled with a thread-like worm, network of slender branching filaments called collectively a spores, which vary in different species. The arrangement 
in length about three quarters of an inch. They were met mycelium (Fig 1). This curious and interesting object is the of these spore cases (sporangia) in the interior of the concep
with in the gHls and intestines of the large red snapper from primary stage of a minute parasitic plant belonging to the tachis is shown in a vertical section at Fig. 4. The number 
the far South, and in small fish from the Bay of New large and widely disseminated order of cryptogams, the of spore cases (b) contaiued in each of these brown concep-
York. Fungi. A mould which has formauy years caused great havoc tac1es varies, according to the genera and species, from one 

Having secured various specimens of these worms, they to twenty, or more. The remarkable feature about these lit-
were prepared and mounted in the usual manner. Trichinre tle plants, however-that which is calculated to give them 
are not visible to the ordinary vision, the cyst in which they an interest outside of any scientific consideration-is the 
lie coiled being 1-50 of an inch. So clearly these worms, 1J. beauty of their ornamentatiou, which renders them desirable 
three quarters of an inch long, were not trichinre. objects for mounting and preservation in the cabinet of every 

What were they? I should describe them as belonging to microscopist. Surrounding each conceptacle may be seen, 
the order of free NematoideaJ, called Anguillulm, which are radiating from every side, numerous (usually colorless) ap-
found almost everywhere, and abound in surface mud of I pendages. In the genus Erysiphe, from which the group 
rivers, aquatic plants, etc., etc. I takes its name, these appendages are ltmg and floccose; in 

The marine species are considered perfectly harmless, and another genus they are only six or eight in number, and short 
die shortly after desiccation. They probably enter the fish and needle-shaped, from a bulbous base (Fig. 3); in another 
with the food, and are thus met with in the intestines and they are hooked or curled at their apices (Figs. 2 and 5); in 
about the gills. Of course they are all removed when the fish another, again, they are long and once or twice forked; and 
are gutte~ andd cleaned, and would be powerless for evil if ,J. finally in one genus, Microsphmria, the tips of the apPdendages 
they remame . assume in their ramifications the most exquisite an varied 

The Nematoid group is divided into two groups, the first forms. It is almost impossible to do justice to these elegant 
including such formidable and well known human parasites objects with the pencil, and their marvelous beauty and 
as the celebrated trichina, the Guinea worm, and the Ascaris symmetry can only be appreciated by viewing them under 
lumbricoides, and a host of more or less note; and secondly, the microscope. We have endeavored to give an idea of 
of a class still more numerous, which are not parasitic at their general form in the annexed figures, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 
any period of their life, and lead a free existence. The There is a wide field for study and investigation in the life 
worms recently observed by me belong to the second class, history of these little plants, which might well be undertaken 
and never become encysted, and therefore can never be mis- by some of our microscopists who have good instruments 
taken for trichinre. Much interest is attached to the family and no definite work in hand. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley has 
of Anguillulida3, which is known to include over 180 varie- already described and figured (Transactions Horticultural So. 
ties; and numerous workers are in the field, among whom ciety, vol. ix., p. 68) five different forms of fruit which are 
we may name Dr. Cobbold, of England, and our own Pro- produced during the course of the development of the hop-
fessor Leidy. blight: First, the moniliform threads on the mycelium, which 

In regard to trichinre, I may mention the fact that M. we have already alluded to as Oidium (Fig. 1); second, large 
Colin confirmed the observations of Fuchs and Pagenstecher, stylospores produced in sporangia; third, smaller stylospores 
that it is only in mammals that the trichinre are enabled to generated in pycnidia; fourth, sporules formed in the joints 
pass into the muscular system and remain imbedded there, of the necklace-like Oidium stage; and fifth, the sporangia 
preserving their vitality. Such being the case, fish can al- containing the spores produced in conceptacles, such as we 
ways be eaten with perfect safety, so far as danger from 8 have described, and which is the mature fruit of the 
trichinre is concerned. • fungus. .. , ..... ....... 

COInposite Portraits. The Ollve as an AInerican Product. 

At a recent meeting of the Anthropological Institute, The olive has been successfully grown in Oalifornia and 
London, Mr. Francis Galton, F.R.S., read a paper" On ,.NAIf. in South Oarolina, though not for profit. Gen. A. C. Jones, 
Oomposite Portraits, made by combining those of various .fiCt).~,. . of the Department of Agriculture, after a careful investiga-
Persons into a single Resultant Figure." The author re- tion of the matter, is confident that there is no good reason 
marked that when images of many different persons are why olive culture should not be profitably added to the list 

PLANT BLIGHTS OR MOULDS. successively thrown for a short time on the same portion of of our industries. The forthcoming annual report of the 
't' h t h' I t th 't fi th t 1. Grass mould (Oidium). 2. Willow blight, magnified 80 diameters. D . . h' h" I 

a sensI.lve p o,ograp IC p a e, e composl e ~t~re a 3. Hazel blight, 80 diameters. 4. Section of willow blight, 'highly mag- epartment contams a paper m w IC IS gIven a arge 
results IS found to have an unexpectedly good defimtIon. No nified. 5. Tip of appendage of willow blight, magnified 500 times. 6. Tip amount of information with regard to the soils and climates 
person who saw one of these composites for the first time I of viburnum blight, 500 times. 7. Tip of chestnnt blight,500 times. 8. most favorable to these trees, and the inducements they 
would doubt its being the likeness of a real person i Tip of honeysnckle blight, 500 times. 9. Tip of gueJder rose blight,500 offer to the cultivator. In full bearing the olive tree yields 
whereas it is no such thing· it represents the average of ti.mes. a. Spora~gia escaping from a ru~tured co~ceptacle. b. Sporan- from two to three bushels of fruit, producing from fifteen to 

Of ' .' . I· glUm of No.3, WIth the two spores, magmfied 160 dIameters. 
many. course the component Images must all be in the twenty pounds of oil. An acre of land properly planted 
same attitude and of the same size, but exactitude in these: among the grape vines of Europe is just another such incom- should contain about one hundred trees, and grass or other 
respects is unnecessary. The important requisite is that the I plete fungus, called Oidium tuckeri. The leaves of nearly crops may be cultivated between the trees to advantage. 
images should be carefully superimposed, and this is a very every lilac bush will be observed in midsummer to be cov- Throughout the Mediterranean region the olive is an ill1-
easy matter to effect. The author begins by collecting pho- ered with irregular patches of a whitish substance that might, portant source of industrial wealth; and since, in many 
tographs of persons of the same general type of features and to the casual observer, suggest a coating of dust derived from parts, the climate of our country is not unfriendly to the 
taken in the same attitudes. These are reduced photograph- the road. If one of the leaves be examined at tbis stage with tree, its cultivation may prove a real and valuable addition 
ically to the same. size. Then they are severally adjusted I a powerful lens this apparent dust will be found to consist to our resources. 
under fixed cross wi~es until o.ne wire cuts the pupils of the If of delicate cobweb-like threads, branching and interlacing in I -----............. .-+.-4 ..... ------

eyes and the other bIsects the mterval between them. Then every direction. Later in the season another examination Our Exports. 
a ~inged arm, .carrying two points, is presse~ down and will reveal, seated on these filaments, numerous little spheri- The valuc of fifteen of our principal articles of e:;rportfor 
pncks two regIster marks. When a~l the portraIts have been. 'I c. al objects, some. exceedingly minute and white, others a the year 18. 77 was as follows: Cotton, $171,118,508; petro.
thus prepared they are hung one m front of the other on trifle larger and yellow, and others again brown. The white leum, $61,789,438; bacon and ham, $49,512,621; wheat, 
two pins sticking out of a screen in front of the camera and and yellow bodies are the young, and the dark brown ones $47,135,562; Indian corn, $41,621,245; tobacco, $32,020,214; 
passing.through their r.egister holes. They are photographed 'I the mature fruit of one of these fungi. These interlacing, lard, $25,562,665; gold and silver, coin and b.ullion, $42,966,
successIvely by removmg one after the other to the last. delicate filaments (called a mycelium), along with their fruit, 035; wheat flour, $21,603,947; lumber, $15,041,747; cheese, 
Suppose there are ten component portraits, and that it would constitute what is popularly known as a" white mildew," $12,700,627; wool and woolen goods, $9,834,849; tallow, 
require 100 seconds exposure to get a satisfactory image of "white mould," or "blight;" and such a one as we have $7,883,616; beef, $7,503,475. It is a notable fact that petro
anyone of them, then each of the ten portraits is exposed described, in company with a host of similar forms, infesting leum, th~ product of a small area in an otherwise worthless 
ten seconds only. The composite retains what is common various plants, go to make up the group known to botanists region, stands second on the list. It brings to this country 
to all the components, while individual peculiarities have in as the Erysiphei. from abroad more gold than any other commodity except 
it no perceptible trace; the result is a handsome and regular These little parasites are of melancholy interest to the hor- cotton. Fifteen yea_r~ ago not a barrel had been exported. 
face. Many specimens were exhibited. Even two faces ticulturist and gardener, to whom they often prove great For ages petroleum -had been known in the Old World, yet 
will often make a fair combination, but the larger the num- pests. For most of them grow on living leaves and fruits, its use was comparatively insignificant until American in
ber the better, if they all have the same general cast of and are very destructive, either by "directly diverting the ventors devised the means for collecting it in unlimited 
features. The uses of the process are to procure an~opo: nutritive juices from their proper office and appropriating quantities, and a thousand other means for transporting, 
logical types, to compare the average likeness of a family of them to their own use, or by blocking up the stomata of the refining" and applying it to profitable uses. Who can tell 
brothers and sisters with that of their near ancestry-namely, leaves and imp.eding the free action of the rays of light and what other natural products of incalculable value are still 
two parents, four grandparents, and the uncles. and !lunt~ of the surrounding atmosphere." lying undeveloped, waiting for the genius of Ollr inventors 
on both sides; and to obtain a good likeness of the. same per- Professor C. E. Bessey, of the Iowa Agricultural College! to call them into life and usefulne~s? 
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THE TRICH1NlE IN SHAD. 

BY JOHN MICHELS. 

A mischievous report has been recently circulated by the 
public press, stating that shad of the present season were 
infested with trichinre, one of the most disgusting and dan
gerous forms of human parasites. 

Although the rumor was absurd and appeared to require 
no contradiction, those in the trade stated that the public 
were alarmed and the trade much affected. Thinking that 
a specific statement would be welcome, I made an investi· 
gation into the merits of the case, to discover what had 
given rise to this libel on a wholesome and delicious fish. 

Fish in the New York market were carefully examined 
and large quantities of the offal searched ; this was followed 
by a microscopical examination for more minute organisms. 
The same work was continued on the schooners, and both 
masters and men closely questioned on the subject. 

The result showed the shad to be perfectly healthy, and 
free from any form of life that need cause any alarm. The 
key of the mystery is probably as follows : I found most 
fish, both large and small, troubled with a thread-like worm, 
in length about three quarters of an inch. They were met 
with in the gHls and intestines of the large red snapper from 
the far South, and in small fish from the Bay of New 
York. 

Having secured various specimens of these worms, they 
were prepared and mounted in the usual manner. Trichinre 
are not visible to the ordinary vision, the cyst in which they 
lie coiled being 1-50 of an inch. So clearly these worms, 
three quarters of an inch long, were not trichinre. 

What were they ? I should describe them as belonging to 
the order of free NematoideaJ, called Anguillulm, which are 
found almost everywhere, and abound in surface mud of I rivers, aquatic plants, etc. , etc. I 

The marine species are considered perfectly harmless, and 
die shortly after desiccation. They probably enter the fish 
with the food, and are thus met with in the intestines and 
about the gills. Of course they are all removed when the fish 
are gutted and cleaned, and would be powerless for evil if 
they remained. 

The Nematoid group is divided into two groups, the first 
including such formidable and well known human parasites 
as the celebrated trichina, the Guinea worm, and the Ascaris 
lumbricoides, and a host of more or less note ; and secondly, 
of a class still more numerons, which are not parasitic at 
any period of their life, and lead a free existence. The 
worms recently observed by me belong to the second class, 
and never become encysted, and therefore can never be mis
taken for trichinre. Much interest is attached to the family 
of Anguillulida3, which is known to include over 180 varie
ties ; and numerous workers are in the field, among whom 
we may name Dr. Cobbold, of England, and our own Pro
fessor Leidy. 

In regard to trichinre, I may mention the fact that M. 
Colin confirmed the observations of Fuchs and Pagenstecher, 
that it is only in mammals that the trichinre are enabled to 
pass into the muscular system and remain imbedded there, 
preserving their vitality. Such being the case, fish can al
ways be eaten with perfect safety, so far as danger from 
trichinre is concerned. ... , . . ..  

$titutifit �mtri tau. 
son by averaging many portraits. The author exhibited 
methods of optically combining portraits. A stereoscope 
will do this in some sense, but the best instrument for the 
purpose is a " double image prism " of Iceland spar. .. , . . ..  

MICROSCOPY. 

has recently sent us a paper, with the title which heads this 
article, in which he has endeavored to collect the scattered 
literature of the subject, and to give " an enumeration and 
description of the species known " to occur in America, " and 
which have been catalogued ; with descriptions of all the 
species. " This paper will undoubtedly prove of great ser-

The Erysiphei or " Blights. "-Those who are accustomed vice to those beginning the study of the fungi, and who find 
to go about with their eyes open, and are observant of the it difficult to obtain the necessary pUblications on the subject. 

h· · d b ' h . I commoner t IllgS III nature-an we y no means WIS to Ill- Our own experience, however, is that it is very unsafe to rely 
clude in this class the recent purchaseI's of ' alligator wood " on descriptions alone for the iden tification of these micro
-can scarcely fail to observe here and there by the wayside, scopic plants, authentic specimens being necessary for com
in June, clumps of grass which have the appearance of be· parison. And this is made the more necessary from the fact 
ing covered with a hoar frost. Let some of these specimens that more tha_n one species frequently establishes itself on 
be carried carefully home and examined under a low power the same host. 
of the microscope, and the observer will be amply repaid for But to return to our subject : If one of the brown spheri
his trouble. The apparently chalky dust will reveal itself cal bodies be placed in a drop of water, under a thin cover, 
under the form of a forest of vegetable crystallization ; " lit- I and examined with a high power of the microscope, there 
tIe bundles of delicate threads, clear and crystalline, com- will be seen to escape from it, on rupturing its membranous 
posed of numerous roundish or spherical cells attached to walls by a slight pressure on the cover (a), several pyriform, 
each other in a bead-like manner, "  will be seen seated on a transparent sacs, in which are inclosed a definite number of 
network of slender branching filaments called collectively a spores, which vary in different species. The arrangement 
mycelium (Fig 1). This curious and interesting object is the of these spore cases (sporangia) in the interior of the concep
primary stage of a minute parasitic plant belonging to the tachis is shown in a vertical section at Fig. 4. The number 
large and widely disseminated order of cryptogams, the of spore cases (b) contained in each of these brown concep
Fungi. A mould which has for many years caused great havoc tac1es varies, according to the genera and species, from one 
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to twenty, or more. The remarkable feature about these lit
tle plants, however-that which is calculated to give them 
an interest outside of any scientific consideration-is the 
beauty of their ornamentation, which renders them desirable 
objects for mounting and preservation in the cabinet of every 
microscopist. Surrounding each conceptacle may be seen, 
radiating from every side, numerous (usually colorless) ap
pendages. In the genus Erysiphe, from which the group 
takes its name, these appendages are ltmg and floccose ; in 
another genus they are only six or eight in number, and short 
and needle-shaped, from a bulbous base (Fig. 3) ; in another 
they are hooked or curled at their apices (Figs. 2 and 5) ; in  
another, again, they are long and once or twice forked ; and 
finally in one genus, Micro8phmria, the tips of the appendages 
assu-me in their ramifications the most exquisite and varied 
forms. It is almost impossible to do justice to these elegant 
objects with the pencil, and their marvelous beauty and 
symmetry can only be appreciated by viewing them under 
the microscope. We have endeavored to give an idea of 
their general form in the annexed figures, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 

There is a wide field for study and investigation in the life 
history of these little plants, which might well be undertaken 
by some of our microscopists who have good instruments 
and no definite work in hand. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley has 
already described and figured (Tran8action8 Horticultural So
ciety, vol. ix. , p. 68) five different forms of fruit which are 
produced during the course of the development of the hop
blight : First, the moniliform threads on the mycelium, which 
we have already alluded to as Oidium (Fig. 1) ;  second, large 
stylospores produced in sporangia ; third, smaller stylospores 
generated in pycnidia ; fourth, sporules formed in the joints 
of the necklace -like Oidium stage ; and fifth, the sporangia 
containing the spores produced in conceptacles, such as we 
have described, and which is the mature fruit of the 
fungus. .... , . . ..  

COInposite Portraits. The Ollve as an AInerican Product. 

At a recent meeting of the Anthropological Institnte, The olive has been successfully grown in Oalifornia and 
London, Mr. Francis Galton, F. R. S. , read a paper " On ' It/Al t. in South Oarolina, though not for profit. Gen. A. C. Jones, 
Composite Portraits, made by combining those of various ,fictlar!Jj,. . of the Department of Agriculture, after a careful investiga-
Persons into a single Resultant Figure. " The author re- tion of the matter, is confident that there is no good reason 
marked that when images of many different persons are why olive culture should not be profitably added to the list 

PLANT BLIGHTS OR MOULDS. successively thrown for a short time on the same portion of of our industries. The forthcoming annual report of the 
't- h t h' I t th 't fi th t 1. Grass mould (Oidium). 2. Willow blight, magnified 80 diameters. D - . h' h "  I a sensI .lve p 0 ·ograp IC p a e, e composl e �t�re a 3. Hazel blight, 80 diameters. 4. Section of willow blight, -highly mag- epartment contams a paper m w IC IS gIven a arge 

results IS found to have an unexpectedly good defimtIon. No nified. 5. Tip of appendage of willow blight, magnified 500 times. 6. Tip amount of information with regard to the soils and climates 
person who saw one of these composites for the first time I of viburnum blight, 500 times. 7. Tip of chestnnt blight, 500 times. 8. most favorable to these trees, and the inducements they 
would doubt its being the likeness of a real person i Tip of honeysnckle blight, 500 times. 9. Tip of guelder rose blight, 500 offer to the cultivator. In full bearing the olive tree yiclds 
whereas it is no such thing · it represents the average of ti
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mes. a. Spora�gia escapiug from a ru�tured co�ceptacle . b. Sporan- from two to three bushels of fruit, producing from fifteen to 
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many. course the component Images must all be in the twenty pounds of oil. An acre of land properly planted 
same attitude and of the same size, but exactitude in these : among the grape vines of Europe is just another such incom- should contain about one hundred trees, and grass or other 
respects is unnecessary. The important requisite is that the I plete fungus, called Oidium tuckeri. The leaves of nearly crops may be cultivated between the trees to advantage. 
images should be carefully superimposed, and this is a very every lilac bush will be observed in midsummer to be cov- Throughout the Mediterranean region the olive is an ill1-
easy matter to effect. The author begins by collecting pho · ered with irregular patches of a whitish substance that might, portant source of industrial wealth ; and since, in many 
tographs of persons of the same general type of features and to the casual observer, suggest a coating of dust derived from parts, the climate of our country is not unfriendly to the 
taken in the same attitudes. These are reduced photograph- the road. If one of the leaves be examined at this stage with tree. its cultivation may prove a real and valuable addition 
ically to the same . size. Then they are severally adjusted I a powerful lens this apparent dust will be found to consist to our resources. 
under fixed cross wi�es until o.ne wire cuts the pupils of the If of delicate cobweb-like threads, branching and interlacing in ! -----......... , ...... .-+.--4 ..... ------
eyes and the other bIsects the mterval between them. Then every direction. Later in the season another examination Our Exports. 
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thus prcpared they are hung one III front of the other on trifle larger and yellow, and others again brown. The white leum, $61,789,438 ; bacon and ham, $49,512,621 ; wheat, 
two pins sticking out of a screen in front of the camera and and yellow bodies are the young, and the dark brown ones $47, 135,562 ; Indian corn, $41,621 ,245 ; tobacco, $32,020,214 ;  
passing.through their r.egister holes. They are photographed 'I the mature fruit of one of these fungi. These interlacing, lard, $25,562,665 ; gold and silver, coin and b
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ullion, $42,966, 

successIvely b y  removmg one after the other to the last. delicate filaments (called a mycelium), along with their fruit, 035 ; wheat flour, $21 ,603,947 ; lumber, $15,041,747 ; cheese, 
Suppose there are ten component portraits, and that it would constitute what is popularly known as a "  white mildew, "  $12,700,627 ; wool and woolen goods, $9,834,849 ; tallow, 
require 100 seconds exposure to get a satisfactory image of " white mould," or " blight ;" and such a one as we have $7,883,616 ;  beef, $7,503,475. It is a notable fact that petro
any one of them, then each of the ten portraits is exposed described, in company with a host of similar forms, infesting leum, th� product of a small area in an otherwise worthless 
ten seconds only. The composite retains what is common various plants, go to make up the group known to botanists region, stands second on the list_ It brings to this country 
to all the components, while individual peculiarities have in as the Ery8iphei. from abroad more gold than any other commodity except 
it no perceptible trace ; the result is a handsome and regular These little parasites are of melancholy interest to the hor- cotton. Fifteen yea.r� ago not a barrel had been exported. 
face. Many specimens were exhibited. Even two faces ticnlturist and gardener, to whom they often prove great For ages petroleum 'had been known in the Old World, yet 
will often make a fair combination, but the larger the num- pests. For most of them grow on living leaves and fruits, its use was comparatively insignificant until American in
ber the better, if they all have the same general cast of and are very destructive, either by " directly diverting the ventors devised the means for collecting it in unlimited 
featnres. The uses of the process are to procure an�opo: nutritive juices from their proper office and appropriating quantities, and a thousand other means for transporting, 
logical types, to compare the average likeness of a family of them to their own use, or by blocking up the 8tomata of the refining" and applying it to profitable uses. Who can tell 
brothers and sisters with that of their near ancestry-namely, leaves and impeding the free action of the rays of light and what other natural products of incalculable value are still 
two parents, four grandparents, and the uncles. and !lunt� of the surrounding atmosphere. " lying undeveloped, waiting for the genius of Ollr inventors 
on both sidcs ; and to obtain a good likeness of the, same per- Professor C. E. Bessey, of the Iowa Agricultural College! to call them into life and usefulness ? 



New Agricultural Inventions. 

Mr. G. R. Pierpont, of North Haven, Conn., has invented 
a new Straw Cutter, or machine for cutting hay, straw, etc., 
for feed. It has two cutting blades, pivoted together like a 
pair of scissors, operated by connecting bars and a double 
crank, and arranged at the end of the feed box, in connec
tion with an adjustable gauge plate and guides. 

An improved Machine for Separating Garlic from Grain, 
recently patented by Messrs. ~. Shamberger and J. Carroll, 
of Beckleysville, Md., consists of a revolving cylinder hav
ing teeth or cards, in combination with a pressure roller at 
one side and a clearing brush at the opposite side, the grain 
being conducted off below the pressure roller and the garlic 
below the clearing brush. 

Mr. N. D. Edmondson, of Crown Point, Ind., has designed 
an improved Sulky Scraper for grading roads, lawns, etc., 
in which the mechanism for holding the scraper in position 
for collecting or discharging the load, or carrying it from 
place to place, is efficient and readily controlled by the driver. 

A light and strong Picket Fence. patented by Mr. C. H. 
Phelps, of Williamsfield, Ohio, is made by combining. with 
the pickets, longitudinal T rails formed of two side bars 

. riveted to the pickets, and slotted top bars secured to the 
Bide bars by keys through the pickets. The posts are braced 
by anchors secured to the fence by brace rods and a yoke. 

A new Gate. of the class in which a person on horseback 
or in a wagon is enabled to open or close the gate by operat
ing a projecting lever, has been patented by Mr. B. B. 
Huntington, of New Richmond, Wis. Its advantage con
sists in simplicity of construction and being made without 
pulleys or wires. 

A convenient Apparatus for Steaming Feed, which is 
claimed to generate steam with small consumption of fuel, 
and to furnish dry steam for heating, etc., has been patented 
by Messrs. D. D. Darling, L. L. Parshall, and F. H. WeIi
dell, of Coldwater, Mich. It consists of a furnace with a 
central tube and coil of pipe, connected by a top and bot
tom pipe, with a tank having a central downward extending 
pipe for supplying water, a float, and a steam exit pipe. 

MI'. S. Carnes, of Jonesborough, Ga., has made an im
provement in Plow Stocks, intended to give increased 
strength and lightness. It consists in making the standard 
in two parts, bolted together at their middle and lower ends, 
one bar passing up and bending over the plow beam and ad
justable vertically upon it, while the other bar is bent rear
wardly to form a brace. 

Mr. H. M. Freeman, of Lathrop, Mo., is the inventor of 
an improved Riding Attachment for Plows, which is claimed 
to be so constructed that the plow may be adjusted to work 
at any desired depth, that the frame is kept level whether 
the plow is running upon a level with the wheel or below it, 
and that the plow may be turned upon a square corner. 

An improved Bale Tie, invented by Mr. C. H. Chase, of 
New Orleans, La., is a strip of sheet metal having one of 
its ends doubled over upon itself, the same being 
bent on a line drawn across the strip at an angle of 
45°, so that the folded end forms a right angle with 
the main part of the strip. The folded over por
tion is returned upon itself and again bent forward, 
forming a U-shaped loop for receiving the opposite 
end of the tie, which has oblong apertures for re
ceiving the bent end. 

Mr. ,S. Ruggles, of Three Rivers, Mass., has pat
ented a Potato Bug Exterminator, consisting of a 
poison reservoir carried on the back, and having 
two sprinkling tubes, so as to save time by operat
ing on two rows of plants at once. Within the re
servoir is It reciprocating stirrer, which is operated 
by an angular lever strapped to the arm. 

An improvement upon the Corn Sheller patented 
August 17. 1875, by Messrs. W. H. Hall and C. S. 
Yingst, of Tiffin, Ohio, has been made by one of 
the original patentees, Mr. Hall. It relates to de
tails of construction designed to produce a better 
article at less cost than heretofore practicable. 

Mr. Henry Cutler, of Wilbraham. Mass., is the 
illventor of a new Grain Drier which is claimed to 
effect its purpose rapidly without danger of burn 
ing the grain. It consists of a cylinder, provided 
with suitable feed and discharge ducts, and heated 
by a current of hot air. In this is a revolving hol
low shaft carrying steam heated arms, which con
stantly stir the grain. 

Mr. R. W. Hazen, ,of Fremont, Neb., has pat
ented an improved Ventilator for Corn Cribs, for 
ventilating the mass of the corn, to prevent it from 
spoiling, hasten the drying, and bring it quicker 
into marketable condition. The invention consists 
in slotting the floor of the crib with air passages, 
and by a peculiar arrangement of boards and 
blocks preventing leakage of any shelled corn. 

An improved Hay Press, invented by Mr. H. R. 
Smith, of Minnesota Lake, Minn., may be briefly 
described as a pressbox with a reciprocating follower, oper
ated by suitable lever mechanism. The top and bottom of 
the pressbox are longitudinally slotted, the slots being wider 
at one end than the other, for the purpose of facilitating 
the passage of the bands in tying them around the bale. 
The follower is made of sections with enlarged heads, which 
leave spaces just wide enough for the passage of the bands. 

A new Baling Press has been invented by Mr. J. H. Si
nlOnson, of East Norwich, N. Y. The peculiarity of con
struction is the means by which the power and resistance are 
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both applied to compressing the bale, and the automatic up- In case there is not enough current to remove the loosened 
ward movement of the upper follower when the power h 1'e- matter, the inventor proposes to use a centrifugal pump, 
moved. placed in the center of the boat, whereby the water can be 

.. ,. , .. raised and discharged into tank flats; or, by means .of 
CARR'S IMPROVED DREDGER. troughs on each side of the boat, can be discharged from 

We illustrate herewith a new submarine excavator, de- thirty to forty feet from each side of the same, thus making 
signed to be attached directly to the bow and sides of a ves- a channel from sixty to eighty feet wide. When it is de

sired to lower the plows several feet below the boat, the 

CARR'S IMPROVED DREDGER. 

chain, E, from the bowsprit relieves the increased strain on 
the upright plow beam. 

Patented April 9, 1878. For further particulars address 
the inventor, Dr. Thomas B. Carr, Wilmington, N. C. ... t. ~ .. 

The Newton Photo-Plates. 

At a recent meeting of the Photographic Section of the 
American Institute, in this city, examples of pictures taken 
by means of the emulsion or sensitized collodion of Mr. 
Henry·J. Newton were exhibited. The author claimed that 
his emulsion plates were as sensitive to weak lights as any 
bath plates that can possibly be made; that they give all the 
detail in the shadows or dark places that it is possible to get 
by any process; that the emulsion keeps indefinitely; finally, 
that the Newton emulsion will do anything that can be done 
with the bath plate iu one third of the time. 

Mr, Bierstadt accepted the challenge of Mr. Newton as to 
bath plates, but at the same time stated that the Newton neg
atives there exhibiterl, done in eight seconds. and the prints 
therefrom, he had never seen excelled, if equaled, by any 
photographic process. 

Mr. Mason, another distinguished photographer, pro
nounced the specimens perfect, the details in the shadows 
and high lights as finely rendered as any that he had ever 
seen. 

A description of the Newton process was given several 
months ago in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. .. ,., .. 

Adulteration of" Soap. 

'The following receipt is extracted by Dingler's Pol. Jour
nal from the New Soap Boiler's Journal (Neue 8eifenswder
zeitung): "Saponify 600 kilos. cotton seed oil, 200 kilos. 
tallow, and 200 kilos. bone oil, with potash lye at 18° in the 
usual manner. A thick mixture is then made of solution of 
potash, potato flour, and soluble silicate of soda, and two 
parts of soap are crutched thoroughly up with one part of 
this mixture, boiled, and mixed with more soda lye till the 

sel, and to be used for removing sand bars, submarine total weight rises to more than double that of the fatty 
marshes, and other obstructions to navigation. i matter originally present." Dingler's Journal remarks that 

On the bow of the boat is an iion bar, to the lower end of when trade organs thus openly recommend sophistication 
which is secured a double mould-board plow. The upper caution is needful on the part of purchasers. 
end of the bar forms a screw rod, passes through a bearing, .. , • , .. 
and is provided with a wheel, A. To each wing of the plow is 
pivoted a bar. and to these bars are attached several single 
mouldboard plows. To the rear end of each bar is attached 
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a jointed lever, B, by means of which each series of plows 
can be raised or lowered, while all the plows can be lifted 
by the wheel, A. This adjustment being at the bow of the 
boat, if the vessel is stopped before it gets through an ob
struction, the plows can be raised, and the boat backed and 
extricated. The plows may then be lowered again and 
work resumed. As the plows enter the bottom the material 
is loosened and swept away by the current. The front plow 
is firmly secured by a shield, C. and side bars, D, are pro
vided to keep the side plows from swinging under the boat. 

IMPROVED HOT AIR FURNACE. 
We illustrate in the accompanying engraving an im-

proved hot air furnace, the principal novelty in which is 
the automatic means for regulating the admission 
of cold air into the fire chamber. This device con
sists in a series of brass strips at A, connected to
gether and aggregating a length of some fifteen feet. 
These are so arranged that the total movement due 
to their expansion is communicated to the chain, B, 
which passes around an arm and operates a double 
valve at C, in the air passage leading to the fire box. 
The contraction of the strips raises the valves and 
admits air to the furnace; their expansion due to an 
increase of temperature allows the valves to drop 
on the seats and so exclude air. It will be observed 
that the air is admitted at the side of the fuel, ar.d 
that there is no damper in the smoke pipe. Smoke 
is thus caused to be consumed, and the fire is much 
more easily Tegulated. 

The fire box is made of No. 16 wrought sheet iron, 
and is lined with specially prepared fire brick. The 
radiator contains 24 tubes, each 376 inches in diam
eter, made of soft charcoal wrought sheet iron. The 
general shape of the furnace is such that the heat is 
diffused evenly over the inside. The conical cap on 
top deflects the heated air into the hot air pipes. 
It can easily be removed to afford access to the in
terior. 

Patented April 16, 1878. For further particulars 
address the inventor, Mr. Henry Holcomb, Paines
ville, Lake Co., Ohio. .. .. ~ .. 

, Live Hogs f"or England. 

A number of butchers and provision dealers in 
Liverpool, England, have clubbed ,together for an 
experimental importation of live hogs from this 
country. They have purchased a steamer and had 
her fitted for the accommodation of 2,500 hogs be
tween decks, besides a large number of cattle on the 
main deck. If the venture turns out well they 
propose to establish a full line of steamers for this 
business. Facilities have been provided for kill-

ing and dressing the· hogs on board in case of necessity. :' .. I. ~ .. 
Six Years' Progress in Making Steel Ralls. 

The manufacture Of steel rails was begun in this country 
in 1872. During that year 94,000 tons were made; in 1873, 
129,000 tons; in 1874,145,000 tons; in 1875. 300,000 tons; in 
1876, 400,000 tons; in 1877,420,.000 tons. During the pres
ent year the product is expected to reach as many as 500,0.00 
tons. In 1872 the average price of a ton of Bessemer steel 
rails was $115. Now the average value is about $42. Owing 
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New Agricultural Inventions. 

Mr. G. R. Pierpont, of North Haven, Conn. , has invented 
a new Straw Cutter, or machine for cutting hay, straw, etc. , 
for feed. It has two cutting blades, pivoted together like a 
pair of scissors, operated by connecting bars and a double 
crank, and arranged at the end of the feed box, in connec
tion with an adjustable gauge plate and guides. 

An improved Machine for Separating Garlic from Grain, 
recently patented by Messrs. �. Shamherger and J. Carroll, 
of Beckleysville, Md. , consists of a revolving cylinder hav
ing teeth or cards, in combination with a pressure roller at 
one side and a clearing brush at the opposite side, the grain 
being conducted off below the pressure roller and the garlic 
below the clearing brush. 

Mr. N. D. Edmondson, of Crown Point, Ind. , has designed 
an improved Sulky Scraper for grading roads, lawns, etc. , 
in which the mechanism for holding the scraper in position 
for collecting or discharging the load, or carrying it from 
place to place, is efficient and readily controlled by the driver. 

A light and strong Picket Fence. patented by Mr. C. H. 
Phelps, of Williamsfield, Ohio, is made by combining. with 
the pickets, longitudinal T rails formed of two side bars 

. riveted to the pickets, and slotted top bars secured to the 
Bide bars by keys through the pickets. The posts are braced 
by anchors secured to the fence by brace rods and a yoke. 

A new Gate. of the class in which a person on horseback 
or in a wagon is enabled to open or close the gate by operat
ing a projecting lever, has been patented by Mr. B. B. 
Huntington, of New Richmond, Wis. Its advantage con
sists in simplicity of construction and being made without 
pulleys or wires. 

A convenient Apparatus for Steaming Feed, which is 
claimed to generate steam with small consumption of fuel, 
and to furnish dry steam for heating, etc. , has been patented 
by Messrs. D. D. Darling, L. L. Parshall, and F. H. WeIi
dell, of Coldwater, Mich. It consists of a furnace with a 
central tube and coil of pipe, connected by a top and hot
tom pipe, with a tank having a central downward extending 
pipe for supplying water, a float, and a steam exit pipe. 

MI'. S. Carnes, of Jonesborough, Ga. , has made an im
provement in Plow Stocks, intended to give increased 
strength and lightness. It consists in making the standard 
in two parts, bolted together at their middle and lower ends, 
one bar passing up and hending over the plow heam and ad
justable vertically upon it, while the other bar is bent rear
wardly to form a brace. 

Mr. H. M. Freeman, of Lathrop, Mo. , is the inventor of 
an improved Riding Attachment for Plows, which is claimed 
to be so constructed that the plow may be adjusted to work 
at any desired depth, that the frame is kept level whether 
the plow is running upon a level with the wheel or below it, 
and that the plow may be turned upon a square corner. 

An improved Bale Tie, invented by Mr. C. H. Chase, of 
New Orleans, La. , is a strip of sheet metal having one of 
its ends doubled over upon itself, the same being 
bent on a line drawn across the strip at an angle of 
45°, so that the folded end forms a right angle with 
the main part of the strip. The folded over por
tion is returned upon itself and again bent forward, 
forming a U-shaped loop for receiving the opposite 
end of the tie, which has oblong apertures for re
ceiving the bent end. 

Mr . .  S. Ruggles, of Three Rivers, Mass. , has pat
ented a Potato Bug Exterminator, consisting of a 
poison reservoir carried on the back, and having 
two sprinkling tubes, so as to save time hy operat
ing on two rows of plants at once. Within the re
servoir is a reciprocating stirrer, which is operated by an angular lever strapped to the arm. 

An improvement upon the Corn Sheller patented 
August 17. 1875, by Messrs. W. H. Hall and C. S. 
Yingst, of Tiffin, Ohio, has been made by one of 
the original patentees, Mr. Hall. It relates to de
tails of construction designed to produce a better 
article at less cost than heretofore practicable. 

Mr. Henry Cutler, of Wilbraham. Mass. , is the 
illventor of a new Grain Drier which is claimed to 
effect its purpose rapidly without danger of burn 
ing the grain. It consists of a cylinder, provided 
with suitable feed and discharge ducts, and heated 
by a current of hot air. In this is a revolving hol
low shaft carrying steam heated arms, which con
stantly stir the grain. 

Mr. R. W. Hazen, · of Fremont, Neb. , has pat
ented an improved Ventilator for Corn Cribs, for 
ventilating the mass of the corn, to prevent it from 
spoiling, hasten the drying, and bring it quicker 
into marketable condition. The invention consists 
in slotting the floor 6f the crib with air passages, 
and by a peculiar arrangement of boards and 
blocks preventing leakage of any shelled corn. 

An improved Hay Press, invented by Mr. H. R. 
Smith, of Minnesota Lake, Minn. , may be briefly 
described as a pressbox with a reciprocating follower, oper
ated by suitable lever mechanism. The top and bottom of 
the pressbox are longitudinally slotted, the slots being wider 
at one end than the other, for the purpose of facilitating 
the passage of the bands in tying them around the bale. 
The follower is made of sections with enlarged heads, which 
leave spaces just wide enough for the passage of the bands. A new Baling Press has been invented by Mr. J. H. EH
monson, of East Norwich, N. Y. The peculiarity of con
struction is the means by which the power and resistance are 
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both applied to compressing the bale, and the automatic up- In case there is not enough current to remove the loosened 
ward movement of the upper follower when the power h re- matter, the inventor proposes to use a centrifugal pump, 
moved. placed in the center of the boat, whereby the water can be 

.. ,. , .. raised and discharged into tank flats ; or, by means .of 
CARR'S IMPROVED DREDGER. troughs on each side of the boat, can be discharged from 

We illustrate herewith a new submarine excavator, de- thirty to forty feet from each side of the same, thus making 
signed to be attached directly to the bow and sides of a ves- a channel from sixty to eighty feet wide. When it is de

sired to lower the plows several feet below the boat, the 

CARR'S IMPROVED DREDGER. 

chain, E, from the bowsprit relieves the increased strain on 
the upright plow beam. 

Patented April 9, 1878. For further particulars address 
the inventor, Dr. Thomas B. Carr, Wilmington, N. C. 

... t .  � .. 
The N ewton Photo-Plates. 

At a recent meeting of the Photographic Section of the 
American Institute, in this city, examples of pictures taken 
by means of the emulsion or sensitized collodion of Mr. 
Henry ·J. Newton were exhibited. The author claimed that 
his emulsion plates were as sensitive to weak lights as any 
bath plates that can possibly be made ; that they give all the 
detail in the shadows or dark places that it is possible to get 
by any process ; that the emulsion keeps indefinitely ; finally, 
that the Newton emulsion will do anything that can be done 
with the bath plate in one third of the time. 

Mr. Bierstadt accepted the challenge of Mr. Newton as to 
bath plates, but at the same time stated that the Newton neg
atives there exhibiterl, done in eight seconds. and the prints 
therefrom, he had never seen excelled, if equaled, by any 
photographic process. 

Mr. Mason, another distinguished photographer, pro
nounced the specimens perfect, the details in the shadows 
and high lights as finely rendered as any that he had ever 
seen. 

A description of the Newton process was given several 
months ago in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

.. , . ,  .. 
A dulteration of' Soap. 'The following receipt is extracted by Dingler's Pol. Jour

nal from the New Soap Boiler's Journal (Neue Seijensieder
zeitung) : " Saponify 600 kilos. cotton seed oil, 200 kilos. 
tallow, and 200 kilos. bone oil, with potash lye at 18° in the 
usual manner. A thick mixture is then made of solution of 
potash, potato flour, and soluble silicate of soda, and two 
parts of soap are crutched thoroughly up with one part of 
this mixture, boiled, and mixed with more soda lye till the 

sel, and to be used for removing sand bars, submarine total weight rises to more than double that of the fatty 
marshes, and other obstructions to navigation. i matter originally present. "  Dingler's Journal remarks that 

On the bow of the boat is an iron bar, to the lower end of when trade organs thus openly recommend sophistication 
which is secured a double mould-board plow. The upper caution is needful on the part of purchasers. 
end of the bar forms a screw rod, passes through a bearing, .. , • , .. 
and is provided with a wheel, A. To each wing of the plow is 
pivoted a bar. and to these bars are attached several single 
mould board plows. To the rear end of each bar is attached 
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a jointed lever, B, by means of which each series of plows 
can be raised or lowered, while all the plows can be lifted 
by the wheel, A. This adjustment being at the bow of the 
boat, if the vessel is stopped before it gets through an ob
struction, the plows can be raised, and the boat backed and 
extricated. The plows may then be lowered again and 
work resumed. As the plows enter the bottom the material 
is loosened and swept away by the current. The front plow 
is firmly secured by a shield, C. and side bars, D, are pro
vided to keep the side plows from swinging under the boat. 

IMPROVED HOT AIR FURNACE. 

We illustrate in the accompanying engraving an im-
proved hot air furnace, the principal novelty in which is 

the automatic means for regulating the admission 
of cold air into the fire chamber. This device con
sists in a series of brass strips at A, connected to
gether and aggregating a length of some fifteen feet. 
These are so arranged that the total movement due 
to their expansion is communicated to the chain, B, 
which passes around an arm and operates a double 
valve at C, in the air passage leading to the fire box. 
The contraction of the strips raises the valves and 
admits air to the furnace ; their expansion due to an 
increase of temperature allows the valves to drop 
on the seats and so exclude air. It will be observed 
that the air is admitted at the side of the fuel, ar.d 
that there is no damper in the smoke pipe. Smoke 
is thus caused to be consumed, and the fire is much 
more easily Tegulated. 

The fire box is made of No. 16 wrought sheet iron, 
and is lined with specially prepared fire brick. The 
radiator contains 24 tubes, each 376 inches in diam
eter, made of soft charcoal wrought sheet iron. The 
general shape of the furnace is such that the heat is 
diffused evenly over the inside. The conical cap on 
top deflects the heated air into the hot air pipes. 
It can easily be removed to afford access to the in
terior. 

Patented April 16, 1878. For further particulars 
address the inventor, Mr. Henry Holcomb, Paines
ville, Lake Co. , Ohio. 

.. .. � .. 
, Live Hogs f'or England. 

A number of butchers and provision dealers in 
Liverpool, England, have clubbed . together for an 
experimental importation of live hogs from this 
country. They have purchased a steamer and had 
her fitted for the accommodation of 2,500 hogs be
tween decks, besides a large number of cattle on the 
main deck. If the venture turns out well they 
propose to establish a full line of steamers for this 
business. Facilities have been provided for kill-

ing and dressing the · hogs on board in case of necessity. 
; ' .. I . '  .. 

Six Years' Progress in Making Steel Ralls. 

The manufacture Of steel rails was begun in this country 
in 1872. During that year 94,000 tons were made ; in 1873, 
129,000 tons ; in 1874, 145,000 tons ; in 1875. 300,000 tons ; in 
1876, 400,000 tons ; in 1877, 420,000 tons. During the pres
ent year the product is expected to reach as many as 500,000 
tons. In 1872 the average price of a ton of Bessemer steel 
rails was $115. Now the average value is about $42. Owing 



to recent improvements in machinery it is expected that the 
cost of production will be reduced to such an extent as to 
enable America to compete successfully with England in 
neutral markets. Inquiries begin to come in from South 
America, and there is a fair prospect that in a few years the 
exportation of steel rails will become possible. 

BIRDS OF PARADISE. 
The Zoological Society, of London, have just made an 

important addition to their attractive collection in the shape 
of two male examples of the lesser Bird of Paradise in full 
plumage, for an illustration of which we are indebted to 
the lilustmted London News. 

The lesser Bird of Paradise (so called from its being some
what smaller in size, though not inferior in beauty to the 
greater Bird of Paradise, Paradisea apoda of naturalists) is, 
very abundant in certain parts of the northern peninsula of 
New Guinea, and is also 
found in the adjacent 
islands of Mysol and 
Salawatty. It lives in 
bands in the vast for
ests, feeding principal
lyon mucilaginous 
fruits of various fig 
trees, but occasionally 
devouring grasshop
pers, locusts, and other 
insects. The splendid 
plumes, so well known 
under the name of Par· 
adise Birds' feathers, 
are only developed by 
the adult male birds, 
the females and young 
males being compara
tively insignificant in 
appearance. These spe
cimens are very rare, 
only two examples of 
the same species having 
been previously con
veyed to England. 

SIlk. Culture In 
AlDerlca. 

In January, 1876, 
Mr. Samuel Lowery, 
principal of an indus
trial school for colored 
people, at Huntsville, 
Ala., started the cul
ture of silkworms in 
that State by procuring 
500 eggs. Only 200 
proved fruitful; but 
from the cocoons spun 
by them about fifteen 
spools of silk thread 
were made by a rude 
hand process. The 
thread was exhibited at 
the Huntsville Fair, 
and attracted consider
able attention. In 1876, 
Mr. Lowery hatched 
500 worms, from which 
he got silk enough for 
twenty spools of thread. 
Last year the crop num
bered 100,000 worms. 
Fed on white mulberry 
trees, the worms did 
well, and thus far no 
symptoms of disease 
have been noticed. It is 
now proposed to plant 
twenty acres with mul
berry cuttings, which, 
in the course of a year, 
will furnish food for 
two or three million 
worms. 

The new industry is 
thought to be very promising for the colored population of 
the South. Suitable land can be had for from $4 to $20 
an acre, and farms of twenty acres or less will furnish em
ployment and support for a family. In France the silk 
culture is almost wholly carried on by small farmers, and 

Test oC Woody Fiber. 

Dr. Wiesner recommends phloroglucin as an extraordina
rily delicate reagent for woody fiber. Place a drop of a 
half per cent solution of phloroglucin upon a bit of pine, 
and moisten the spot with a drop of hydroch1oric acid, and 
there immediately appears a beautiful lively red stain, verg
ing upon violet. On drying, the violet tinge becomes stAI 
more marked. Even if the solution contains only one hun
dredth of one per cent of phloroglucin, the red color is 
very decided; and if there is not more than one thousandth 
of one per cent, the reaction can be recognized, under pro
per precautions. If a strip of pine is allowed to remain in 
such a solution for twenty-four hours, hydrochloric acid 
gradually draws out a perceptibly reddish satin. The 
slightest traces of woody substance in vegetable tissues can 
be readily detected in this manner; The tenderest germs, 
by means of this reaction, show a woodiness in the cells. 

BIRDS OF PARADISE. 

Every trace of woody substance in hemp and flax can be de
tected by the phloroglucin. . Dr. Wiesner suggests that it 
may be used to distinguish hemp from flax,. and also 'as a 
means of dyeing fabrics woven from vegetable fibers.
Dingler's Poly tech. Jour. 

in Alabama the cultivators have the advantage of being able ., 4 • I .. 

to gather two harvests in a year. Raw silk is worth from The Sugar "We Use. 
$4 to $6 a pound, and the value of raw silk imported amounts The United States consumes annually between six and 
to .something like $6,000,000 a year. seven hundred thousand long tons of cane sugar, less than 

.. 4 • , .. 13 per cent of which is of home production. The leading 
FIBRIN.-M. Setchenoff has found that the white of eggs, sources of foreign supply are; Cuba, 450,000 tons; Spanish 

on being boiled in vacuum, turns solid as fibrin. In order possessions, 50,000; Porto Rico, 30,000; French islands, 
to ascertain if the yellow of eggs has some influence on this 22,000; Brazil, 18,000; Dutch East. Indies, 11,000; British 
reaction, experiments were made, and it was found .that West Indies, 10,000; British Guiana, 10,000; Sandwich 
when a small quantity of the yellow is admixed, the'solidi- Islands, 10,000. Twenty-one other countries supply less 
fication of the albumen, as mentioned above, is five times than as many thousand tons in all. In 1862 our home pro
quicker. This fact, besides being a matter of great impor- duct was 191,000 tons; it fell to 5,000 tons in 1865; then 
tance for physiology, allows us to obtain the albumen in a slowly rose to 79,600 tons in 1871. The crop of 1876 was 
more pure form. . 77,000 tons. . 

AlDerlcan Leather In Europe. 

We have the testimony of the leading manufacturer of 
boots and shoes in Europe to the effect that the leather 
market is no longer in European hands. America regulates 
the price, and from being a large importer, we have turned 
the current, and are exporting enough to affect European 
production seriously. In his pamphlet, "Look out for 
Yourselves," addressed to Swiss manufacturers, Mr. Bally 
says: "European seaports have become, in part, great de· 
pots of American leather. All the Europeans interested in 
the manufacture of leather speak badly of this red Ameri
can leather; but it is not so much because of its quality and 
the short time employed in tanning it (because in these re
spects it can bear comparison with European leather) as be
cause of the very. successful competition of this article. 
Certainly it is not very pleasant to be compelled to recog
nize the fact that a former market has become a dangerous 

competitor." Efforts 
were made as early as 
1847 to find a market 
in England for Amer
ican leather, and again 
twenty years later; but 
it was not until 1872 
that an actual demand 
began to be felt. In the 
latter half of that year 
the export of sole 
leather, from the port 
of New York, was 
311,914 sides; the next 
year about 660,000 sides 
were exported; in 1874, 
nearly 860,000; in 1875, 
over 917,000; in 1876, 
there were exported 
1,084,522 sides; and 
from January to No
vember,1877, the num
ber reached 863,434 
sides. .A little more 
than half the leather ex
ported passes through 
New York. Last year 
the tanned leather 
shipped from Boston 
exceeded $2,000,000 in 
value. The exports 
from Philadelphia, for 
the same period, 
amounted to nearly 
$1,000,000. 

Nearly half the leath
er exported goes to 
Germany. The En
glish now rate Amer
ican leather as unex
celled by any except 
their best oak-tanned. 
The German dealers 
will take nothing but 
the very best leather. 

There is little differ
ence in the machinery 
employed in the tan
neries of this country 
and England; but ow
ing to the high price 
of bark the English 
have resorted to chem
ical substitutes, and the 
quality of their leather 
has been injured. The 
same cause tends to de
crease the annual pro
duct of Germany. 
France keeps out Amer
ican leather by a high 
tariff. Denmark, Nor
way, and Sweden are 
importing it in small 
quantities, and there is 
a small but growing 
trade with Russia. In 

addition to a considerable quantity of rough and finished 
upper leather, the export this year from all American ports 
is estimated to be likely to reach 2;000,000 sides. America,n 
leather of all kinds, with the exception of finished calf finds 
a ready market abl'oad. .. .. ~ .. 

The Bahama Pineapple Tree. 

A large proportion of the area of the Bahama Islands is 
devoted' to the cultivation of fruit, of which oranges and 
pineapples are the principal; and at the. present time the 
fields in the estates,'on which the pineapples are growing 
form a peculiar feature in the landscape. The appearance 
of the broad expanse of young fruit, with its clusters of deli
cately tinted, but sharp and serrated leaves, rising only a 
short distance from the ground, and covering the undulating 
fields, produces a very remarkable effect. In no other branch 
of agriculture can so curious a picture be produced as in the 
growth of these vast numbers of pines. As many as a mil
lion and a half of the fruit have been cc;>Uected from a siugle-
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to recent improvements in machinery it is expected that the 
cost of production will be reduced to such an extent as to 
enable America to compete successfully with England in 
neutral markets. Inquiries begin to come in from South 
America, and there is a fair prospect that in a few years the 
exportation of steel rails will become possible. 

BIRDS OF PARADISE. 

The Zoological Society, of London, have just made an 
important addition to their attractive collection in the shape 
of two male examples of the lesser Bird of Paradise in full 
plumage, for an illustration of which we are indebted to 
the lilustmted Londo n News. 

The lesser Bird of Paradise (so called from its being some
what smaller in size, though not inferior in beauty to the 
greater Bird of Paradise, Paradisea apoda of naturalists) is, 
very abundant in certain parts of the northern peninsula of 
New Guinea, and is also 
found in the adjacent 
islands of Mysol and 
Salawatty. It lives in 
bands in the vast for
ests, feeding principal
ly on mucilaginous 
fruits of various fig 
trees, but occasionally 
devouring grasshop
pers, locusts, and other 
insects. The splendid 
plumes, so well known 
under the name of Par· 
adise Birds' feathers, 
are only developed by 
the adult male birds, 
the females and young 
males being compara
tively insignificant in 
appearance. These spe
cimens are very rare, 
only two examples of 
the same species having 
been previously con
veyed to England. 

Silk. Culture In 

AlDerlca. 

In January, 1876, 
Mr. Samuel Lowery, 
principal of an indus
trial school for colored 
people, at Huntsville, 
Ala. , started the cul
ture of silkworms in 
that State by procuring 
500 eggs. Only 200 
proved fruitful ; but 
from the cocoons spun 
by them about fifteen 
spools of silk thread 
were made by a rude 
hand process. The 
thread was exhibited at 
the Huntsville Fair, 
and attracted consider
able attention. In 1876, 
Mr. Lowery hatched 
500 worms, from which 
he got silk enough for 
twenty spools of thread. 
Last year the crop num
bered 100,000 worms. 
Fed on white mulberry 
trees, the worms did 
well, and thus far no 
symptoms of disease 
have been noticed. It is 
now proposed to plant 
twenty acres with mul
berry cuttings, which, 
in the course of a year, 
will furnish food for 
two or three million 
worms. 

The new industry is 
thought to be very promising for the colored population of 
the South. Suitable land can be had for from $4 to $20 
an acre, and farms of twenty acres or less will furnish em
ployment and support for a family. In France the silk 
culture is almost wholly carried on by small farmers, and 

Test oC Woo dy Fiber. 

Dr. Wiesner recommends phloroglucin as an extraordina
rily delicate reagent for woody fiber. Place a drop of a 
half per cent solution of phloroglucin upon a bit of pine, 
and moisten the spot with a drop of hydroch10ric acid, and 
there immediately appears a beautiful lively red stain, verg
ing upon violet. On drying, the violet tinge becomes stAI 
more marked. Even if the solution contains only one hun
dredth of one per cent of phloroglucin, the red color is 
very decided ; and if there is not more than one thousandth 
of one per cent, the reaction can be recognized, under pro
per precautions. If a strip of pine is allowed to remain in 
such a solution for twenty-four hours, hydrochloric acid 
gradually draws out a perceptibly reddish satin. The 
slightest traces of woody substance in vegetable tissues can 
be readily detected in this manner; The tenderest germs, 
by means of this reaction, show a woodiness in the cells. 

BIRDS OF PARADISE. 

Every trace of woody substance in hemp and flax can be de
tected by the phloroglucin. . Dr. Wiesner suggests that it 
may be used to distinguish hemp from flax, . and also 'as a 
means of dyeing fabrics woven from vegetable fibers.
Dingler's Poly tech. Jour. 

in Alabama the cultivators have the advantage of being able ., 4 • I .. 
to gather two harvests in a year. Raw silk is worth from The Sugar "We Use. 
$4 to $6 a pound, and the value of raw silk imported amounts The United States consumes annually between six and 
to .something like $6,000,000 a year. seven hundred thousand long tons of cane sugar, less than 

.. 4 • , .. 13 per cent of which is of home production. The leading 
FIBRIN.-M. Setchenoff has found that the white of eggs, sources of foreign supply are ; Cuba, 450,000 tons ; Spanish 

on being boiled in vacuum, turns solid as fibrin. In order possessions, 50,000 ; Porto Rico, 30,000 ; French islands, 
to ascertain if the yellow of eggs has some influence on this 22,000 ; Brazil, 18,000 ; Dutch East . Indies, 11,000 ; British 
reaction, experiments were made, and it was found .that West Indies, 10,000 ; British Guiana, 10,000 ; Sandwich 
when a small quantity of the yellow is admixed, the' solidi- Islands, 10,000. Twenty-one other countries supply less 
fication of the albumen, as mentioned above, is five times than as many thousand tons in all. In 1862 our home pro
quicker. This fact, besides being a matter of great impor- duct was 191,000 tons ; it fell to 5,000 tons in 1865 ; then 
tance for physiology, allows us to obtain the albumen in a slowly rose to 79,600 tons in 1871. The crop of 1876 was 
more pure form. . 77,000 tons. . 

AlDerlcan Leather In Europe. 

We have the testimony of the leading manufacturer of 
boots and shoes in Europe to the effect that the leather 
market is no longer in European hands. America regulates 
the price, and from being a large importer, we have turned 
the current, and are exporting enough to affect European 
production seriously. In his pamphlet, " Look out for 
Yourselves," addressed to Swiss manufacturers, Mr. Bally 
says : " European seaports have become, in part, great de · 
pots of American leather. All the Europeans interested in 
the manufacture of leather speak badly of this red Ameri
can leather ; but it is not so much because of its quality and 
the short time employed in tanning it (because in these re
spects it can bear comparison with European leather) as be
cause of the very . successful competition of this article. 
Certainly it is not very pleasant to be compelled to recog
nize the fact that a former market has become a dangerous 

competitor. " Efforts 
were made as early as 
1847 to find a market 
in England for Amer
ican leather, and again 
twenty years later ; but 
it was not until 1872 
that an actual demand 
began to be felt. In the 
latter half of tliat year 
the export of sole 
leather, from the port 
of New York, was 
311,914 sides ; the next 
year about 660,000 sides 
were exported ; in 1874, 
nearly 860,000 ; in 1875, 
over 917,000 ; in 1876, 
there were exported 
1 ,084,522 sides ; and 
from January to No
vember, 1877, the num
ber reached 863,434 
sides. .A little more 
than half the leather ex
ported passes through 
New York. Last year 
the tanned leather 
shipped from Boston 
exceeded $2,000,000 in 
value. The exports 
from Philadelphia, for 
t h e  same period, 
amounted to nearly 
$1,000,000. 

Nearly half the leath
er exported goes to 
Germany. The En
glish now rate Amer
ican leather as unex
celled by any except 
their best oak-tanned. 
The German dealers 
will take nothing but 
the very best leather. 

There is little differ
ence in the machinery 
employed in the tan
neries of this country 
and England ; but ow
ing to the high price 
of bark the English 
have resorted to chem
ical substitutes, and the 
quality of their leather 
has been injured. The 
same cause tends to de
crease the annual pro
duct of Germany. 
France keeps out Amer
iean leather by a high 
tariff. Denmark, Nor
way, and Sweden are 
importing it in small 
quantities, and there is 
a small but growing 
trade with Russia. In 

addition to a considerable quantity of rough and finished 
upper leather, the export this year from all American ports 
is estimated to be likely to reach 2;000,000 sides. America,n 
leather of all kinds, with the exception of finished calf finds 
a ready market abl'oad. 

.. .. � .. 
The Bahama Pineapple Tree. 

A large proportion of the area of the Bahama Islands is 
devoted ' to the cultivation of fruit, of which oranges and 
pineapples are the principal ; and at the. present time the 
fields in the estates, 'on which the pineapples are growing 
form a peculiar feature in the landscape. The appearance 
of the broad expanse of young fruit, with its clusters of deli
cately tinted, but sharp and serrated leaves, rising only a 
short distance from the ground, and covering the undulating 
fields, produces a very remarkable effect. In no other branch 
of agriculture can so curious a picture be produced as in the 
growth of these vast numbers of pines. As many as a mil
lion and a half of the fruit have beell cc;>Uected from a siugle-



acre at one crop. The appearance of these pineapple estates 
has as little in common with the sugar plantations or paddy· 
fields of the tropics as with the corn fields or vineries of 
Europe. In a few weeks these pineapples will be making 
their appearance in the English markets. They are shipped 
in an unripe state, and mature during the voyage, and hence 
are not so excellent in quality as the English hot-house 
fruit, or as if they were properly ripened in the ground. 
The pineapples of New Providence, however, are superior 
to any other variety, and often attain an enormous size. 
One, grown in Pembrokeshire, weighing 1072' lbs., and 
measuring 1072' in. in height, exclusive of stalk and crown, 
and 22 in. in circumference, was served up at the coronation 
banquet of George IV., and since then the improved modes 
of cultivation have greatly increased the size and quality of 
the fruit. There is an enormous demand for the Bahama 
pineapples both in Europe and America, and a new industry 
has lately sprung up in the island in preserving the fruit in 
tins when they are fully ripened; one factory in Nassau 
alone exports annually a million tins, valued at £16,000. 
These fruits are superior to those sent away earlier in the 
season, as they are ripened naturally and packed in perfect 
condition, instead of being gathered when only half ripe.-
The Oolonie8 and India. . 

New Mechanical Inventions. 

An improvement in Dies for Forming Settings for rings, 
lockets, etc., is the subject of a patent recently issued to Mr. 
R. Henrich, of New York city. In the face of the lower 
die is a cavity of the proper size having beveled edges. A 
block is inserted, leaving a wedge-shaped groove between it 
and the bevel of the die. The blank is then forced into this 
groove by the impact of the top die or stamp, and a setting, 
having an outer beveled edge and interior square shoulder, 
is th1l!l formed at one operation. 

The Power Hammers commonly used in the manufacture 
of charcoal blooms, billets, and other iron are made in one 
casting, and the continual jarring often impairs the quality 
of the cast iron of which they are made, so that the arms 
break, and a new casting is required. Mr. G. M. Dillon, of 
Chateaugay Lake, N. Y., seeks to obviate this difficulty by 
making the hammer in two parts, namely, the arms which 
carry the 'breaking, drawing, and smoothing faces, and the 
husk or rocker into which the arms are fitted, the arms being 
secured by wooden wedges. 

Mr. P. A. Peer, of Comstock, Mich., has made an im
provement in Fan Mill Irons, which consists in using a hub 
or spider cast with radial loop sockets, to receive the arms of 
the fans, and keyed upon the driving shaft. Each arm rests 
against a shoulder on the hub, and is secured by a nail or 
screw on the inside of the socket. 

In a new Washing Machine, patented by Mr. Wm. Haas, 
of Walla Walla, W. T., the principal features are lower sta
tionary and upper reciprocating beaters, the latter pivoted in 
a way to secure a peculiar sliding motion; the division of 
the suds box by a slotted partition, on one side of which are 
the beaters and clothes, and on the other the arm and pivot 
of the movable beater; and the peculiar jointing of the con
necting bar which operates the movable beater, allowing the 
latter to be raised so as to permit the clothes to be readily 
inserted or removed. 

An ingenious Odometer, or instrument for measuring and 
indicating the distance traveled by a carriage, has been pat
ented by Mr. L. C. Perkins, of Webster, Mass. It is intended 
for the use of liveries. where it is desirable to know the ex
act amount of work performed by the horses during absence 
from the stable, and its mechanism is prevented from being 
tampered with by means of a sealed cover. 

Mr. Albert Demo, of Camden, N. J., has invented a novel 
Marine Engine, suited to a peculiar class of steamer. It is 
constructed so as to drive the paddles against the water with 
greater force than that with which they are drawn back, 
keeps the paddles at right angles to the line of stroke during 
the propelling movement, and closes them to .a feather while 
being drawn back. Special arrangement is made to prevent 
jar at the ends of the stroke. 

.. '.1" 
Ollve on Soap. 

The article soap appears destined to become one of the 
principal industrial products of the island of Corfu. The 
chief obstacles in the way of increased production-namely, 
the scarcity or dearness of the two main substances which 
enter into its composition-are in a fair way of being re
moved. The first and most costly of the~e ingredients, olive 
oil, is being produced in increasing quantities. The method 
employed for crushing the olives preparatory to extracting 
Ihe oil is of the most primitive kind: a vertical stone cylin
der of great volume and weight, attached to a shaft, is made 
to revolve by horse power in a sliglLtly concave bed of the 

,most solid construction. In this receptacle the freshly 
gathered olives are placed, and by the action of the revolv, 
ing cylinder reduced to a pulp more or less comminuted ac
cording to the degree of pressure. The pulp is then re' 
moved and inclosed in flat circular bag(l of about two feet 
in diameter, and then subjected to the action of a ratrong 
screw. press, set in motion by a lever projecting llOrizontally, 
and worked by the united efforts of several men. When 
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For this latter p~rpose it was largely exported to Malta' :f battery cu~rent can ·. pass over. If by sonorous waves the 
where it fetched remunerative prices; and this traffic con- transmitting membrane is caused to vibrate, during the vi
tinued uIitil it was put a stop to by the imposition of an ex- brating movement the distance between the poles, and hence 
port duty by the Hellenic Government, which absorbed the the intensity of the current, will be constantly modified. 
whole of the profits previously obtained. . These modifications determine; in the receiving apparatus, 

The accumulation of this material in the islands, in"'Rll of variations of magnetism corresponding to variations of in
which olive . oil forms one of the chief products, says the tensity of the transmitting current, which cause the vibra
Journal o/the Society o/Arts, had become enormous, in spite tion of the receiving membrane. It will be observed that 
of the local consumption for the purposes above .stated, this new telephonic system is based on the resistance of the 
when it occurred to some ingenious person to subject it to a exterior current of ahigh tension battery, and this it would 
chemical analysis, with the view to turning its properties to seem possible to modify within very wide limits by placing 
some useful account. The result was that it was found to the membrane in different media,such as rarefied air or 
contain from 2 to 4 per cent of pure oil. This discovery: other gases, to which vapors capable of modifying the re
once made, in 1869 a firm, composed of three enterprising i)istance might be added. 
capitalists, was established, and works on a large scale were .. 4" • 
constructed, with a view to extracting the oil. The process Is there a Hole through MercurY?-Are all the 

employed is both simple and ingenious, and has turned out Plauets Rings t 
a complete success. It consists in forcing, at a high tem- Mr. Richard A. Proctor, the eminent astronomer and elo-
perature, bisulphide of carbon through a given quantity of quent lecturer, gives a report in one of the English papers 
the refuse, which, after being reduced to I!- fine powder by of his personal observations of the recent transit of Mercury, 
being passed between cast iron rollers, is inclosed in an air- made with an 8}i inch reflector, and notes a very interesting 
tight metal cylinder of great strength, communicating with if not remarkable discovery. He says : 
another receptacle or reservoir, also air-tight, through which " A bright spot was seen on Mercury's disk. It appeared 
the bisulphide is forced from beneath, carrying along with to me perfectly central and of sensible magnitude. My eld
it the oil disengaged by its action, After a sufficient time est daughter, who observed with me, described it as a mere 
allowed for cooling, the reservoir is opened, when the. oil, point, and quite central, as if the disk were a round piece of 
now of a greenish color, but almost inodorous, is found float- black card, and the bright spot were a hole pierced through 
ing on the surface of the bisulphide, whence it is bailed out with the compass point in striking out its circular outline, 
and preserved in casks. The bisulphide remains unchanged I noticed one feature in the brigbt spot which seemr-d to me 
in its qualities, and but slightly diminished in quantity, decisive as to its subjective nature: when a small cloud 
ready, with slender additions, for operating afresh. This passed over part of the sun's face, nearly the whole of which 
substance is now known in commerce under the designation was in the field of view, the bright spot perceptibly waned 
of "pyreune oil," from the Greek word signifying core, or in brightness, though not crossed by the cloud. This I 
kernel. noticed distinctly three several times. Another feature-

The second ingredient is soda, which has to be wholly im- perhaps a mere illusion'-was that it seemed to me, as the 
ported from abroad, at a proportionately7b.igh cost. An al- spot thus waxed and waned in brightness, that it was trian
most unlimited supply might be obtained were the manufac- gular in shape. I could not distinctly recognize this peculi
ture of sea salt, from which it is extracted, carried on to an arity when the luster of the spot was steady. The aspect of 
extent of which it is capable. It is satisfactory to observe the spot was not perceptibly modified when the telescope 
'that a concession of the extensive salines at the western ex- was released from the driving clQck and Mercury allowed to 
tremityof the capacious bay, which extends beyond the approach the edge of the rather wide field of view." 
town and port of Corfu, has been obtained from the govern- We published in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN several years 
ment on advantageous terms, by a private company, with ago the vagaries of a backwoods philosopher to the ef
the view , of employing the produce in the manufacture of fect that our earth had a central cavity of enormous di
soda, for which works are in the process of erection. The mensions, extending from pole to pole, through which the 
soap, which is made by hand, is, for the most part, exported ocean waters ebbed and flowed; and he declared that when
to Oontinental Greece and Turkey; as, also, a portion of it ever any ship could reach the north pole it might sail placidly 
to Triest and Venice. It is packed in deal boxes, contain- into the aforesaid cavity and reach the bowels of the earth; 
ing 150 lbs. each. As the profits to be derived from intro- where a strange race of human beings would be found living 
ducing this article into the English market have not escaped in peace and happiness; with other marvels in multitudinous 
the calculations of the manufacturers, it is but fair to state numbers. 
that the purer ingredients in its composition are occasionally In view of Mr. Proctor's discovery, the knowledge that 
adulterated by an admixture of fuller's earth, which, while Saturn has planetary rings, the fact that when a milk pail is 
it adds considerably to the weight, impairs its quality. whirled like Jupiter the liquid moves outward, leaving an 

.4'. • opening in the center, who knows but Mercury has a hole 
M. TROUVE'S NEW TELEPHONE IltPROVEMENTS. through it, and that the bJ;ight spot seen by Mr. Proctor was 

M. Trouve has recently communicated to the French simply the sun shining through the aperture? If Mercury 
Academy of Sciences an account of a new telephone which is tubular, may not the earth be also? This is one of the 
he has devised, which, while being a modification of BeWs, questions that Captain Howgate or Mr. Bennett have before 
gives, it is stated, much better results. Its construction will i t~em for solution in carrying forward their polar expedi
be understood from the engraving herewith given. a b is a tlOns. 

tubular magnet 
surrounded by a 
coil of wire. Op
posite one pole, 
a, is a circular 
membrane, M, 
similar to that 
on the ordinary 
telephone, ex· 
cept that it is 
pierced with a 
central hole, the 
diameter of 

.., .... 
The Use oC the Agricultural Department. 

The annual attack upon the Department of Agriculture is 
serviceable in bringing into strong relief the advantages de
rived from its labors. Some points brought out in the re
cent discussions in Congress are worth noting. In justifica
tion of the work of distributing seeds, a member said that 
the seed oats sent out to the Northwest have improved that 
crop more than enough to pay all the expenses of the De
partment for the past five years. Another member said that 
a single package of Foltz wheat received in Kansas a few 
years ago had been the means of changing the entire pro
duct of a large area, giving the best article they had ever 
had. Similarly of sorghum, which has put millions into 

w hi c h equals the pockets of the farmers of the West, said a member, 
that ofthe aperture through the magnet. Opposite the other "The molasses and sugar that have been produced from it 
pole, b, is a diaphragm, M', in which there is no orifice. If will more than pay every dollar expended upon the Agricul
speech be uttered before the diaphragm, M, the sonorous tural Department." 
waves throw it 1nto vibration, and then, continuing, their .. , • I .. 

movement through the magnet excites the diaphragm, M'. Our StealR Street Ralhvays. 

The magnet is thus influenced at both pgles, and much more The New York correspondent of the Baltimore Sun is 
intense currents are induced in the coil. The receiving ap- evidently not in love with the new system of iron railway 
paratus, similar to that just described, receives the corre- bridges that now occupy some of our finest avenues .. Speak
sponding currents, and its two diaphragms likewise vibrate. ing of the Gilbert Elevated Railway and the recent accident 
The ear, placed at a, receives the sounds, therefore, from caused by one of the first trains, he says: 
both. "Celebrating the event by frightening a car team on a 

In order to compare, experimentally, the results furnished track below into a mad runaway, the Gilbert elevated 
by the Bell telephone with those of the multiple telephone, vehi.cles may now be considered as available for all travelers 
sounds were received on the unperforated . diaphragm of the wishing to avoid death in curb shattered or post splintered 
latter alone, which, thus used, corresponds to the ordinary conveyances of the streets. The moving, hideously clatter
Bell instrument. Then the multiple telephone was turned, ing crest of a straddling iron monster, which has settled 
and on placing the ear at the opening, a, it was at once re- upon miles of once thriving thoroughfares, to suck all the 
marked that the intensity of the sound was doubled. The business life out of them, the Gilbert cars are the sworn 
sound is still further augmented by placing between the enemies of equine and human nerves alike, and will have 
end diaphragms a series of . others, n, rounding the solenoid what sonorous reporters call their 'holocaust ' of victims 
and influencing it over its entire length. before the year is out." 

M. Trouve has, besides, recently invented a telephone on .. ,. I .. 
a new principle, which is made as follows: A metallic vi- Amerlcau Stamping Mill Cor Peru. 

brating membrane constitutes one of the poles of a high ten- An' eighty stamp mill, one of the most complete and 
' under this operation, which is most laborious, the oil ceases 
to flow, the now strongly impressed pulp is withdrawn, and 
collected in heaps out of doors, where it is left to dry or fer.
ment according to the accidents of the weather. Till recent 
times this refuse was occasionally employed as a m ;:mure, 
and partly used by the bakers f()r . lleating . their oyens. 

sion battery. The other pole is adjusted before the plate powerful ever undertaken, is in process of construction in 
by a micrometer screw, which allows of varying its distance I this city. for use at the famous Oroya silver mines of Peru. 
from the membrane without the two ever coming in contact. I It is to be ready for shipment July 1, and will require a 
This distance, however, should never exceed that which the 1,200 ton ship for its transportation. 
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acre at one crop. The appearance of these pineapple estates 
has as little in common with the sugar plantations or paddy
fields of the tropics as with the corn fields or vineries of 
Europe. In a few weeks these pineapples will be making 
their appearance in the English markets. They are shipped 
in an unripe state, and mature during the voyage, and hence 
are not so excellent in quality as the English hot-house 
fruit, or as if they were properly ripened in the ground. 
The pineapples of New Providence, however, are superior 
to any other variety, and often attain an enormous size. 
One, grown in Pembrokeshire, weighing 1072' Ibs. , and 
measuring 1072' in. in height, exclusive of stalk and crown, 
and 22 in. in circumference, was served up at the coronation 
banquet of George IV. , and since thell the improved modes 
of cultivation have greatly increased the size and quality of 
the fruit. There is an enormous demand for the Bahama 
pineapples both in Europe and America, and a new industry 
has lately sprung up in the island in preserving the fruit in 
tins when they are fully ripened ; one factory in Nassau 
alone exports annually a million tins, valued at £16,000. 
These fruits are superior to those sent away earlier in the 
season, as they are ripened naturally and packed in perfect 
condition, instead of being gathered when only half ripe.-
The Oolonies and India. . 

New Mechanical Inventions. 

An improvement in Dies for Forming Settings for rings, 
lockets, etc. , is the subject of a patent recently issued to Mr. 
R. Henrich, of New York city. In the face of the lower 
die is a cavity of the proper size having beveled edges. A 

block is inserted, leaving a wedge-shaped groove between it 
and the bevel of the die. The blank is then forced into this 
groove by the impact of the top die or stamp, and a setting, 
having an outer beveled edge and interior square shoulder, 
is thlll3 formed at one operation. 

The. Power Hammers commonly used in the manufacture 
of charcoal blooms, billets, and other iron are made in one 
casting, and the continual jarring often impairs the quality 
of the cast iron of which they are made, so that the arms 
break, and a new casting is required. Mr. G. M. Dillon, of 
Chateaugay Lake, N. Y. , seeks to obviate this difficulty by 
making the hammer in two parts, namely, the arms which 
carry the 'breaking, drawing, and smoothing faces, and the 
husk or rocker into which the arms are fitted, the arms being 
secured by wooden wedges. 

Mr. P. A. Peer, of Comstock, Mich. , has made an im
provement in Fan Mill Irons, which consists in using a hub 
or spider cast with radial loop sockets, to receive the arms of 
the Jans, and keyed upon the driving shaft. Each arm rests 
against a shoulder on the hub, and is secured by a nail or 
llcrew on the inside of the socket. 

In a new Washing Machine, patented by Mr. Wm. Haas, 
of Walla Walla, W. T. , the principal features are lower sta
tionary and upper reciprocating beaters, the latter pivoted in 
a way to secure a peculiar sliding motion ; the division of 
the suds box by a slotted partition, on one side of which are 
the beaters and clothes, and on the other the arm and pivot 
of the movable beater ; and the peculiar jointing of the con
necting bar which operates the movable beater, allowing the 
latter to be raised so as to permit the clothes to be readily 
inserted Or removed . 

An ingenious Odometer, or instrument for measuring and 
indicating the distance traveled by a carriage, has been pat
ented by Mr. L. C. Perkins, of Webster, Mass. It is intended 
for the use of liveries, where it is desirable to know the ex
act amount of work performed by the horses during absence 
from the stable, and its mechanism is prevented from being 
tampered with by means of a sealed cover. 

Mr. Albert Demo, of Camden, N. J. , has invented a novel 
Marine Engine, suited to a peculiar class of steamer. It is 
constructed so as to drive the paddles against the water with 
greater force than that with which they are drawn back, 
keeps the paddles at right angles to the line of stroke during 
the propelling movement, and closes them to a feather while 
being drawn back. Special arrangement is made to prevent 
jar at the ends of the stroke. 

.. , . ,  .. 
Ollve 011 Soap. 

The article soap appears destined to become one of the 
principal industrial products of the island of Corfu. The 
chief obstacles in the way of increased production-namely, 
the scarcity or dearness of the two main substances which 
enter into its composition-are in a fair way of being re
moved. The first and most costly of the�e ingredients, olive 
oil, is being produced in increasing quantities. The method 
employed for crushing the olives preparatory to extracting 
Ihe oil is of the most primitive kind : a vertical stone cylin
der of great volume and weight, attached to a shaft, is made 
to revolve by horse power in a sliglttly concave bed of the 

, most solid construction. In this receptacle the freshly 
gathered olives are placed, and by the action of the revolv, 
ing cylinder reduced to a pulp more OT less comminuted ac
cording to the degree of pressure. The pulp is then re' 
moved and inclosed in flat circular bag(l of about two feei 
in diameter, and then subjected to the action of a filtrong 
screw. press, set in motion by a lever projecting llOrizontally, 
and worked by the united efforts of several men. When 

. . . . 
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For this latter p�rpose it was largely exported to Malta' ; f battery curre�t can pass over. If by sonorous waves the 
where it fetched remunerative prices ; and this traffic con- transmitting membrane is caused to vibrate, during the vi
tinued uIitil it was put a stop to by the imposition of an ex- brating movement the distance between the poles, and hence 
port duty by the Hellenic Government, which absorbed the the intensity of the current, will be constantly modified. 
whole of the profits previously obtained. These moditications determine,' in the receiving apparatus, 

The accumulation of this material in the islands, in"'Rll of variations of magnetism corresponding to variations of in
which olive . oil forms one of the chief products, says the tensity of the transmitting current, which cause the vibra
Journal o/ the Society (if Arts, had become enormous, in spite tion of the receiving membrane. It will be observed that 
of the local consumption for the purposes above .stated, this new telepho�ic system is based on the resistance of the 
when it occurred to some ingenious person to subject it to a exterior current of a high tension battery, and this it would 
chemical analysis, with the view to turning its properties to seem possible to modify within very wide limits by placing 
some useful account. The result was that it was found to the membrane in different media, such as rarefied air or 
contain from 2 to 4 per cent of pure oil. This discovery ' other gases, to which vapors capable of modifying the re
once made, in 1869 a firm, composed of three enterprising !)istance might be added. 
capitalists, was established, and works on a large scale were ' -c----,---4_�H .... _._-----
constructed, with a view to extracting the oil. The process Is there a Hole through MercurY ?-Are all the 

employed is both simple and ingenious, and has turned out Plaue ts Rings t 
a complete success. It consists in forcing, at a high tem- Mr. Richard A. Proctor, the eminent astronomer and elo-
perature, bisulphide of carbon through a given quantity of quent lecturer, gives a report in one of the English papers 
the refuse, which, after being reduced to I!- fine powder by of his personal observations of the recent transit of Mercury, 
being passed between cast iron rollers, is inclosed in an air- made with an 8}i inch reflector, and notes a very interesting 
tight metal cylinder of great strength, communicating with if not remarkable discovery. He says : 
another receptacle or reservoir, also air-tight, through which " A bright spot was seen, on Mercury's disk. It appeared 
the bisulphide is forced from beneath, carrying along with to me perfectly central and of sensible magnitude. My eld
it the oil disengaged by its action, After a sufficient time est daughter, who observed with me, described it as a mere 
allowed for cooling, the reservoir is opened, when the . oil, point, and quite central, as if the disk were a round piece of 
now of a greenish color, but almost inodorous, is found float- black card, and the bright spot were a hole pierced through 
ing on the surface of the bisulphide, whence it is bailed out with the compass point in striking out its circular outline, 
and preserved in casks. The bisulphide remains unchanged I noticed one feature in the brigbt spot which seemr-d to me 
in its qualities, and but slightly diminished in quantity, decisive as to its subjective nature : when a small cloud 
ready, with slender additions, for operating afresh. This passed over part of the sun's face, nearly the whole of which 
substance is now known in commerce under the designation was in the field of view, the bright spot perceptibly waned 
of " pyreune oil," from th(l Greek word signifying core, or in brightness, though not crossed by the cloud. This I 
kernel. noticed distinctly three several times. Another feature-

The second ingredient is soda, which has to be wholly im- perhaps a mere illusion'-was that it seemed to me, as the 
ported from abroad, at a proportionatelyfhigh cost. An al- spot thus waxed and waned in brightness, that it was trian
most unlimited supply might be obtained were the manufac- gular in shape. I could not distinctly recognize this peculi
ture of sea salt, from which it is extracted, carried on to an arity when the luster of the spot was steady. The aspect of 
extent of which it is capable. It is satisfactory to observe the spot was not perceptibly modified when the telescope 
'that a concession of the extensive salines at the western ex- was released from the driving cl(lck and Mercury allowed to 
tremity of the capacious bay, which extends beyond the approach the edge of the rather wide field of view. " 
town and port of Corfu, has been obtained from the govern- We published in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN several years 
ment on advantageous terms, by a private company, with ago the vagaries of a backwoods philosopher to the ef
the view , of employing the produce in the manufacture of fect that our earth had a central cavity of enormous di
soda, for which works are in the process of erection. The mensions, extending from pole to pole, through which the 
soap, which is made by hand, is, for the most part, exported ocean waters ebbed and flowed ; and he declared that when
to Continental Greece and Turkey ; as, also, a portion of it ever any ship could reach the north pole it might sail placidly 
to Triest and Venice. It is packed in deal boxes, contain- into the aforesaid cavity and reach the bowels of the earth ; 
ing 150 lbs. each. As the profits to be derived from intro- where a strange race of human beings would be found living 
ducing this article into the English market have not escaped in peace and happiness ; with other marvels in multitudinous 
the calculations of the m�nufacturers, it is but fair to state numbers. 
that the purer ingredients in its composition are occasionally In view of Mr. Proctor's discovery, the knowledge that 
adulterated by an admixture pf fuller's earth, which, while Saturn has planetary rings, the fact that when a milk pail is 
it adds considerably to the weight, impairs its quality. whirled like Jupiter the liquid moves outward, leaving an 

4 .1 ' .  • opening in the center, who knows but Mercury has a hole 
111. TROUVE'S NEW TELEPHONE UtlPROVEMENTS. through it, and that the bJ;ight spot seen by Mr. Proctor was 

M. Trouve has recently communicated to the French simply the sun shining through the aperture? If Mercury 
Academy of Sciences an account of a new telephone which is tubular, may not the earth be also ? This is one of the 
he has devised, which, while being a modification of Bell's, questions that Captain Howgate or Mr. Bennett have before 
gives, it is stated, much better results. Its construction will them for solution in carrying forward their polar expedi
be understood from the engraving herewith given. a b is a tions. 

tubular magnet 
surrounded by a 
coil of wire. Op
posite one pole, 
a, is a circular 
membrane, M, 
similar to that 
on the ordinary 
telephone, ex· 
cept that it is 
pierced with a 
central hole, the 
d i a m e t e r  o f  

The Use oC the Agricultural Departmen t. 

The annual attack npon the Department of Agriculture is 
serviceable in bringing into strong relief the advantages de
rived from its labors. Some points brought out in the re
cent discussions in Congress are worth noting. In justifica
tion of the work of distributing seeds, a member said that 
the seed oats sent out to the Northwest have improved that 
crop more than enough to pay all the expenses of the De
partment for the past five years. Another member said that 
a single package of Foltz wheat received in Kansas a few 
years ago had been the means of changing the entire pro
duct of a large area, giving the best article they had ever 
had. Similarly of · sorghum, which has put millions into w h i  c h equals the pockets of the farmers of the West, said a member, that of the aperture through the magnet. Opposite the other " The molasses and sugar that have been produced from it pole, b, is a diaphragm, M', in which there is no orifice. If wI'11 more than p y eve d 11 d d '  th A 

. 1 a , ry 0 ar expen e upon e gncu speech be uttered before the diaphragm, M, the sonorous tural Department. " waves throw it 1nto vibration, and then, continuing, their .. , • , ... 
movement through the magnet excites the diaphragm, M'. Our Steam Street Rallways. 
The magnet is thus influenced at both pgles, and much more The New York correspondent of the Baltimore · Sun is intense currents are induced in the coil. The receiving ap- evidently not in love with the new system of iron railway paratus, similar to that just described, receives the corre- bridges that now occupy some of our finest avenues . .  Speaksponding currents, and its two diaphragms likewise vibrate. ing of the Gilbert Elevated Railway and the recent accident The ear, placed at a, receives the sounds, therefore, from caused by one of the first trains, he says : 
both. " Celebrating the event by frightening a car team on a 

In order to compare, experimentally, the results furnished track below into a mad runaway, the Gilbert elevated by the Bell telephone with those of the multiple telephone, vehicles may now be considered as available for all travelers 
sounds were received on the unperforated diaphragm of the wishing to avoid death in curb shattered or post splintered latter alone, which, thus used, corresponds to the ordinary conveyances of the streets. The moving, hideously clatterBell instrument. Then the multiple telephone was turned, ing crest of a straddling iron monster, which has settled 
and on placing the ear at the opening, a, it was at once re- upon miles of once thriving thoroughfares, to suck all the 
marked that the intensity of the sound was doubled. The business life out of them, the Gilbert cars are the sworn 
sound is still further augmented by placing between the enemies of equine and human nerves alike, and will have 
end diaphragms a series of . others, n, rounding the solenoid what sonorous reporters call their ' holocaust ' of victims and influencing it over its entire length. before the ye!tr is out. " 

M. Trouve has, besides, recently invented a telephone on 4 , • , .. 
a new principle, which is made as follows : A metallic vi- American Stamping Mill Cor Perno 

brating membrane constitutes one of the poles of a high ten- An' eighty stamp mill, one of the most complete and 
' under this operation, which is most laborious, the oil ceases 
to flow, the now strongly impressed pulp is withdrawn, and 
collected in heaps out of doors, where it is left to dry or fer.
ment according to the accidents of the weather. Till recent 
times this refuse was occasionally employed as a IDitnure, 
and partly used by the bakers f()r heating . their oyens. 

sion battery. The other pole is adjusted before the plate powerful ever undertaken, is in process of construction in 
by a micrometer screw, which allows of varying its distance I this city. for use at the famous Oroya silver mines of Peru. 
from the membrane without the two ever coming in contact. I It is to be ready for shipment July 1, and will require a 
This distance, however, should never ex()eed that which the 1,200 ton ship for its transportation. 
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PLANT MIND. ing joints, springing from a cartilaginous disk, by which it I amount brought from Brazil has declined, owing . to the 

VIT. is firmly held against the force and weight of strong currents· greater increase in the amount imported from other coun-
THE NERVES OF PLANTS. and Alpine cascades. The sporules within the fronds break tries. Last year our coffee account with Brazil exceeded 

The distinction or "boundary line" between p'lants and with great force through the tough knots at the joints, and th.e sum of our exports thither by more than $28,000,000. 
animals or between animal and plant life is not to be found; Borg relates that these filaments have a movement of retrac- _ 4 • , • 

we are inclined to believe, does not exist. The arcana of life tion which can be felt by the fingers which hold them. How to Make a Market Cor Iron and Steel. 
operation and life source have been explored in all their re- Oonfervre are found in single branchless filaments, form- More steel converters will not insure a greater consump-
cesses, only with this measure of successful result, to prove ing a loose, fleecy stratum, as well as aggregated together in tion of .their products. The need of railroads is only to 
that" all the boundless universe is life." In organization and singular forms. The filaments of the Hydrodwtyon utricula- bring and carry what is produced. The greater the produc
function, in construction and requirements, plant life is not tum, or water flannel, form a tubular purse or net, with reg- tion the greater the popuhtion and the greater the necessi
inferior to animal life ; in delicacy, sensitiveness, and beauty ular polygonal meshes, sometimes slender as a horsehair and I ties of transportation. The greater the wear of rails the 
only a part of the sublime unity and variety which express sometimes so coarse as to feel harsh to the touch. Each ar- greater the demand for steel. The greater the employment 
a Creator and a God throughout the visible works of His ticulation gives birth to new filaments, which add new in varied production, the greater the demand for imple
almighty hand. Variety of expression, in conjunction with meshes to the net. It is of very common occurrence in ments, machinery, and tools. Now the great iron and steel 
fundamcntal principles of organic and mental life, seems to ponds and ditches in the middle and south of England. industry of the United States can ouly have continual and 
be the point at the base to which we are led, and from which The researches of those who have sought the· infinitely insured prosperity by insuring a continued profit in the pur; 
we begin again when we attempt to read the "open secrets" great in the infinitely little have discovered the existence of suits demanding steel. If there were a million more plows, 
of creative revelation which await our intelligent and loving nervous filamcnts in even the fungi or embryonic or imper- or reapers, or axes, or looms, or turbine water wheels, or 
recognizance. fectly developed organisms. Here are to be seen colored ar- furnaces, or sugar refinerics, or ships, or cars, or carriages, 

Plant organization, reduced to its simplest form, is exhibited ticulated filaments, forming a kind of fibrous crust, sprinkled or a million of any or all the heavy things in which cheap 
in the action of those threads, or internal capillitium, which, over with loose granules, supposed to be the fructification. and fine iron and cheap and fine steel are used, in request, 
being spiral in their arrangement, conform to the funda- One curious species is found on windows and damp glass in how quick would the steel pulse of the nation feel the more 
mental law of harmony between structure and requirement, shady places, and, if we mistake not, such a specimen is to rapid circulation! There is, then. an opportunity for a hint 
or fitness of contrivance, and by intuitive analogy, when mi- be seen in one of the cases of our own New Yorlr Aquarium, to the steel men in their efforts. A good manufacturer sees 
croscopic investigation reveals the existence of channels for having been found upon a pane of glass which came from to it that he has a market. There is, he knows, no use 
the conveyance of an ethereal fluid, expended in the acts of Europe, and was permitted to remain undisturbed. The in piling up even manufactured goods. For what, then, is 
contraction and extension, in movements of approximation tendency to vegetate, therefore, would appear universally there a demand? In what can idle capital and idle people 
and fructification, in the care of offspring, evident sense of expressing itself in connection with cells and filaments, in be employed to provide renewed demand for iron and steel? 
well-being or dejection; determined pursuit of light, air, and the smallest and simplest organized object which performs If we turn to the statistics of commerce we shall find two 
nutriment; submission and resistance-all these and more the natural operation of multiplying itself; as well as in the facts: That the United States import a large amount of 
stimulate conjecture, and modern thinkers approach cer- larger and more complicated human form. Indeed, sim- the products of other nations which can at the same time be 
tainty, thus revolutionizing popular thought and every-day plicity of organization reveals a wonderful persistency of as well produced at home, doubly rewarding the nation in 
vision, until he "who had only eyes, now learns to see." vital principle, producing vast and dense masses, with an ex- keeping, employing, and earning what is now paid out. 

The presence of nerves in vegetable beings is from its very traordinary rapidity of development, alike marvelous and Second, that other nations import large amounts of goods, a 
nature an obscure question, relating, as it does, pre-eminently beautiful. The only way to gain an insight into the mys- great part of which the United States should be engaged in 
to their internal structure, and some modern thinkers have teries of vegetable physiology is the close observation of the furnishing. Commercial regulations are necessary to enable 
even argued that their absence need not prove inanimation. hitherto neglected department of botanical studies, the class these industries to assume equal positions; but, more than 
This argument is advanced by M. Fechner, an eminent Ger- of plants which are superficially supposed not entitled to that, the knowledge of how these things are produced is 
man naturalist. On the other hand, the Swedish botanist, even a place in the vegetable kingdom at all. most necessary, that our capitalists may invest safely, and 
Oken, saw nerves in the spiral fibers, and claimed the distinc- R. O. K. also that our inveutive people may furnish the labor saving 
tion of being the first botanist who admitted their purpose .. , • , .. appliances. 
and office. Goethe held the same view; while our own A NOVEL CHAIN PUMP. Among the things imported are $25,000,000 worth of flax 
American professor, Harlan Coultas, expands the idea of a Mr. Theodore Wallis, of Scipio, N. Y., patented April 17, products; and $75,000,000 worth of sugar. Where the 
ruling mind, operating upon and directing those subtle fluids 1877, the improved chain pump herewith illustrated. Each sugar cannot be raised from cane it can profitably from 
and channels of communication, teaching most lucidly the link, A, is made with an offset, where is formed the lug by beets. The flax is an industry indigenous to the country, 
roots, stems, leaves, buds, are parts of one individual, and and only needs the careful discrimination of the knowledge 
each contains a link of connection with all its parts, as do of how to produce to begin it. 
muscles, bones, nerves, tissues, in the human frame. Indeed Were the $100,000,000 saved among our people which has 
the nerves reach to the extremities of the whole vegetable been paid out to foreign countries during the past ten years, 
bogy, and are the channels of commullication with the sen- our prosperity would be upon a better foundation. If we 
sorium, brain, or controlling force. The principle of unity were sure that the country would have the employment and 
is found to be complete, and, once fully recognized, we are use of these two industries of $100,000,000 a year, there 
easily led to believe it possible that even plant life may be would be a far more animated blood passing through our 
capable of thought, adapted to the necessities and felicities veins than at the present. These two industries are· by no 
of its plant individuality. means the only ones waiting assistance, but the fact remains 

The first regular form seen by the unassisted vision, in the that the more employment for labor and capital the more 
inner surface of the cell, is the spiral, and all subsequent ad- consumption of productions of all kinds. 
ditions assume this·form, and can be resolved into it as their _ 4. ~ .. 
normal type. The Trygnemas, to be found in the pools and AlDerlcan Street Cars. 
streams of India, and as high as 15,000 feet among the Him- There is perhaps no better illustration of the peculiar ex-
alayas, in the ice cold springs trickling from the edges of cellence of American workmanship than is furnished by the 
glaciers, are among the largest among the Oonfervre, and have ! American horse car, nor any better proof of the good pol-
filaments as rigid and thick as horsehair. Under the micro- icy of snperior workmanship than the favor with which 
scope these filaments are seen to be joined by transverse these cars are received thc world over. American cars are 
tubes parallel to each other, and marked by articulations dearer than those made in Europe, yet ours are everywhere 
longer than broad. In their internal granular matter they ex- preferred, because of their superior lightness, strength, and 
hibit the spiral arrangement, in some cases resembling rep- durability. Wherever tramways exist there they may be 
etitions of the Roman numeral X, and in others a series of found, testifying to the quality of the work of our well 
the letter V; the spiral rings after conjugating producing a paid artisans. The proprietor of a shop which has sent 
dark colored globule in one of the filaments. cars to Eur{)pe, Asia, South America, and the isles of the sea, 

Voluntary motion in one of its simplest forms is also ex- says that when the first dozen of American cars were placed 
hibited in the class of Oonfervre called Oscillatorim, which on the road of the Bombay Tramway Company, the same 
grow in masses of filaments based on a mucilaginous sub- number of English cars were introduced. Six months suf-
stance. Their filaments are elastic, simple, minute, and ficed to prove the dearer American cars to be the most eco-
mathematically straight; distinguished by close parallel rings nomical, and since then American cars have been used ex-
easily separating from each other. They oscillate to the clusively. The English car is one fourth heavier than the 
right and left, and travcl in a few hours to the distance of American, giving so much more useless dead weight to 
ten times their own length from the stratum. Many species carry, and ultimately gives way at the joints. 
have at their extremities a tuft of minute delicate ciliaJ or W..ALLIS' CHAIN PUMP. .. 4. ~ .. 
hairs, which are constantly in motion. Three or four days Illustrated Advertising. 
constitute the average of their cycle of life. Dead filaments which the link is pivoted to.the rear end of the next preced- A correspondent of Land and Water sends to that paper 
form the bases of living ones, and this peculiarity connects ing link. The forward parts of the links are made cylindri- specimens of illustrations of American agricuitural machines 
them with the coral zoophytes, although there seems to be cal and hollow, to serve as buckets for raising the water. and implements, and says that he does not wonder that such 
no necessity for supplymg links between vegetable and ani- The endless chain passes around a triangular wlieel, the American manufactures find a ready market in all the 
mal life, but rather to recognize the simple universality of sides of which are made of the same length as the· rear part British colonies, and sell in preference to English goods, 
boundless life itself. of the links. To the w heel, at the rear side of each angle, is seeing that such fine wood-cuts are sent out wherever the 

The functions of fructification and reproduction especially attached a fork to guide the links into place, and to prevent English language is spoken. The editor of the paper ad
require a nervous apparatus of extreme delicacy and sensitive them from slipping off said wheel. The forks, C, enter rab- vises English manufacturers to profit by the example of 
obedience to the controlling force of animation, and we find bets in the links, A, at their shoulders. their rivals, and improve their wood-cuts. Possibly, while 
organisms in the hitherto much unexplored kingdoms of With this construction, as the hollow parts of the links, they are about it, a corresponding improvement in the qual
lichens, which bring abundant evidence in support of this A, pass over the wheel, B, as the same is revolved, the water ity of their goods might also be found advisable. 
statement. The cylindrical filaments which surround thc is discharged from them, and is received in the spout, by .... ~ .. 
cellules, and, we believe, invariably connected with them,form which it is conducted into a pail, trough, or other receiver. Our Iron Trade. 

a beautiful network of meshes, and may be seen beautifully .. , • I .. After much converse with prominent iron manufacturers, 
illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. The Cofl"ee we Drink. a Herald correspondent is confident that, unless unforeseen 
126. In the approximation of filaments the sensations of During the twenty years ending June 30, 1876, the United disaster occurs, we shall soon take the lead of England in 
need and supply are expressed and satisfied. Corresponding States imported over 2,200,000 tons of coffee, less than this line of manufacture. 'l'he present standing of the trade 
processes are thrown out, forming a transverse tube of com- 100,000 tons of which were re-exported. During the year he sets down as follows: In the manufacture of pig iron we 
munication, through which the endochrome of one can pass i ending June 30, 1877, we imported 320,000,000 pounds of have driven England virtually out of our markets, except as 
into the other, forming the round mass which becomes seeds I coffee, three fourths of which came from Brazil. For the I to small quantities of Scotch pig iron; our merchant or bar 
or spores for reproduction of new beings. . twenty years mentioned our consumption of coffee averaged. iron is so good ·that we are able to export large quantities; 

The .River Semania (Semaniafluviatili~) has elas~ic, rigid, 200:000,?00 pounds a year. During the last five years of ~he I in iron hardware we beat the world and control the foreign 
and brIstly fllaments, knotted at equal dIstances WIth swell- perIod It was 300,000,000 pounds. Latterly the r€!lative ,markets; 
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PLANT MIND. ing joints, springing from a cartilaginous disk, by which it I amount brought from Brazil has declined, owing _ to the 

VIT. is firmly held against the force and weight of strong currents · greater increase in the amount imported from other coun-
THE NERVES OF PLANTS. and Alpine cascades. The sporules within the fronds break tries. Last year our coffee account with Brazil exceeded 

The distinction or " boundary line " between p'lants and with great force through the tough knots at the joints, and th.e sum of our exports thither by more than $28,000,000. 
animals or between animal and plant life is not to be found ; Borg relates that these filaments have a movement of retrac- _ 4 • , • 
we are inclined to believe, does not exist. The arcana of life tion which can be felt by the fingers which hold them. How to Make a Market Cor Iron and Steel. 

operation and life source have been explored in all their re- Oonfervre are found in single branchless filaments, form- More steel converters will not insure a greater consump-
cesses, only with this measure of successful result, to prove ing a loose, fleecy stratum, as well as aggregated together in tion of _ their products. The need of railroads is only to 
that " all the boundless universe is life. " In organization and singular forms. The filaments of the Hydrodwtyon utricula- bring and carry what is produced. The greater the produc
function, in construction and requirements, plant life is not tum, or water flannel, form a tubular purse or net, with reg- tion the greater the popuhtion and the greater the necessi
inferior to animal life ; in delicacy, sensitiveness, and beauty ular polygonal meshes, sometimes slender as a horsehair and I ties of transportation. The greater the wear of rails the 
only a part of the sublime unity and variety which express sometimes so coarse as to feel harsh to the touch. Each ar- greater the demand for steel. The greater the employment 
a Creator and a God throughout the visible works of His ticulation gives birth to new filaments, which add new in varied production, the greater the demand for imple
almighty hand. Variety of expression, in conjunction with meshes to the net. It is of very common occurrence in ments, machinery, and tools. Now the great iron and steel 
fundamental principles of organic and mental life, seems to ponds and ditches in the middle and south of England. industry of the United States can ouly have continual and 
be the point at the base to which we are led, and from which The researches of those who have sought the · infinitely insured prosperity by insuring a continued profit in the pur; 
we begin again when we attempt to read the " open secrets " great in the infinitely little have discovered the existence of suits demanding steel. If there were a million more plows, 
of creative revelation which await our intelligent and loving nervous filaments in even the fungi or embryonic or imper- or reapers, or axes, or looms, or turbine water wheels, or 
recognizance. fectly developed organisms. Here are to be seen colored ar- furnaces, or sugar refineries, or ships, or cars, or carriages, 

Plant organization, reduced to its simplest form, is exhibited ticulated filaments, forming a kind of fibrous crust, sprinkled or a million of any or all the heavy things in which cheap 
in the action of those threads, or internal capillitium, which, over with loose granules, supposed to be the fructification. and fine iron and cheap and fine steel are used, in request, 
being spiral in their arrangement, conform to the funda- One curious species is found on windows and damp glass in how quick would the steel pulse of the nation feel the more 
mental law of harmony between structure and requirement, shady places, and, if we mistake not, such a specimen is to rapid circulation !  There is, then. an opportunity for a hint 
or fitness of contrivance, and by intuitive analogy, when mi- be seen in one of the cases of our own New Yorlr Aquarium, to the steel men in tbeir efforts. A good manufacturer sees 
croscopic investigation reveals the existence of channels for having been found upon a pane of glass which came from to it that he has a market. There is, he knows, no use 
the conveyance of an ethereal fluid, expended in the acts of Europe, and was permitted to remain undisturbed. The in piling up even manufactured goods. For what, then, is 
contraction and extension, in movements of approximation tendency to vegetate, therefore, would appear universally there a demand? In what can idle capital and idle people 
and fructification, in the care of offspring, evident sense of expressing itself in connection with cells and filaments, in be employed to provide renewed demand for iron and steel ? 
well-being or dejection ; determined pursuit of light, air, and the smallest and simplest organized object which performs If we turn to the statistics of commerce we shall find two 
nutriment ; submission and resistance-all these and more the natural operation of multiplying itself ; as well as in the facts : That the United States import a large amount of 
stimulate conjecture, and modern thinkers approach cer- larger and more complicated human form. Indeed, sim- the products of other nations which can at the same time be 
tainty, thus revolutionizing popular thought and every-day plicity of organization reveals a wonderful persistency of as well produced at home, doubly rewarding the nation in 
vision, until he " who had only eyes, now learns to see. " vital principle, producing vast and dense masses, with an ex- keeping, employing, and earning what is now paid out. 

The presence of nerves in vegetable beings is from its very traordinary rapidity of development, alike marvelous and Second, that other nations import large amounts of goods, a 
nature an obscure question, relating, as it does, pre-eminently beautiful. The only way to gain an insight into the mys- great part of which the United States should be engaged in 
to their internal structure, and some modern thinkers have teries of vegetable physiology is the close observation of the furnishing. Commercial regulations are necessary to enable 
even argued that their absence need not prove inanimation. hitherto neglected department of botanical studies, the class these industries to assume equal positions ; but, more than 
This argument is advanced by M. Fechner, an eminent Ger- of plants which are superficially supposed not entitled to that, the knowledge of how these things are produced is 
man naturalist. On the other hand, the Swedish botanist, even a place in the vegetable kingdom at all. most necessary, that our capitalists may invest safely, and 
Oken, saw nerves in the spiral fibers, and claimed the distinc- R. O. K. also that our inventive people may furnish the labor saving 
tion of being the first botanist who admitted their purpose .. , • , .. appliances. 

-

and office. Goethe held the same view ; while our own A NOVEL CHAIN PUMP. Among the things imported are $25,000,000 worth of flax 
American professor, Harlan Coultas, expands the idea of a Mr. Theodore Wallis, of Scipio, N. Y. , patented April 17, products ; and $75,000,000 worth of sugar. Where the 
ruling mind, operating upon and directing those subtle fluids 1877, the improved chain pump herewith illustrated. Each sugar cannot be raised from cane it can profitably from 
and channels of communication, teaching most lucidly the link, A, is made with an offset, where is formed the lug by beets. The flax is an industry indigenous to the country, 
roots, stems, leaves, buds, are parts of one individual, and and only needs the careful discrimination of the knowledge 
each contains a link of connection with all its parts, as do of how to produce to begin it. 
muscles, bones, nerves, tissues, in the human frame. Indeed Were the $100,000,000 saved among our people which has 
the nerves reach to the extremities of the whole vegetable been paid out to foreign countries during the past ten years, 
bogy, and are the channels of commullication with the sen- our prosperity would be upon a better foundation. If we 
sorium, brain, or controlling force. The principle of unity were sure that the country would have the employment and 
is found to be complete, and, once fully recognized, we are use of these two industries of $100,000,000 a year, there 
easily led to believe it possible that even plant life may be would be a far more animated blood passing through our 
capable of thought, adapted to the necessities and felicities veins than at the present. These two industries are · by no 
of its plant individuality. means the only ones waiting assistance, but the fact remains 

The first regular form seen by the unassisted vision, in the that the more employment for labor and capital the more 
inner surface of the cell, is the spiral, and all subsequent ad- consumption of productions of all kinds. 
ditions assume this·form, and can be resolved into it as their _ 4. � .. 
normal type. The Trygnemas, to be found in the pools and AlDerlcan Street Cars. 

streams of India, and as high as 1 5,000 feet among the Him- There is perhaps no better illustration of the peculiar ex-
alayas, in the ice cold springs trickling from the edges of cellence of American workmanship than is furnished by the 
glaciers, are among the largest among the Oonfervre, and have ! American horse car, nor any better proof of the good pol-
filaments as rigid and thick as horsehair. Under the micro- icy of superior workmanship than the favor with which 
scope these filaments are seen to be joined by transverse these cars are received the world over. American cars are 
tubes parallel to each other, and marked by articulations dearer than those made in Europe, yet ours are everywhere 
longer than broad. In their internal granular matter they ex- preferred, because of their superior lightness, strength, and 
hibit the spiral arrangement, in some cases resembling rep- durability. Wherever tramways exist there they may be 
etitions of the Roman numeral X, and in others a series of found, testifying to the quality of the work of our well 
the letter V ;  the spiral rings after conjugating producing a paid artisans. The proprietor of a shop which has sent 
dark colored globule in one of the filaments. cars to Eur{)pe, Asia, South America, and the isles of the sea, 

Voluntary motion in one of its simplest forms is also ex- says that when the first dozen of American cars were placed 
hibited in the class of Oonfervre called Oscillatorim, which on the road of the Bombay Tramway Company, the same 
grow in masses of filaments based on a mucilaginous sub- number of English cars were introduced. Six months suf-
stance. Their filaments are elastic, simple, minute, and ficed to prove the dearer American cars to be the most eco-
mathematically straight ; distinguished by close parallel rings nomical, and since then American cars have been used ex-
easily separating from each other. They oscillate to the clusively. The English car is one fourth heavier than the 
right and left, and travel in a few hours to the distance of American, giving so much more useless dead weight to 
ten times their own length from the stratum. Many species carry, and ultimately gives way at the joints. 
have at their extremities a tuft of minute delicate ciliaJ or W..ALLIS' CHAIN PUMP. .. � .  � .. 
hairs, which are const.antly in motion. Three or four days Illustrated A dvertising. 

constitute the average of their cycle of life. Dead filaments which the link is pivoted to . the rear end of the next preced- A correspondent of Land and Water sends to that paper 
form the bases of living ones, and this peculiarity connects ing link. The forward parts of the links are made cylindri- specimens of illustrations of American agricuitural machines 
them with the coral zoophytes, although there seems to be cal and hollow, to serve as buckets for raising the water. and implements, and says that he does not wonder that such 
no necessity for supplymg links between vegetable and ani- The endless chain pa.sses around a triangular wlieel, the American manufactures find a ready market in all the 
mal life, but rather to recognize the simple universality of sides of which are made of the same length as the · rear part British colonies, and sell in preference to English goods, 
boundless life itself. of the links. To the w heel, at the rear side of each angle, is seeing that such fine wood-cuts are sent out wherever the 

The functions of fructification and reproduction especially attached a fork to guide the links into place, and to prevent English language is spoken. The editor of the paper ad
require a nervous apparatus of extreme delicacy and sensitive them from slipping off said wheel. The forks, C, enter rab- vises English manufacturers to profit by the example of 
obedience to the controlling force of animation, and we find bets in the links, A, at their shoulders. their rivals, and improve their wood-cuts. Possibly, while 
organisms in the hitherto much unexplored kingdoms of With this construction, as the hollow parts of the links, they are about it, a corresponding improvement in the qual
lichens, which bring abundant evidence in support of this A, pass over the wheel, B, as the same is revolved, the water ity of their goods might also be found advisable. 
statement. The cylindrical filaments which surround the is discharged from them, and is received in the spout, by .. . . � • 
cellules, and, we-believe, invariably connected with them,form which it is conducted into a pail, trough, or other receiver. Our Iron Trade. 

a beautiful network of meshes, and may be seen beautifully .. , • I .. After much converse with prominent iron manufacturers, 
illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. The Cofl"ee we Drink. a Herald correspondent is confident that, unless unforeseen 
126. In the approximation of filaments the sensations of During the twenty years ending June 30, 1876, the United disaster occurs, we shall soon take the lead of England in 
need and supply are expressed and satisfied. Corresponding States imported over 2,200,000 tons of coffee, less than this line of manufacture. 'l'he present standing of the trade 
processes are thrown out, forming a transverse tube of com- 100,000 tons of which were re-exported. During the year he sets down as follows : In the manufacture of pig iron we 
munication , through which the endochrome of one can pass i ending June 30, 1877, we imported 320,000,000 pounds of have driven England virtually out of our markets, except as 
into the other, forming the round mass which becomes seeds I coffee, three fourths of which came from Brazil. For the I to small quantities of Scotch pig iron ; our merchant or bar 
or spores for reproduction of new beings. . twenty years mentioned our consumption of coffee averaged . iron is so good -that we are able to export large quantities ; 

The .River Semania (Semania fluviatili�) has elas�ic, rigid, 200:000,?00 pounds a year. During the last five years of �he I in iron hardware we beat the world and control the foreign 
and brIstly fllaments, knotted at equal dIstances WIth swell- perIod It was 300,000,000 pounds. Latterly the relatIve ,markets; 



LETTERS FROm: THE FARIS EXHIBITION. For giving more or less pitch to the guards relatively t01 of wool twine, which the machine ties in a square knot; the 
THE REAPER AND MOWER EXHIBITS. the ground. two parts of the string are given a round turn, and the ends 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: For operating the switch of the rake cam. passed through the loop and -pulled tight. The English 
It is probable that the present Exhibition will give rise For throwing in and out of gear with the drive wheels. string binder, I may here say, makes a reef-knot, which is 

to no more determined and well sustained contest than that All the machines have the last mentioned, and I do not also a perfectly secure one. 
between the harvesters of the various exhibitors. It is un- insist upon it, as there are many different ways of doing it, The binding machine is one of the great subjects of the 
derstood that the English discouraged any field trials, but and some are probably novel. day, the principal one stirring in agricultural engineering, 
the Americans urged that no other test could be valuable Nos. 1, 3, 6, and 7 of the list of firms have all the four if I may use that term to express wl\at I feel of the admira
or conclusive, and it has now, I understand, been deter- adjustments. ble skill, persistence, courage, and liberality of the gentle
mined upon, and some tracts of grain and grass engaged in Of the other features of the machines it may be men- men who have given their lives, talent, and money to the 
the neighborhoods of Versai.lles and Vincennes on the oppo· tioned that they are all right hand cut, turning" gee," as we enterprise. That they have made fortunes is a subject of 

. site sides of Paris, and each easily reached by rail. should say, though I own it is impossible to give an idea of congratulation on all hands; it is well for them, and an en-
Nothing in the American section is so amply shown as the sounds which a French driver utters. couragement to the present and succeeding generations. It 

reapers and mowers, and there are few things upon which Of the reapers, Nos. 1, 3, 9, 10, are two-wheeled ma- .collid never have happened without patents, however, and 
we pride ourselves more, and none. which have done us chines. The others (except 8, which is a mower) are single- the people have gained one hundred dollars for everyone 
more credit. The sewing machine and the breech loading wheeled. made by the patentees. 
rifle are to be classed in this respect with the harvester, but Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, are hind cut; Nos. 4, 5, 7, middle Reference was made above to the anxiety of the Ameri-
not before it. In the sewing machine, we have but two cut; that is, even with the main axle. can implement maker to secure the l<'rench trade, and some 
exhibits in this Exhibition, the" Wheeler and Wilson" and The seats are near~ all well over to the near (left) side of details were giTen as to the almost implicit copying of the 
the" American," though the" Singer" and the "Howe," the machine, and in some cases the driver's perch is on a American machine. A word on each of these subjects 

. built in British factories, exhibit in the English section. hinged frame extending away out beyond the drive wheel, before I close. 
Sewing machines are not in force as at the Centennial, and and serving as a partial connterbalance. The hinged seats Besides the difficulty of distance, with its increased 
no such imposing range of machines of this class as was ex- are in Nos. 4, 5, 7. No.2, the "Perseverante," has a seat freight, insurance, and so forth, and the added trouble of 
hibited in the Machinery Hall in 1876 is to be found here. forward on the tongue between the horses. the time occupied in going back and forth (for a principal 
About half of the machines for' which space was secured in No.4 contains a dropper machine (an American invention), must in most cases see his agent now and then), there is an
New York have not been presented here. The assortment which has, what I also noticed among some English drop- other difficulty arising from the fact that we do not stand 
from foreign countries also is more limited than at the Cen. pers, a second seat on the carriage for the raker. In some on as favorable terms as England in regard to the rates of 
tennial. The business has evidently suffered considerably parts of the United States we do not consider a raker neces- customs duties. England and France have a repiprocity 
in the two years last past. sary with machines of this class. The slats of their drop- treaty, each mutually admitting the surplus of the other at 

Great struggles are being made by Americans and English pers are about three inches wide, and with intervals between low rates-English machinery for French claret and silk. 
to secure the French market for harvesters, and also to im- them less than their width. This may account for the need It works well for them; but what is the effect on us? Take 
press the representatives of foreign nations in Paris. The of a man to rake off. With us, the slats are narrower and an instance, to state the matter exactly. An Adriance, 
Americans are decidedly ahead at present, and if they could when the dropper falls the heads of the ~rain catch i~ the I Plat~ & Co. New Model Buckeye weigh~ boxed 350 ~ilos. 
keep all they have invented they would be still more so, but stubble, and the gavel drags off easily and in good order. I (A kllogramme or 1,000 grammes, called kIlo. for short, IS al
patents run out and machines are easily copied, and many notice, however, one American dropper with a raker's seat most exactly equal to 2A pounds avoirdupois.) The import 
American improvements are not patented in England, and so and rake. Cumming's machines are much above the aver- duty on this machine is 18 francs per 100 kilos., or 63 francs 
are liable to be pirated at once, and some are taken bodily age of the French. per machine. English machines are never boxed for the 
without regard to right. This is not the case with all English As above stated, the American machines exhibited by ~ontinental tr~de, a.s the distance is so shor~, and an E~g
manufacturers; far from it, for there are as fine and honor- French agents in their section are not included in the above' hsh mower WIll WeIgh unboxed about 400 kIlos., on WhICh 
able gentlemen in that fratenlity as can be found anywhere, so I pass by in this enumeration the F'aucheuse Wood and duty is paid at the rate of only 6 francs per 100 kilos., or 24 
among whom I would cite the late Mr. Hornsby, of Grant· ,Moi8sonneuse Combinee Buckeye, merely smiling a; the fr~n~s p~r machine. There is thu~ on each ma~Iiine a dis
ham, England. strangeness of the united names. cnmmatmg duty of 39 francs agamst the AmerICan manu-

Without entering just now into a close comparison between Eight automatic binders are exhibited at the Exhibition. facturer, besides the extra expenses owing to greater dis
the American and English reapers, some idea of the close- Six of these are American, and two English. Six bind with! tance, and the value of the boxes with their added cost of 
ness of the French copies of the American may be gained wire and two with string. The names of the manufac- freight. 
from the results of a careful examination of the whole French turers are: Even under these untoward circumstances the Americans 
collection, made several times and repeated to-day. succeed in obtaining the larger part of the trade in harvest-

Many French exhibitors show American and English ma American. English.. ers, and are beginning to do a good work in hay-rakes, 
chines, and the names" Systeme Wood," "Systeme John- Walter A. Wood. Howard. lawn-mowers, forks, and churns, as well as some other ar-

McCormick. Neale. ston," "Systeme Buckeye," are common in the French Ag- Osborne. tieles. How important the competition has become may be 
ricuItural Annex. Taking, however, those manufactured in Aultman. judged from the fact that one of our firms has sold the past 
the country, we find ten French exhibitors; Wm. Anson Wood. year 50 reapers for New Zealand and has 500 engaged for 

Johnston. that colony for next year. Another makes a special reaper 
1. Liot, of Rouen. h' w ICh is a favorite in South Australia; another person 
2. Albaret, of Liancourt (Oise). Of these, the last-mentioned in each list use string, the whose acquaintance with American horse rakes began at 
3. Limare, of Fecamp. . others wire. McCormick uses two wires. Weare distinctly the Centennial, has since sold 2,000 of one American pattern. 
4. Cumming, of Orleans. ahead of other nations in the matter of automatic binders, I referred in the earlier part of this letter to some specially 
5. Hurtu, of Nancis. as we were in the matter of reapers. Of the two English bind- objectionable features in the piracies upon our inventions 
6. Pinet, of Abilly. ers, of which I do not propose to speak now. one is a modi- 90mmitted by the Canadians and Swedish. 
7. Hidien, of Chartearoux. fication of Walter A.. Wood's, and is not yet in order, many 
8. Renard, of Nantes. (Mower only.) of the parts being yet absent, and the other is a novelty 
9. Palente, of Blangy-Ies-Arras. ~hich it will take much pains and time to develop satisfac-

10. Laelier, of Soissons. torily. It sweeps the gavel backward on to a second and 
higher platform, and then sideways to the binder, saving the 

What I am about to state by way of comparison would extra width on the left side of the machine (with a right 
to a very large extent apply to English machines also; but we cut); though as this is over the stubble and helps to counter
will take the countries one at a time, and when we have done balance the weight of the platform, I do not see that this 
with them we shall have done with the snbject. There is no lateral extension is any drawback. 
other competition worth mentioning. No reapers are shown All the American machines have adopted the same means 
from Spain, Portugal, Russia, Austro-Hungary, Switzer· of carrying the grain from the platform to th6 binder. The 
land, Belgium, or Holland. The Canadian and Swedish plan is familiar to us in the Marsh harvester in which the 
are more bold·faced piracies than either of the others, and cut grain is carried by a laterally traversing slatted apron to 
will require a word at the close. d a secon· apron which carries it up an incline and discharges 

Coming back, then, to the l<'rench, we may say first what it on to a collecting table, from which it is taken, sheaf and 
concerns them generally, and it will be seen that as to this sheaf about, by two men who ride upon the machine, bind 
division of the subject they are all strictly on American' the grain, and drop the sheaves overboal'd. 
models-in other words, copies of ours. In the binding machines the grain falls in the same way 

All the machines, reapers, and mowers have the cutter bar hId on to t e tab e, an the wire (in one case string) is passed 
projecting into the grain, the knife with triangular sections around by a bent arm, which in some respects curiously rep
reciprocated horizontally in slotted guards, by pitman and resents that of a man. The wire comes from a spool in a 
gear connection with the ground wheel of the carriage. One concealed positio!! below or behind the table, and is 
might say, "Of. course they are, all reapers are;" but these threaded along the arm and into the hand which holds the 
are not all the possible ways of doing the work, and we have end of it. The arm is made to encircle the gavel of grain 
good machines in America which come outside of this de db' he d f - an rmg, t en 0 the wire to the "standing part," as 
scription. Witnes.s the front cut mower, for instance, which h'l I t e sal ors ca I it, at a point close to the sheaf, but between 
cuts right behind the team. The points cited are all Ameri- it and the spool. The end and standing 'Parts of the wire, 
can, and what I say is, that no French SUbstitute seems to being thus in juxtaposition and parallel, are twisted to
have been found. gether five times around, and the tie is complete. A 

Then, again, everyone of them has a frame hinged directly succeeding motion, generally of the sheaf, brings the wires 
to the axle of the carriage, or intermediately, to allow of the beyond the twist against a cutter which severs them, the 
vertical adjustment of the height of cut. This is American. new end of the wire being at the time fast gripped in the 

Everyone has a divider in the grain and a gathering hand of the arm, which makes its backward motion to allow 
board at the carriage side end of the finger bar. I do not the sheaf to escape. In WaIter A. Wood's machine the sheaf 
wish to be monotonous, but these are American. So is the is pushed off the machine by a sort of left arm which has 
grain platform itself, for that matter. previously aided in compression, so as to obviate the neces-

Is that all? Well, not quite. sityof depending upon the tension of the wire for the tight_ 

An Ontario implement maker heads his bills "Watson has 
it," and so I went over to see what he had. I found that 
he had not alone copied a machine made in the United 
States, but that he had actually used the irons of the machine 
for patterns to make castings, and had not even taken the 
trouble to chip off the numbers and letters, the private 
markil by which parts are enumerated in order to save 
trouble of description. The number "700" is cast on the 
frame, the same as the Adriance, Platt & Co. machine 
from whioh it was pirated. The number "50 A " is on the 
wheel, and is the mark on a wheel of the same firm but of a 
different sized machine. The machine has carried its ear 
marks to France, and the castings were recognized in the 
Exhibition. There is no d@ubt that" Watson has it" and 
none as to the character of the man who took it, I su~pose. 

A c~rious parallel spe'limen of Northern honesty is to be 
found III the Swedish Department. In that section is a 
sweep rake with the dOlible cam of Johnston, and 
a frame with the same" 700" on it, actually taken from a 
similar machine of Adriance, Platt & Co., of New York. 
It seems to be a favorite one from which to pilfer. The 
Swedish is a dropper with iron slats. The" 700 " is on the 
frame, "701" on the lid of the gear box, "702" on the foot 
plate, and singularly enough their own number, "455," 
added with paint. It has also the" 50 A" on the wheel. 
They probably thought there was something cabalistic in the 
figures and feared to remove them. The inscription on the ma
chine is "W esteras Mekaniska Werkstad." So" he has it " 
also. 

It is curious that both of the firms should concur in steal
ing from the same machine, should let the numbers stay on, 
and should send them both to Paris to exhibit in company 
with the original. E. H. KNIGHT. 

Paris, . May 24, 1878. 

Every reaper in thb French section has a set of revolvl'ng f th b' d . th h ness 0 em; III some 0 er cases t e bound sheaf is WAGES IN FRANcE.-The United States Consul at Lyons 
sweep rakes, controlled by the Johnston double cam and h d ff b th f II . pus e 0 y. e one 0 owmg. reports that wages have increased in France since the Franco-
switch. Each one of them has its adjustments by means of Th d . t' f th t' . levers, and this also is American. e escnp IOn o. e. ac IOn IS purposely made very German war from 20 to 25 per cent., and the cost of living 

A general so as to be mcluslve, but there are many points of has risen in about the same proportion. The rates now 
number of the machines have the complete four adJ'ust- d t '1 h' t' 't d' I' e al .s owmg gre.a IllgenUl.yan mvo vmg decided differ· I range from.25 cents to <ll!2.50 a day of ten hours for men,. 20 

ments, namely: 'U' 
F . ences m constructIOn. For. mstance, McCormick uses two cents to $1 for women, and 10 to -30 cents for children. 

or raising the cutter to regulate the height of cut. I d th J h t b d spoo s, an eons on III er uses a string about the size I Trade is depressed. 
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LETTERS FROm: THE FARIS EXHIBITION. For giving more or less pitch to the guards relatively t01 of wool twine, which the machine ties in a square knot ; the 
THE REAPER AND MOWER EXHIBITS. the ground. two parts of the string are given a round turn, and the ends 

To the Editor of the Scientific American : For operating the switch of the rake cam. passed through the loop and -pulled tight. The English 
It is probable that the present Exhibition will give rise For throwing in and out of gear with the drive wheels. string binder, I may here say, makes a reef-knot, which is 

to no more determined and well sustained contest than that All the machines have the last mentioned, and I do not also a perfectly secure one. 
between the harvesters of the various exhibitors. It is un- insist upon it, as there are many different ways of doing it, The binding machine is one of the great subjects of the 
derstood that the English discouraged any field trials, but and some are probably novel. day, the principal one stirring in agricultural engineering, 
the Americans urged that no other test could be valuable Nos. 1, 3, 6, and 7 of the list of firms have all the four if I may use that term to express wl\at I feel of the admira
or conclusive, and it has now, I understand, been deter- adjustments. ble skill, persistence, courage, and liberality of the gentle
mined upon, and some tracts of grain and grass engaged in Of the other features of the machines it may be men- men who have given their lives, talent, and money to the 
the neighborhoods of Versai.lles and Vincennes on the oppo· tioned that they are all right hand cut, turning " gee," as we enterprise. That they have made fortunes is a subject of 

. site sides of Paris, and each easily reached by rail. should say, though I own it is impossible to give an idea of congratulation on all hands ; it is well for them, and an en-
Nothing in the American section is so amply shown as the sounds which a French driver utters. couragement to the present and succeeding generations. It 

reapers and mowers, and there are few things upon which Of the reapers, Nos. 1, 3, 9, 10, are two-wheeled ma- . collid never have happened without patents, however, and 
we pride ourselves more, and none . which have done us chines. The others (except 8, which is a mower) are single- the people have gained one hundred dollars for every one 
more credit. The sewing machine and the breech loading wheeled. made by the patentees. 
rifle are to be classed in this respect with the harvester, but Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, are hind cut ; Nos. 4, 5, 7, middle Reference was made above to the anxiety of the Ameri-
not before it. In the sewing machine, we have but two cut ;  that is, even with the main axle. can implement maker to secure the l<'rench trade, and some 
exhibits in this Exhibition, the " Wheeler and Wilson " and The seats are near� all well over to the near (left) side of details were giTen as to the almost implicit copying of the 
the " American, "  though the " Singer " and the " Howe," the machine, and in some cases the driver's perch is on a American machine. A word on each of these subjects 

. built in British factories, exhibit in the English section. hinged frame extending away out beyond the drive wheel, before I close. 
Sewing machines are not in force as at the Centennial, and and serving as a partial connterbalance. The hinged seats Besides the difficulty of distance, with its increased 
no such imposing range of machines of this class as was ex- are in Nos. 4, 5, 7. No. 2, the " Perseverante," has a seat freight, insurance, and so forth, and the added trouble of 
hibited in the Machinery Hall in 1876 is to be found here. forward on the tongue between the horses. the time occupied in going back and forth (for a principal 
About half of the machines for ' which space was secured in No. 4 contains a dropper machine (an American invention), must in most cases see his agent now and then), there is an

New York have not been presented here. The assortment which has, what I also noticed among some English drop- other difficulty arising from the fact that we do not stand 
from foreign countries also is more limited than at the Cen. pers, a second seat on the carriage for the raker. In some on as favorable terms as England in regard to the rates of 
tennial. The business has evidently suffered considerably parts of the United States we do not consider a raker neces- customs duties. England and France have a repiprocity 
in the two years last past. sary with machines of this class. The slats of their drop- treaty, each mutually admitting the surplus of the other at 

Great struggles are being made by Americans and English pers are about three inches wide, and with intervals between low rates-English machinery for French claret and silk. 
to secure the French market for harvesters, and also to im- them less than their width. This may account for the need It works well for them ; but what is the effect on us ? Take 
press the representatives of foreign nations in Paris. The of a man to rake off. With us, the slats are narrower and an instance, to state the matter exactly. An Adriance, 
Americans are decidedly ahead at present, and if they could when the dropper falls the heads of the �rain catch i� the I Plat� & Co. New Model Buckeye weigh� boxed 350 �ilos. 
keep all they have invented they would be still more so, but stubble, and the gavel drags off easily and in good order. I (A kllogramme or 1 ,000 grammes, called kIlo. for short, IS al
patents run out and machines are easily copied, and many notice, however, one American dropper with a raker's seat most exactly equal to 2A pounds avoirdupois.) The import 
American improvements are not patented in England, and so and rake. Cumming's machines are much above the aver- duty on this machine is 18 francs per 100 kilos. , or 63 francs 
are liable to be pirated at once, and some are taken bodily age of the French. per machine. English machines are never boxed for the 
without regard to right. This is not the case with all English As above stated, the American machines exhibited by �ontinental tr�de, a.s the distance is so shor�, and an E�g
manufacturers ; far from it, for there are as fine and honor- French agents in their section are not included in the above ' hsh mower WIll WeIgh unboxed about 400 kIlos. , on WhICh 
able gentlemen in that fratenlity as can be found anywhere, so I pass by in this enumeration the F'aucheuse Wood and duty is paid at the rate of only 6 francs per 100 kilos. , or 24 
among whom I would cite the late Mr. Hornsby, of Grant· , Moi8sonneuse Combinee Buckeye, merely smiling a; the fr�n�s p�r machine. There is thu� on each ma�Iiine a dis
ham, England. strangeness of the united names. cnmmatmg duty of 39 francs agamst the AmerICan manu-

Without entering just now into a close comparison between Eight automatic binders are exhibited at the Exhibition. facturer, besides the extra expenses owing to greater dis
the American and English reapers, some idea of the close- Six of these are American, and two English. Six bind with ! tance, and the value of the boxes with their added cost of 
ness of the French copies of the American may be gained wire and two with string. The names of the manufac- freight. 
from the results of a careful examination of the whole French turers are : Even under these untoward circumstances the Americans 
collection, made several times and repeated to-day. succeed in obtaining the larger part of the trade in harvest-

Many French exhibitors show American and English ma American. English.. ers, and are beginning to do a good work in hay-rakes, 
chines, and the names " Systeme Wood," " Systeme John- Walter A. Wood. Howard. lawn-mowers, forks, and churns, as well as some other ar-

McCormick. Neale. 
ston," " Systeme Buckeye," are common in the French Ag- Osborne. tieles. How important the competition has become may be 
ricuItural Annex. Taking, however, those manufactured in Aultman. judged from the fact that one of our firms has sold the past 
the country, we find ten French exhibitors ; Wm. Anson Wood. year 50 reapers for New Zealand and has 500 engaged for 

Johnston. that colony for next year. Another makes a special reaper 
1. Liot, of Rouen. h' w ICh is a favorite in South Australia ; another person 
2. Albaret, of Liancourt (Oise). Of these, the last-mentioned in each list use string, the whose acquaintance with American horse rakes began at 
3. Limare, of Fecamp. . others wire. McCormick uses two wires. We are distinctly the Centennial, has since sold 2,000 of one American pattern. 
4. Cumming, of Orleans. ahead of other nations in the matter of automatic binders, I referred in the earlier part of this letter to some specially 
5. Hurtu, of Nancis. as we were in the matter of reapers. Of the two English bind- objectionable features in the piracies upon our inventions 
6. Pinet, of Abilly. ers, of which I do not propose to speak now. one is a modi- 90mmitted by the Canadians and Swedish. 
7. Hidien, of Chartearoux. fication of Walter A.. Wood's, and is not yet in order, many 
8. Renard, of Nantes. (Mower only.) of the parts being yet absent, and the other is a novelty 
9. Palente, of Blangy-Ies-Arras. �hich it will take much pains and time to develop satisfac-

10. Laelier, of Soissons. torily. It sweeps the gavel backward on to a second and 
higher platform, and then sideways to the binder, saving the 

What I am about to state by way of comparison would extra width on the left side of the machine (with a right 
to a very large extent apply to English machines also ; but we cut) ; though as this is over the stubble and helps to counter
will take the countries one at a time, and when we have done balance the weight of the platform, I do not see that this 
with them we shall have done with the snbject. There is no lateral extension is any drawback. 
other competition worth mentioning. No reapers are shown All the American machines have adopted the same means 
from Spain, Portugal, Russia, Austro-Hungary, Switzer· of carrying the grain from the platform to th6 binder. The 
land, Belgium, or Holland. The Canadian and Swedish plan is familiar to us in the Marsh harvester in which the 
are more bold ·faced piracies than either of the others, and cut grain is carried by a laterally traversing slatted apron to 
will require a word at the close. d a secon · apron which carries it up an incline and discharges 

Coming back, then, to the l<'rench, we may say first what it on to a collecting table, from which it is taken, sheaf and 
concerns them generally, and it will be seen that as to this sheaf about, by two men who ride upon the machine, bind 
division of the subject they are all strictly on American ' the grain, and drop the sheaves overboal'd. 
models-in other words, copies of ours. In the binding machines the grain falls in the same way 

All the machines, reapers, and mowers have the cutter bar h I d  on to t e tab e, an the wire (in one case string) is passed 
projecting into the grain, the knife with triangular sections around by a bent arm, which in some respects curiously rep
reciprocated horizontally in slotted guards, by pitman and resents that of a man. The wire comes from a spool in a 
gear connection with the ground wheel of the carriage. One concealed positio!! below or behind the table, and is 
might say, " Of. course they are, all reapers are ;" but these threaded along the arm and into the hand which holds the 
are not all the possible ways of doing the work, and we have end of it. The arm is made to encircle the gavel of grain 
good machines in America which come outside of this de d b ' he d f - an rmg, t en 0 the wire to the " standing part," as 
scription. Witnes.s the front cut mower, for instance, which h 'l I t e sal ors ca I it, at a point close to the sheaf, but between 
cuts right behind the team. The points cited are all Ameri- it and the spool. The end and standing 'Parts of the wire, 
can, and what I say is, that no French SUbstitute seems to being thus in juxtaposition and parallel, are twisted to
have been found. gether five times around, and the tie is complete. A 

Then, again, every one of them has a frame hinged directly succeeding motion, generally of the sheaf, brings the wires 
to the axle of the carriage, or intermediately, to allow of the beyond the twist against a cutter which severs them, the 
vertical adjustment of the height of cut. This is American. new end of the wire being at the time fast gripped in the 

Every one has a divider in the grain and a gathering hand of the arm, which makes its backward motion to allow 
board at the carriage side end of the finger bar. I do not the sheaf to escape. In WaIter A. Wood's machine the sheaf 
wish to be monotonous, but these are American. So is the is pushed off the machine by a sort of left arm which has 
grain platform itself, for that matter. previously aided in compression, so as to obviate the neces-

Is that all ? Well, not quite. sity of depending upon the tension of the wire for the tight_ 

An Ontario implement maker heads his bills "Watson has 
it," and so I went over to see what he had. I found that 
he had not alone copied a machine made in the United 
States, but that he had actually used the irons of the machine 
for patterns to make castings, and had not even taken the 
trouble to chip off the numbers and letters, the private 
markil by which parts are enumerated in order to save 
trouble of description. The number " 700 " is cast on the 
frame, the same as the Adriance, Platt & Co. machine 
from whioh it was pirated. The number " 50 A " is on the 
wheel, and is the mark on a wheel of the same firm but of a 
different sized machine. The machine has carried its ear 
marks to France, and the castings were recognized in the 
Exhibition. There is no d@ubt that " Watson has it " and 
none as to the character of the man who took it, I su�pose. 

A c�rious parallel spe'limen of Northern honesty is to be 
found III the Swedish Department. In that section is a 
sweep rake with the dOlible cam of Johnston, and 
a frame with the same " 700 " on it, actually taken from a 
similar machine of Adriance, Platt & Co. , of New York. 
It seems to be a favorite one from which to pilfer. The 
Swedish is a dropper with iron slats. The "  700 " is on the 
frame, " 701" on the lid of the gear box, " 702 " on the foot 
plate, and singularly enough their own number, " 455, " 
added with paint. It has also the " 50 A "  on the wheel. 
They probably thought there was something cabalistic in the 
figures and feared to remove them. The inscription on the ma
chine is " W esteras Mekaniska Werkstad. " So " he has it " 
also. 

It is curious that both of the firms should concur in steal
ing from the same machine, should let the numbers stay on, 
and should send them both to Paris to exhibit in company 
with the original. E. H. KNIGHT. 

Paris, . May 24, 1878. 

Every reaper in thb French section has a set of revolvl'ng f th b' d . th h ness 0 e m ; III some 0 er cases t e bound sheaf is WAGES IN FRANcE.-The United States Consul at Lyons 
sweep rakes, controlled by the Johnston double cam and h d ff b th f II . pus e 0 y .  e one 0 owmg. reports that wages have increased in France since the Franco-
switch. Each one of them has its adjustments by means of Th d . t' f th t' . 
levers, and this also is American. 

e escnp IOn o. e. ac IOn IS purposely made very German war from 20 to 25 per cent. , and the cost of living 

A general so as to be mcluslve, but there are many points of has risen in about the same proportion. The rates now 
number of the machines have the complete four adJ'ust- d t '1 h '  t '  't d '  I ' e al .s owmg gre.a IllgenUl.y an mvo vmg decided differ· I range from

.

25 cents to <ll!2.50 a day of ten hours for men,
. 
20 

ments, namely : 'U' 

F . ences m constructIOn. For. mstance, McCormick uses two cents to $1 for women, and 10 to - 30 cents for children. 
or raising the cutter to regulate the height of cut. I d th J h t b d spoo s, an e o ns on III er uses a string about the size I Trade is depressed. 
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CATALPA WOOD. I seem to warrant their direct importation in refrigerator The South as a Field Cor llIanu,Cacturcs. 

A little over half a century ago General William Henry ships, Belgium being the most successful manufacturing In a speech on the Texas Pacific Railway, Senator Lamar 
Harrison, in an agricultural address delivered in Ohio, recom- state on the continent, the market for American manufac- lately dwelt at great length on the natural advantages of the 
mended farmers to cultivate the catalpa because of the great tures there' cannot be very large; Rtill, the Consul thinks South for successful manufacturing. Every condition of 
durability of its wood when used for fence posts, etc. He that, in addition to the usual list of agricultural and' me- soil, climate, and raw material for the development of a 
was led to give this advice from having found iu an old chanical implements, household notions, sewing machines, great industrial community are there. The South has 
French stockade at Vincennes, while he was Governor of and so on, our machine-made horseshoes and nails, school already begun her industries of the future, and the profits 
the then Northwest Territory, pickets of catalpa wood which furniture, carriages, and wheelwrights' supplies, match that are realized from them are, in some instances, pro
were yet perfectly sound, although they must have existed splints, gutta percha harness mountings, wooden boottrees, digious. But to develop these industries, she must have 
in place for more than' a century. Lately this tree has be- lasts, and possibly tram cars, might be profitably sold. In free access to the markets of the world, and be able to at
come an object of a great deal of attention on the part of introducing new wares the prevalent styles and taste in Bel- tract to herself the skill, and capital, and machipery, and 
arboriculturists, principally on account of the testimony of gium should be conformed to. Above all, economy must be appliances of the North. In the South land, food, raiment, 
Dr. Warder and Mr. E. E. Barney and a few others as to consulted, for, unless cheaper as well as better than Flemish and shelter are cheap, and taxation is growing every year 
the value of its timber. goods, American wares will not sell there. less burdensome, In everything except capital, skill, and 

The catalpa (Catalpa bignonoides), although quite exten- .. , • I ~ experience, the manufacturers of the South are on an 
sively cultivated as an ornamental tree in the Middle and FENCE ECONOMY. equality with those of England, and the saving in baling, 
Eastern States, is a native of the South and Southwest, hav- Dr. Franklin B. Hough, in his recently issued" Report waste, and transportation gives the South great advantages. 
ing its northern limit in Southern Illinois and Indiana. This upon Forestry," prepared under the direction of the Com- Nowhere in the world can cotton be manufactured so cheaply 
tree does not acquire a very large size in the streets, parks, missioner of Agriculture, says that according to recent esti- as on the spot where it is grown, where water power is 
and suburbs of our Northern cities, nor in such situ- mates the cost of the fences in the United States amounts so abundant and unfailing; and every factory set up 
ations is it often shapely; but in its native Southern and to $1,700,000,000, and the annual expe;se of maintenance is there will help to develop the diversities of Southern agri
Western home it is straight and handsome, and often attains $198,000,000, excluding interest at 6 per cent on the origi- culture. The cotton crop last ]ear amounted to 4,700,000 
a height of fifty feet, with a trnnk diameter of three feet or nal cost. We confess to never having had much faith in the bales; yet the Southern States have but a small part of 
more. The foliage consists of large, heart shaped, long accuracy of big-figured statistics of this sort, for the reason their cotton lands under cultivation. 
petioled leaves of a peculiar shade of green, and having a in this case that we fail to see exactly how they are reached. .. , • I .. 

silky luster. The tree blossoms in great profusion in June Perhaps to take the totals representing one State would be to Glasslllaking at Pittsburg. 
and July, and is then especially ornamental. The flowers, convey a better idea, and these are furnished by estimates Pittsburg has 72 glass factories, covering an aggregate 
disposed in large showy panicles, are about an inch long, made by the Maine Board of Agriculture, which fix the area of 200 acres. Twenty-two of these establishments are 
bell shaped, with a five lobed, wavy border, and are white, total length of fences in that State at between 127,000 and devoted exclusively to the manufacture of window glass, 
spotted i'nternally with yellow and violet. The flowers are 131,000 miles. The first cost is reckoned at $1 per rod, the remaining fifty to bottle glass, table ware, lamp chim
succeeded by slender, cylindrical, dark brown pods, often a and the interest on this sum, with repairs, etc., comes to neys, and so on. The work of some of the best of the win
foot long, which hang until spring. These pods are divided about $6,000,000 per annum. This exclud~s the value of dow glass factories is considered equal to any foreign pro
lengthwise into two cells, which are filled with flat seeds hav- the land covered by the fence itself, which at $30 per acre duct. Fully 5,000 persons are engaged in this branch of 
ing cottony wings. When perfectly' ripe and dry, the cap- is worth $975,990. the glass industry, and the annual product is not less than 
sules are often used as cigars by boys (the cottony contents With some notion of the large sums invested in fences 800,000 fifty foot boxes a year. The wages now paid to first 
readily burning and producing much smoke), and are hence thus attained, it is not at all difficult to realize the imp 01'- class men range from $100 to $130 a month. Second class 
familiarly known as "smoking beans." tance of the statement quoted by the author, to the effect men get $65. In the making of bottle glass, from a half 

Mr. E. E. Barney, the veteran car builder of Dayton, 0., that" from one quarter to one eighth of the present fences drachm vial to a twelve gallon carboy, American manufac
has recently brought together all the facts and observations of the country would be amply sufficient to keep stock with- turers claim to beat the best foreign products, with the ex
in his possession touching the economic value of this tree, in proper limits, especially since it appears that we are ception of one particular sty Ie of wine bottle, in which Ger
and published them in pamphlet form. From this we learn wasting money through a wrong appreciation of the use of many excels. In the manufacture of fruit jars, represented 
that there are two marked varieties of the catalpa, one bloom- fences which anyone, so far as he is personally concerned, by ten factories in Pittsburg, the American article is far 
ing two weeks earlier than the other. The blossoms of the can remedy for himself. superior to the European. There are no plate glass facto
early bloomer are larger, more profuse, and less tinged with The question is, Are we to fence to keep cattle out of fields ries in Pittsburg, though they have been successfully es
purple; pods longer and finer; the bark dark colored and where they are not wanted, or infields where they are? The tablished in Indiana and Missouri. The Indiana factory is 
furrowed, resembling the bark of elm and locust trees of the general rule is to do the first; but just here, Dr. Hough turning out as good, an article as the French, and the ma
same age. The bark of the late bloomer is laminated, com- says, we are doing exactly wrong, and hence by simply chinery used was made at Pittsburg. As yet no cut glass 
paratively smooth, and light colored. The earlier variety is of changing our practice the way to economy is open. It is worthy the name is made in Pittsburg, the art of cutting 
more rapid growth, and is straighter and taller, and has been very much cheaper to fence the adjacent lots of a large field not being well understood, and the demand for this quality 
found to endure a winter that killed the other. Mr. S. H. than it is to fence each lot separately. Supposing, for in- of glassware not being sufficient to warrant the importation 
Binkley' has on his farm, several miles from Dayton, a grove stance, an area of one square mile be divided into four 160 of skilled and artistic labor from Europe. The moulded 
of six hundred catalpa trees, of the late blooming variety, acre lots. These, if adjacent, would require 1,920 rods of table ware is good and cheap, so that a considerable quan
planted from seeds twelve years ago. They are now fence. If separate fences were erected about each lot, then tity is exported. 
from 25 to &0 feet tall and from 4 to 8 inches in diameter at the length of fence would be 2,560 rods. SUPPQsing the ... , • I .. 

the ground. They would now make twenty-five hundred number of fields to be 64, of 10 acres each, if adjacent, Work Cor Ne'W York CIty. 
fence posts. Eighteen years ago, while repairing a fence, 5,760 rods of fencing would be needed; separate fences Referring to the effect of the opening of the Mississippi 
Mr. Binkley, lacking a few stakes, trimmed up some catalpa would require 10,240 rods, and here there would be a saving in furnishing a water way for the commerce of the in
limbs, three or four inches in diameter, and used them for of seven rods of fence per acre; that is at $1 per rod. $7 terior, Senator Windom said that to meet such competi
stakes, thinking they might last one season. A recent ex- per acre, or on the entire area the neat sum of $4,380. The tion New York must no longer rely upon her present ad
amill.9.tion of these stakes, which have been in the ground difference is saved by the same subdivision fences answer- vantages. She must not only give to commerce a free 
for eighteen years, has shown them to be perfectly sound. ing for the adjacent fields. harbor and a free and improved canal, but she must also 
The valuable qualities of the tree, to sum up the evidence .. , • I .. exert her powerful influence for the removal of all obstruc-
presented by Mr. Barney, are: Its easy and rapid growth in American Carpets. tions and impediments to the movements of commerce on 
almost any kind of soil, freedom from the attack of insects, Our production of carpets is larger than that of any other the lakes. Nor will this be enough. To give the North-
and the great value of its timber as regards its durability country in the world. In 1875 the value of the product was ern route its highest degree of efficiency and power, the 
either in the earth or exposed to the air. The principal de- $32,376,168. In 1872 our importations of carpeting amounted Lakes and the Mississippi must be connected by a canal, 
mand for the timber will be for railroad ties; for this pur- to nearly $6,000,000; in 1877 they were only $674,911. which will make the upper Mississippi river the base line 
pose wood .should be durable when exposed to the weather, In their report as to the character of American carpets, the of New York's commerce, and thereby unite the two great 
and neither too soft to resist crushing weight on the rails nor Centennial judges said: "The proofs at the Exhibition of systems of lake and river transportation. 
too hard to hold the spikes properly. These qualities, Mr. our attainments in this manufacture were observed.with no ..... , .. 
Barney asserts, are found combined in the catalpa. In ad- little surprise: It was manifest, from the absence of rival American Workmaushlp. 
dition to its durability, catalpa possesses qualities that ren- foreign exhibitions, that in respect to the carpets of the In the course of a description of a visit to the French 
der it one of the very nnest of woods for inside finish and cheaper and medium qualities, up to the two and three ply war vessel, the Richelieu, a foreign correspondent remarks 
cabinet work, inasmuch as it has a beautiful fine grain, of a ingrains, the competition is confined to our own manufac- that it seems impossible for one to go anywhere without 
warm yellow color, and is susceptible of a high polish. turers. Even rival English manufacturers generally admit- some specimen of American ingenuity cropping up; accord-

Mr. Barney's pamphlet is published for the purpose of dis- ted that in the production of Jacquard Brussels, tapestries, ingly, on the quarter deck of the Richelieu was a Gatling 
seminating knowledge as to the value of the tree and to pro- and Wiltons, and narrow Axminsters, we have nothing to gun beside a mitrailleuse. It is astonishiug, the correspon-
mote its cultivation. The author estimates that at present learn from them eithex in design or fabrication." dent adds, how tasteful Americans are in everything 1'elat-' 
prices a plantation of catalpa will yield a return of $25 per It is worth remarking in this connection that when Ameri- ing to machinery. The Gatling, beside the dull, heavy, 
acre for each year of the time during which the trees occupy can inventors undertook the task of devising carpet weaving somber French piece, looked like a bit of jewelry, its steel 
the ground. Mr. S. Foster, a horticulturist of Iowa, thinks maChinery, the work was all done on hand looms by men. and brass flashing like gold and silver in the bright sunlight 
that the common (or late flowering) variety cannot be de- Now women and boys do all the manual labor. In 1844. a I of the Mediterranean. And ~his is the more notewOl:thy 
pended upon north of St. Louis, While the early bloomer has man with a helper could weave not more than seven yards because the French have a deCIded bent toward decoratIOn, 
endured the severest winters of the Western States without of Brussels carpet in a day. Now a girl wi,ll weave fifty and generally make things look as well as possible. 
injury. yards in that time. • 4. ~ ~ "".1" 

American Trade 'With Belgium. 

MI.'. Weaver, U. S. Consul, at Antwerp, reports to the De
partment of State that in exports to Belgium the United 
States rank next to Great Britain. Our direct trade with that 
country exceeds $25,QOO,000 a year, and with more direct 
steam communication might be largely increased, The staple 
American articles having a firmly established sale in Bel
gium are breadstuffs, petroleum, oils, rosin, turpentine, 
cured meats, lard, tallow, tobacco, dye WOods, copper, min
erals, clays, drugs, honey, canned provisions, cotton, lum
ber, and, recently, fresh oysters. To maintain the trade in 
these productions, great care as to the quality and packing is 
indispensable. The imports of cotton are decreasing for 
want of direct communication with our cotton ports. The 
lumber trade might be increased were the facilities greater 
for discharging such cargo at Antwerp. The priees of 
fresh meats, eggs, butter, etc., in the Belgian markets, 

The Inftuenee oC one llIill. 

'A single woolen mill in the city of Lawrence produces 
every week a million yards of dyed or printed cloths. It 
pays $160,000 a week as wages. It employs 5,300 persons, 
paying them at an average rate of 95 cents a day to women 
and girls, and $1.40 a day to men. It consumes 500 tons of 
starch, and expends $400,000 for printing and dyeing ma
terials every year. The wool it requires calls for the fleeces 
of 10,000 head of sheep. It secures food, clothing, and 
usually respectable savings to 5,300 persons and their de
pendents-not less than 10,000 souls altogether. This, 
with the freights paid for transportation of its materials 
and products, shows what one mill contributes to the wealth, 
power, and prosperity of the country. The woolen indus
try of the whole country amounts to more than $200.000,000 
a year. There are nearly a thousand woolen mills in Ohio 
and other Western States. 

Progress In Hard Times. 

Notwithstanding the times, it is doubtful if the country 
ever made greater or more rapid progress in substantial 
wealth than during the past seven years. From a compari
son of the statistics of the census of 1870 with those fur
nished by the Bureau of .Agriculture for 1877, it appears tbat 
there were 31,000,000 more acres of land under cultivation 
last year than in 1870, an increase of 34 per cent. The per
centage of increase in the number of corn produced was 
2272'; of wheat, 52; of rye, 42;' of barley, 35; in tons of hay, 
34; and in pounds of tobacco, 91 per cent. The live stock 
over the aggregate of 1870 was, horses, 44 per cent; mules, 
45; cows, 26; oxen mid other cattle, 29; sheep, 2572'; swine, 
28 per cent. The aggregate increase in the number of live 
animals amounted to about 25,000,000 head. The excess of ' 
the grain crop of 1877 over that of 1870 was nearly 550,000,-
000 bushels. Our exports for the year ending June 30, 1877, 
exclusive of gold and silver, amounted to $632,980,080. 
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CATALPA WOOD. I seem to warrant their direct importation in refrigerator The South as a Field Cor llIanu,Cacturcs. 

A little over half a century ago General William Henry ships, Belgium being the most successful manufacturing In a speech on the Texas Pacific Railway, Senator Lamar 
Harrison, in an agricultural address delivered in Ohio, recom- state on the continent, the market for American manufac- lately dwelt at great length on the natural advantages of the 
mended farmers to cultivate the catalpa because of the great tures there ' cannot be very large ; Rtill, the Consul thinks South for successful manufacturing. Every condition of 
durability of its wood when used for fence posts, etc. He that, in addition to the usual list of agricultural and' me- soil, climate, and raw material for the development of a 
was led to give this advice from having found iu an old chanical implements, household notions, sewing machines, great industrial community are there. The South has 
French stockade at Vincennes, while he was Governor of and so on, our machine-made horseshoes and nails, school already begun her industries of the future , and the profits 
the then Northwest Territory, pickets of catalpa wood which furniture, carriages, and wheelwrights' supplies, match that are realized from them are, in some instances, pro
were yet perfectly sound, although they must have existed splints, gutta percha harness mountings, wooden boottrees, digious. But to develop these industries, she must have 
in place for more than ' a century. Lately this tree has be- lasts, and possibly tram cars, might be profitably sold. In free access to the markets of the world, and be able to at
come an object of a great deal of attention on the part of introducing new wares the prevalent styles and taste in Bel- tract to herself the skill, and capital, and machipery, and 
arboriculturists, principally on account of the testimony of gium should be conformed to. Above all, economy must be appliances of the North. In the South land, food, raiment, 
Dr. Warder and Mr. E. E. Barney and a few others as to consulted, for, unless cheaper as well as better than Flemish and shelter are cheap, and taxation is growing every year 
the value of its timber. goods, American wares will not sell there. less burdensome, In everything except capital, skill, and 

The catalpa (Catalpa bignonoides), although quite exten- .. , • I � experience, the manufacturers of the South are on an 
sively cultivated as an ornamental tree in the Middle and FENCE ECONOMY. equality with those of England, and the saving in baling, 
Eastern States, is a native of the South and Southwest, hav- Dr. Franklin B. Hough, in his recently issued " Report waste, and transportation gives the South great advantages. 
ing its northern limit in Southern Illinois and Indiana. This upon Forestry," prepared under the direction of the Com- Nowhere in the world can cotton be manufactured so cheaply 
tree does not acquire a very large size in the streets, parks, missioner of Agriculture, says that according to recent esti- as on the spot where it is grown, where water power is 
and suburbs of our Northern cities, nor in such situ- mates the cost of the fences in the United States amounts so abundant and unfailing ; and every factory set up 
ations is it often shapely ; but in its native Southern and to $1,700,000,000, and the annual expe;se of maintenance is there will help to develop the diversities of Southern agri
Western home it is straight and handsome, and often attains $198,000,000, excluding interest at 6 per cent on the origi- culture. The cotton crop last ]ear amounted to 4,700,000 
a height of fifty feet, with a trnnk diameter of three feet or nal cost. We confess to never having had much faith in the bales ; yet the Southern States have but a small part of 
more. The foliage consists of large, heart shaped, long accuracy of big-figured statistics of this sort, for the reason their cotton lands under cultivation. 
petioled leaves of a peculiar shade of green, and having a in this case that we fail to see exactly how they are reached. .. , • I .. 
silky luster. The tree blossoms in great profusion in June Perhaps to take the totals representing one State would be to Glass lllaking at Pittsburg. 

and July, and is then especially ornamental. The flowers, convey a better idea, and these are furnished by estimates Pittsburg has 72 glass factories, covering an aggregate 
disposed in large showy panicles, are about an inch long, made by the Maine Board of Agriculture, which fix the area of 200 acres. Twenty-two of these establishments are 
bell shaped, with a five lobed, wavy border, and are white, total length of fences in that State at between 127,000 and devoted exclusively to the manufacture of window glass, 
spotted i'nternally with yellow and violet. The flowers are 131,000 miles. The first cost is reckoned at $1 per rod, the remaining fifty to bottle glass, table ware, lamp chim
succeeded by slender, cylindrical, dark brown pods, often a and the interest on this sum, with repairs, etc. , comes to neys, and so on. The work of some of the best of the win
foot long, which hang until spring. These pods are divided about $6,000,000 per annum. This exclud�s the value of dow glass factories is considered equal to any foreign pro
lengthwise into two cells, which are filled with flat seeds hav- the land covered by the fence itself, which at $30 per acre duct. Fully 5,000 persons are engaged in this branch of 
ing cottony wings. When perfectly ' ripe and dry, the cap- is worth $975,990. the glass industry, and the annual product is not less than 
sules are often used as cigars by boys (the cottony contents With some notion of the large sums invested in fences 800,000 fifty foot boxes a year. The wages now paid to first 
readily burning and producing much smoke), and are hence thus attained, it is not at all difficult to realize the imp 01'- class men range from $100 to $130 a month. Second class 
familiarly known as " smoking beans. " tance of the statement quoted by the author, to the effect men get $65. In the making of bottle glass, from a half 

Mr. E. E. Barney, the veteran car builder of Dayton, 0., that " from one quarter to one eighth of the present fences drachm vial to a twelve gallon carboy, American manufac
has recently brought together all the facts and observations of the country would be amply sufficient to keep stock with- turers claim to beat the best foreign products, with the ex
in his possession touching the economic value of this tree, in proper limits, especially since it appears that we are ception of one particular sty Ie of wine bottle, in which Ger
and published them in pamphlet form. From this we learn wasting money through a wrong appreciation of the use of many excels. In the manufacture of fruit jars, represented 
that there are two marked varieties of the catalpa, one bloom- fences which any one, so far as he is personally concerned, by ten factories in Pittsburg, the American article is far 
ing two weeks earlier than the other. The blossoms of the can remedy for himself. superior to the European. There are no plate glass facto
early bloomer are larger, more profuse, and less tinged with The question is, Are we to fence to keep cattle out of fields ries in Pittsburg, though they have been successfully es
purple ; pods longer and finer ; the bark dark colored and where they are not wanted, or in fields where they are ? The tablished in Indiana and Missouri. The Indiana factory is 
furrowed, resembling the bark of elm and locust trees of the general rule is to do the first ; but just here, Dr.  Hough turning out as good, an article as the French, and the ma
same age. The bark of the late bloomer is laminated, com- says, we are doing exactly wrong, and hence by simply chinery used was made at Pittsburg. As yet no cut glass 
paratively smooth, and light colored. The earlier variety is of changing our practice the way to economy is open. It is worthy the name is made in Pittsburg, the art of cutting 
more rapid growth, and is straighter and taller, and has been very much cheaper to fence the adjacent lots of a large field not being well understood, and the demand for this quality 
found to endure a winter that killed the other. Mr. S. H. than it is to fence each lot separately. Supposing, for in- of glassware not being sufficient to warrant the importation 
Binkley' has on his farm, several miles from Dayton, a grove stance, an area of one square mile be divided into four 160 of skilled and artistic labor from Europe. The moulded 
of six hundred catalpa trees, of the late blooming variety, acre lots. These, if adjacent, would require 1,920 rods of table ware is good and cheap, so that a considerable quan
planted from seeds twelve years ago. They are now fence. If separate fences were erected about each lot, then tity is exported. 
from 25 to &0 feet tall and from 4 to 8 inches in diameter at the length of fence would be 2,560 rods. SUPPQsing the ... , • I .. 
the ground. They would now make twenty-five hundred number of fields to be 64, of 10 acres each, if adjacent, Work Cor Ne'W York CIty. 

fence posts. Eighteen years ago, while repairing a fence, 5, 760 rods of fencing would be needed ; separate fences Referring to the effect of the opening of the Mississippi 
Mr. Binkley, lacking a few stakes, trimmed up some catalpa would require 10,240 rods, and here there would be a saving in furnishing a water way for the commerce of the in
limbs, three or four inches in diameter, and used them for of seven rods of fence per acre ; that is at $1 per rod . $7 terior, Senator Windom said that to meet such competi
stakes, thinking they might last one season. A recent ex- per acre, or on the entire area the neat sum of $4,380. The tion New York must no longer rely upon her present ad
amill.9.tion of these stakes, which have been in the ground difference is saved by the same subdivision fences answer- vantages. She must not only give to commerce a free 
for eighteen years, has shown them to be perfectly sound. ing for the adjacent fields. harbor and a free and improved canal, but she must also 
The valuable qualities of the tree, to sum up the evidence .. , • I .. exert her powerful influence for the removal of all obstruc-
presented by Mr. Barney, are : Its easy and rapid growth in American Carpets. tions and impediments to the movements of commerce on 
almost any kind of soil, freedom from the attack of insects, Our production of carpets is larger than that of any other the lakes. Nor will this be enough. To give the North-
and the great value of its timber as regards its durability country in the world. In 1875 the value of the product was ern route its highest degree of efficiency and power, the 
either in the earth or exposed to the air. The principal de- $32,376,168. In 1872 our importations of carpeting amounted Lakes and the Mississippi must be connected by a canal , 
mand for the timber will be for railroad ties ; for this pur- to nearly $6,000,000 ; in 1877 they were only $674,911 .  which will make the upper Mississippi river the base line 
pose wood .should be durable when exposed to the weather, In their report as to the character of American carpets, the of New York's commerce, and thereby unite the two great 
and neither too soft to resist crushing weight on the rails nor Centennial judges said : " The proofs at the Exhibition of systems of lake and river transportation. 
too hard to hold the spikes properly. These qualities, Mr. our attainments in this manufacture were observed.with no ... . .  , .. 
Barney asserts, are found combined in the catalpa. In ad- little surprise: It was manifest, from the absence of rival American Workmaushlp. 

dition to its durability, catalpa possesses qualities that ren- foreign exhibitions, that in respect to the carpets of the In the course of a description of a visit to the French 
der it one of the very nnest of woods for inside finish and cheaper and medium qualities, up to the two and three ply war vessel, the Richelieu, a foreign correspondent remarks 
cabinet work, inasmuch as it has a beautiful fine grain, of a ingrains, the competition is confined to our own manufac- that it seems impossible for one to go anywhere without 
warm yellow color, and is susceptible of a high polish. turers. Even rival English manufacturers generally admit- some specimen of American ingenuity cropping up ; accord-

Mr. Barney's pamphlet is published for the purpose of dis- ted that in the production of Jacquard Brussels, tapestries, ingly, on the quarter deck of the Richelieu was a Gatling 
seminating knowledge as to the value of the tree and to pro- and Wiltons, and narrow Axminsters, we have nothing to gun beside a mitrailleuse. It is astonishiug, the correspon-
mote its cultivation. The author estimates that at present learn from them eithex in design or fabrication. "  dent adds, how tasteful Americans are in everything 1'elat- ' 
prices a plantation of catalpa will yield a return of $25 per It is worth remarking in this connection that when Ameri- ing to machinery. The Gatling, beside the dull, heavy, 
acre for each year of the time during which the trees occupy can inventors undertook the task of devising carpet weaving somber French piece, looked like a bit of jewelry, its steel 
the ground. Mr. S. Foster, a horticulturist of Io wa, thinks maChinery, the work was all done on hand looms by men. and brass flashing like gold and silver in the bright sunlight 
that the common (or late flowering) variety cannot be de- Now women and boys do all the manual labor. In 1844. a I of the Mediterranean. And �his is the more notewOl:thy 
pended upon north of St. Louis, While the early bloomer has man with a helper could weave not more than seven yards because the French have a deCIded bent toward decoratIOn, 
endured the severest winters of the Western States without of Brussels carpet in a day. Now a girl wi,ll weave fifty and generally make things look as well as possible. 
injury. yards in that time. • 4 .  � � "" . 1 "  

American Trade 'With Belgium. 
MI.'. Weaver, U. S. Consul, at Antwerp, reports to the De

partment of State that in exports to Belgium the United 
States rank next to Great Britain. Our direct trade with that 
country exceeds $25,QOO,000 a year, and with more direct 
steam communication might be largely increased, The staple 
American articles having a firmly established sale in Bel
gium are breadstuffs, petroleum, oils, rosin, turpentine, 
cured meats, lard, tallow, tobacco, dye WOods, copper, min
erals, clays, drugs, honey, canned provisions, cotton, lum
ber, and, recently, fresh oysters. To maintain the trade in 
these productions, great care as to the quality and packing is 
indispensable. The imports of cotton are decreasing for 
want of direct communication with our cotton ports. The 
lumber trade might be increased were the facilities greater 
for discharging such cargo at Antwerp. The priees of 
fresh meats, eggs, butter, etc. , in the Belgian markets, 

The Inftuenee oC one llIill. 
' A  single woolen mill in the city of Lawrence produces 

every week a million yards of dyed or printed cloths. It 
pays $160,000 a week as wages. It employs 5 ,300 persons, 
paying them at an average rate of 95 cents a day to women 
and girls, and $1.40 a day to men. It consumes 500 tons of 
starch, and expends $400,000 for printing and dyeing ma
terials every year. The wool it requires calls for the fleeces 
of 10,000 head of sheep. It secures food, clothing, and 
usually respectable savings to 5, 300 persons and their de
pendents-not less than 10,000 souls altogether. This, 
with the freights paid for transportation of its materials 
and products, shows what one mill contributes to the wealth, 
power, and prosperity of the country. The woolen indus
try of the whole country amounts to more than $200.000,000 
a year. There are nearly a thousand woolen mills in Ohio 
and other Western States. 

Progress In Hard Times. 
Notwithstanding the times, it is doubtful if the country 

ever made greater or more rapid progress in substantial 
wealth than during the past seven years. From a compari
son of the statistics of the census of 1870 with those fur
nished by the Bureau of .Agriculture for 1877, it appears tbat 
there were 31,000,000 more acres of land under cultivation 
last year than in 1870, an increase of 34 per cent. The per
centage of increase in the number of corn produced was 
2272' ; of wheat, 52 ; of rye, 42 ; ' of barley, 35 ; in tons of hay, 
34; and in pounds of tobacco, 91 per cent. The live stock 
over the aggregate of 1870 was, horses, 44 per cent ; mules, 
45 ;  cows, 26 ; oxen mid other cattle, 29 ; sheep, 2572' ; swine, 
28 per cent. The aggregate increase in the number of live 
animals amounted to about 25,000,000 head. The excess of ' 
the grain crop of 1877 over that of 1870 was nearly 550,000, -
000 bushels. Our exports for the year ending June 30, 1877, 
exclusive of gold and silver, amounted to $632,980,080. 



Wrenches.-The Lipsey "Reliable" is stronge.t and 
best, Six inch sample by'mail 60 cents. Roper Caloric 
Engine Manufacturing Co" 91 Washington at, N, Y. 

The Ohargefc;r Insertifm, under this head is One Dollar For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc., see adverti.e-
a linef01' each insertifm,,. about eight wc;rds to a line. ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for 
Advertisements must be received at publication office litholn"Rph, etc. 
as early as Thursday rrwrning to appearin next issue. Solid Emery Vulcanite Wheels-The Solid Original 

---------------------- ; Emery Wheel" other kind. imitations and inferior. 

Portable and Stationary Engines; Boilers of all kinds; 
{5 Cortlandt St., N. Y. Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa. 

Alcott's Tnrbine received the Centennial Medal. 

Caution.-Our name is stamped in full on all our best 
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. 
'rhe best is the cheapest. New York Beltiog and Pack
Ing Company, 37 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. 

Bolt Forging Machine & Power Hammers a specialty. Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. 
Send for Circulars. Forsaith & Co., Manchester, N. H. Lathes and Machinery for Polishing and BUffing metals. 

New Lathe Attachments, such as Gear Cutting, Tap E. Lyon & Co., 470 Grand St., N. y, 
and SpllDe Slotting. W, P. Hopkins, Lawrence, Mo.... F Lunkenheimer's Brass Goods for Engine Builders, 

Wanted.~A situation by a practical man a. Manager 
or Foreman in a Machine Sbop or general repairs of any 
kind Ganglve references. Address W.Wathe, Woon
socket, R, 1. 

Automatic Oil Feeders. GIass Oil Cups Cody Shaft Oil
ers. etc. Address Cincinnat Bra •• Works. 

NEW BOOKS AND l'UBLICA"TIONS. 
Removal.-Messrs. Goodnow & Wightman, makers of The Magazine Of Art is a new illustrated monthly 

Small Tools, Model Engines, et,c., have removed from periodical, Dublished by Cassell, Pettel & Galpin, of 
23 Cornhill to 176 WlIShington St., Boston Mas. London, Paris, and New York. It is devoted exclu. 

I want 2d hand 48 in. Gap Lathe. O.S., Bridgeton, N.J. sIvely to what are known as the fine arts, in contradjs
Wanted.-Engagement by a practical Mechauical tinction to those pursuits which, while arts, are not m· 

Draughtsman, Can design and superintend erection of clIlded under the narrower and higher term of art. The 
Machinery. Addre •• Charles HiehBrds, 15 Webster St"1 mitial number is quite up to the high standard which is 
Cleveland. o. aimed at; is replete with illustrations, some of the cuts 

Band Saws, $100; Scroll Saws, $75: Planers, $150; I beIng of nnusual excellence; and the descriptive text 
Uniyersal Wood Worker. and Hand Planers, $150. and' and miscellaneous art notes furnish much intetesting 
upwards. .Bentel, Margedant & Co, Hamilton, Ohio. I information. It is intended to draw larg;eJy upon >'he re-

For Sale.-A Set of Eccentric or Die Rolls, with Bed sources offered by the Paris Exhibition, wit,h its great 
Plate, HousingS and gearing all complete, in first cla.s array of art treasures; and certainly the Magaz.ne cn
order. Henry Di!!SWn i; ~ns, Front and Laurel Sts., ters upon its career with remarkable facilities. 
Philadelphia, Pli. 

(11) O. H. It. writes: I have a steam launch, I (~5) In answer .to T. IJ. -:: The expans!on of 
and condense the exhaust through a copper pipe run- V~l"I.ou. metals, on bemg heated 1 , IS as follows. 
ning aromld the steru close to the keel. Some persons Zmc... . .... '... 1-61920 Copper .... , ,., .... 1-104400 

. f Pewter .......... , 1-7884{) Gold ' .. , ..... " 1-123120 
tell me that the feed water will injute the bOller rom Lead .... , ......... 1-63180 Wrought iron ..... 1-149000 
the action of the copper pipe. Is this the case, and if T~n . ....... . ... 1-8784{) Steel;. . ' ........ 1-151200 
so is there any remedy? A. Any deleterious action can SlIver ............ 1-9504{),Cast Han .........• 1-162000 

be prevented in great measure by tinning thc pipe. (26) T. A. P. asks: 1. Can I make a small 

(12) P. C. O. asks: How shall I loosen the rowboat by stretching canvas upon a wooden frame? 
scale in a steam boilerP A. Without knowing the char- A. Yes; such boats are sometimes used for hunting. 
acter of the scale, we cannot suggest any remedy. Gen- They are easily damaged. 2. How can I make the can

vas waterproof? A. Paint it, after securing to the frame, 
eraEy, by allowing the water to remain in the boiler with whitelead or other good paint. 
until cold, the .cale is softened so much that it can 
easily be removed. If there is a great accumulation, (27) In answer to J. R. E.-The samples of 
this blOwing off mu.t take place very frequently. I test paper appear to be georgina (dahlia) paper, pre-

• pared by steeping slips of white, uncalendered paper 
(13) W. & B. wnte: We have a garret room, m a not over strong tincture of GeQ'I'ginapurpurea. It 

that we wis~ to ventil.ate so that we can work i~ it. It I is found in most well ordered laboratories. Though 
has a sheet Iron roof, IS 25x 90 feet, and 7.feet.hlgh; has, ordinarily not quite asaelicate in reaction as litmus, it 
tw('windows in each end,butthey do not give mrenough. may{)ften oe conveniently substituted for the latter 
Could a fan be put in the roof; and if so, of what kind? , The faint purplish color of the paper is rendered pink 
A. if you have an opening t) admit cool air, and an ~ Ish red by dilute acids and green by wcak alkalies. 
other for the discharge of heated air, a suction blower 'I 

placed Qythe latteropemng,ora presSure blower by the. (28) E. O. H. asks: At what. ra~e does 
former will answer very well. I sound travel! A. At 1,090 feet per second III alT, under 

, . • • ' ordinary conditions. 
(14) S. E. T. wntes: 1 am bmldmg a tank I What preparation can be applied to tbe inside of pot-

7 x 8 feet, 6 feet deep, in my stable to hold water for tery to maKe it ·waterproof? A. Almost any of the 
household purposes. It is made of pine strips, 1J1i in. x vitreous glazes will answer. Borax, flint, glass, etc., are 
2 in., laid 1Iat, with whitelead joints. Do yon think it commonly used. 
will be necessary to line it, and if so, what had I better I MS' 
use? A. It will not be necessary to use any lining, if ' INERALS, ETC.- peClmens have been re-
properly made. If, however, you desire to do so, wa- I ceived from the following correspondents, and 
terproof uaper wil. answer very well. examined, with the results stated: 

Is it advisable to let the water from the leader of a C. W. C.-Slate containing pyrites.-J. A. P.--The 
bay window ana piazza run into the trench filled with deposit consists mainly of clay, silica, lime sulphate 
broken stone whlch form. the foundation of a drive I·ron oXI·de, and a I,·ttle organic matter. It may be used Diamond Self Clamp Paper Cutter; Howard's Paradel 

Vise. Howard Iron Work., Buffalo, N. Y. way? A. We think not. as a cheap pigment, either before or after calcination. 
For Sale.-Canadian Patent for oest Porta ole Forge (15) C. D. asks: How shall I make a "bel- It does not contain phosphates.-J. J.-No.1 is red jas-

in market. SuccesS'fUlIy mtroduced In Uuited States. lows body" (like an accordion) for a camera, to be of per, an impure quartz, the coloring matter of which i. 
Address Buffalo Forge Company, BuffalO, N. Y. J1i 'inCh strips, 5J1i inches wide, and 8 inches high when iron se.quioxide. No. 2 is dolerite, containing iron 
Best Steam Pipe & Boiler Covering. P.Carey, Dayton, O. (1) A. P. asks how to prepare a strong so- finished? A. Cllt the four strips to .size, stitch the edg~s pyrites, of no value. 

Cornice Brakes. J.M. Robinson & Co."Cincinnati,O. lutlon of silver-pota.sium cyanide. A. Add to a solu- at the sides together at points 3 mch~s apart, push m ----------------------

Sperm Oil, Pure. Wm. F. Nyc, New Bedford, Mass. 
tion of potassium cyanide .ilver nitrate solution until tbe edges o~tween eac~ of these pomt~ to form the COMMUNICATIONS UCEIVED. 

.. ... ilutse of the hlllge., and Insert the gore pICces. The.e The Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN acknowledges 

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N. J. 
no furth,er preCIpltatlOn IS accaslOned; after settling, I b o· h ·d d 3t/. 3tL· h I I·t wl·th much nleasure the . t fa·' I d 
pour off the liquid and wash the precipitate several may e, mc es WI . e an 7'4 o~ 72 ~nc e. ong, s 1 ,recelp a tlgma papers an 
times with water; then dissolvc it in the llmallest pos- lengthwise ~ to % mch on the mIddle Ime at each end, contributions on the following subjects: 
sible quantity of a strong aqueous solution of potas- and tbr comer~ ~olded t~ward the center to for~ a Hearing by the Teeth. By W. B. W. 
sium cyanide by the aid of gentle heat. llquare about 2" mches WIde} then placed reverse s~de Antiquity of Civilization. By F, S. J. 

Painters' Metal Graining Plates. J.J.Callow,Clevel'd,O. 

down and folded once to a trIangle. A few blows With Science of Light. By T. B. McC. 
(2) A. P. R. writes: 1. I am about to put a a mallet will then sct the folds. The pieces are in- A Mechanical Question. By J. D, H. 

Diamond Saws. J. DiCkinson, 64 Nassau St., N. Y. 

Boiler. & Engines cheap. Lovegrove & Co., Phila.,Pa. 

Foot Lathes, Fret Saws, 6c., 90 pp. E.Brown, Lowell,Ms. feed water heater into the .moke arch of a boiler (10- serted, obtuse angle outward, in the seam edge of the Causes affecting the Taste of Drinking Waters. By 
comotive type) on a steamboat. The heater Will be hinge, and the slit edges unfolded and glued to the in- J. L. M. 

Improved WOOd-working Machinery made by Wall,er made of several rows of steam pipe pusing backward folded portions of the hinge. 
Bros.,73 and 75 Laurel St" Philadelphia, Pa. aud forward by the ends of the tubes in the smoke (16)" Sapphire" asks what cement is used 

arch, being heated by the heat from the furuace. The .. .. 
Pulverizing Mills fOr all hard substance and grinding water is to be forced through the pipe by a Blake steam b! laplda:l€s for cementmg rreCI.o~s itone.s. A. Arm~-

llurpo.es. Walker Bros. & Co., 23d and Wood St., PhiJa. pump. Will it work well1 A. Probably you will need ~"a~.Dr dlamond c~ment. ~o~k Ismglass m water u~tl1 
Skinner Portable Engine, Improved, 2 1-2 to 10 H. P. a blower, or some equivalent. 2. Where should the It IS ~oft; then dlS?~lve It III !he smallest pOSSIble 

Skinner & Wood. Erie, Pa. ' check valve be put in? A. Place it close to the boiler, quantIty of pr?of spmts by.the.ald of gentle. heat (over 
Daniels' Planers of all sizes, both new and 2d hand. with a stop valve between that and the boiler. warm water)} III 2 o~s. of thIS dls.?lve 1.0 gr?lllS of pale 

gum ammomacum (m tears) by trItllratlOn m a mortar; 

[nMide Pall'" each insertion ••• 1'5 cents a line. 
Back Page,. each illsprtion - - - - ~l.OO a line. 

(About eight words to a line.) 
Enqravings may head advertisements,.at the same rate 

per line, by measurement, as the lelCer press. Adver
tisernents must be received at publicatifm, Office as early 
as Thursday morninq to appear in next issue. Send for circular. Steptoe &Co., 214 W. 2d St" Cin" o. (3) O. H. T. asks: What liquid can be va- then add six large tears of gum mastic di.solved in not 

Addre.s Star Tool Co., Providence, R. I., for Screw porized with the least expenditure of heaU A. Perhaps more than 6 times their weight of recti1led spirits. EXPLOSIVE DUST. 
Cutting Engine Lathes of 13,15,18, and 21 in. swing. liquid hydrogen. The boiling points of several of the Keep in a well stoppered bottle, and soften for use by A COMPREHEN-

For Town and Village use, comb'd Hand Fire Engine more volatile liquids are as follows: Sulphurous anhy- standing the bottIe in hot water. 
& Hose lJarriage,$350. Forsaith&Co., Manche.ter, N. H. aride, 17'6° Fah.; ethyl chloride, 51·9°; methyl bro- (17) W. H. A. asks for a recipe for making 

mide, 55·5°; aldehyde, 69·4°; methyl formiate, 92'1°; d· d l"bl . k· h that b . I 
Zero Refrigerator, with cooler. Centennial award. ether (ethylic), 94·8°; ethyl bromide, 105.80; methyl a gO? mel em, III s ape can e conve~,ent y 

Send for catalogue. A. M.Lesley, m Sixth Ave., N. Y. iodide 111.40' carbon di.ulphide 118'50' formic ether applIed by means of a rubber stamp. A. Gemllne as-
• I " "'. ' phaltum 1 part; benzole,4 parts; dlssolve and temper 

For the best Boue Mill and Mineral Crushmg Ma-
1

127·7°; acetone,l33·3°; methyl.acetate, 133·So; bromme, with o~d printer's ink. 
chlnes-flve sizes, great variety of work-address Bangh ' 145'4°; wood naphtha (methyhc alcohol), 149.9°; ethyl g 
& Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. I iodide, 158'5°; acetic ether, 164·9°; alcohol (ethylic), (18).R. H: H. writes: A fr~end and .myself 

The only genuine Gei8 'r Self-regulating Grain Sepa- ' 173'1°. had a dIspute lU regard to steam bOllers. I claIm that, 

sive description of the Dangers from Dust in various 
Manufactures and the Cause of many Fire.. How com
bustible .ubstances can explode. Spontaneous Combus
tion of Iron, Charcoal, and Lampblack in Air. Flour 
Dust and Brewery Dust Explosions. Explosions of Coal 
Dust in Mines. ContaIned in SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENT No. 125. PrIce 10 cents. To be had at 
this office and of all newsdealers. 

THE 

rator. Address tbe G.iser Manuf. Co., wayne.boro'l (4) A. O. asks: Is there any advantage in witb a full supply of water in the boiler, and not using 
Franklin Co., Pa. having a pair of cone pulleys turcced, the one concave an! steam, you. can get pressure enough. to burst the Th DI PIS I fi 
Safety Linen Hose. Protects factories, and stores. Saves and the other convex on their face? A. We think not. bo~lerby keepmg up a hot 1Ire. MyfrIendclalmsa e 08t opnar tenti e Paper In tlleWorJd. 

~ dentifie ~tutrieau. 

Insu,rance. Greene, Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N. Y. I .' bOller cannot burst with steam pre. sure so long as the THIRTY.THIRD YEAR. 
. (5) F. S. asks: WIth what can the brass supply of water is kept up. A. If you get pressure 

.Machme Cut Brass GearWheels for Models, etc. (New, taps of steam boilers be varnished, to prevent tamish- enough, the boiler will be ruptured all the same, Only $3.20 a Year including Postage. Weekly. 
LIst.) D. Gilbert & Son" 212 Chester St .. Phila., Pa., ing? A. Dilute alcoholic solution of shellac or sandarac whether it contains water or not. ~2 Numbers a Year. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Export Edition is pub- is sometimes u.ed. It should be applied while the metal 
lished monthly, about the 15th of each month. Every is warm. 
number comprises most of the plates of the four preced
Ing weekly numbers of the SCIF.NTIFIO AMERICAN, with 
other appropriate contents, bush;a.ess announcements, 
etc. It forms a large and splendid periodical of nearly 
one hundred quarto p..ge., each number Illustrated with 
about one hundred.engravings. It is a complete record 
of American progress in the arts. 

(6) W~' P. asks for a formula for making 
an invisible ink which will become visible' on the appli.
cation of some dilnte acid. 'A. Use dilute copperas 
(iron protosulphate); tannic acid or any liquid contain
ing it (as strong tea) qnickly develops a black ink when 
brought Into, contact with the writing. Dilute nitric acid 

Nickel Pbitin,.-A white deposit guaranteed by nsing or chlorine water will also render the writing visible, 
our material. Condlt,Hanson& Van Wiukle,Newark,N.J. ,especially if treated afterward with a drop of ammonia 

or potassinm ferrocyanide. 
Cheap but Good. The" Roberts Engine," see cut 

in th,i. paper. June 1st, 1878. Alse horizontal and 
vertical engines and boilers. E. E. Roberts, lOr Lib
erty St., N, Y. 

(7) C. K. asks: What will cement hard 
rubherP A. Fuse together equal parts of gutta percha 
and genuine asphaltum; apply a very little hot to the 

Best Tnrbine Water Wheel, Alcott's, Mt. Holly, N. J. joint, closing the latter immediately with pressure. 

For Shafting, Piill!ll);.s, Hangers, etc., send for price 
list anll discount to Hille. & Jones, Wilmington, Del. 

Improved Steel Castings; stiff and durable; a. soft 
and ea.lly worked a. wrought iron: tensile strength not 
less than 65,000 lb •. to sq. in. Circulars free. Pittsburgh 
Steel Casting Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Presses, Dies, and Tools for working Sheet Metals, etc. 
Fruit and other Can Tools. Bliss & Williams, Brooklyn, 
N. Y., and Paris Exposition, 1878. 

(8) In answer to F. C., S. H. K., and 
others, who ask how to make an aquarium watertight. 
-The joints may be packed in caoutchouc, and further 
sealed with a cement prepared by melting tog'lther over 
a gentle fire lIb. of resin, 4 ozs. of good tar, and about 
1 oz. of liuseed oil. If an excess of oil is used the ce
meut will become too 1Iuid; to obviate this it should be 
tested before use by allowing a small quantity to cool 
under water, and if not sufficieutly 1Irm, allowed to 
simmer longer or have more tar and resin added. The 

Polishing Tools aad Supplies. Send for new price cement should be poured in the angles of the aquarium 
Hst. Greene. Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N. Y. ' while in a liquid state, bnt not when boiling, as it would 

Manufacturers of Improved Goods who desire to build crack the glass. The cement, when properly made, be
up a lucrative foreign trade, will do well to insert a well comes 1Irm in a few minutes. 
displayed advertisement in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICA" (9) J. G. S. asks: What would be the ap
Export Edition. This paper has a very large foreign proximate cost per mile of a narrow gauge railroad, 
circulation. 

The Cameron S complete, through a level country? A. The cost of such 
team Pump mounted in l'hosphor a railroad will, of course, depend on the character of 

Bronze i. an inde.tructible machine. See ad. back page. the country and the length of the road. The follow-

Bound Voillmes of the ScientI1Ic American.-I have ing estimate was made for a road of 3 feet gauge, 100 
on hand bound volume~ ofthe ScientiflcAmerlcan,whlch miles lon~, over a prairie country: Grading, bridges, 
1 will sell' (Singly or together) at $'l. each, to be sent by ties, tracks, stations, etc., $9,520 per mile; rolling .tock, 
express. Sce advertisement on page 898. JohnEdward., $3,791 per mile: 
P.0,Box786.N.Y. 

Frict'lon Cl t h f h k C b t h· h (10) W. K H. asks: What is the process n C 88 or eavy wor. an e run a 19 • • 
s[leedS,and 'tlrt gradual. Safety Elevators and HOisting commonly pra~tlCed m bleach!ng white !?oods? A. The 
MliclJlllerya speoialty. D. Frisbie & Co., New Haven, Ct. 'I goods are first Immersed In dIlute solutlOn of chloride 

1,000 2d hand machines for sale Send .tamp for de-' of lime ~l~aching po,"'der), and t~en t~ansferr.ed to a 
IlCrtPtlve price list. For"aith & Co., Manchest,er, N. H.i vat contam,mg very diinte sulphurIC aCId. ThIS treat-

. - , ment may be repeated if necessary, and the material 
ForPower&Economy,AleoWs Turbine,Mt.Holly,N.J. linally t!loroughlY,wa.hed. 

(19) F. G. S. asks for a recipe for black This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated 
varnish. A. Amber, 1Ib,; fuse; add hot drying oil, Yo paper is published weekly. Every number contains six
pint; powdered black rosin and Naples asphaltum, of tee~ pages of useful inform~tion, ~nd a large ?umber at 
each 3 ozs.· when properly incorporated and consider- origmal engraving. of new mventlOns and dIscoveries, 
ably cooled, add oil of turpentine, 1 pint. This is one representin~ Engineering Works, Steam Machinery, 

. . I New Invent.lOns, Novelties in Mechanics~ Manufactures, 
of the finest. black var~Ishes m u.e. . Chemistry, ElectriCity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archi-

Also a reCIpe for a Japan. A. Shellac, 1 oz.; wood tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural Hi,tory, etc. 
naphtha, 4 ozs.; lamp black or ivory black to color. 

(20) S. P. S. asks: What is the proper 
course of study for one who wishes to become a steam 
engineer? A. He should study works on mathematics, 
natural philosophy, and prime ,movers; and should also 
study actual examples of steam machinery. In addi
tion, he should practice drawing and the use of machine 
tools. 

(21) In answer to O. T. K.-If you take 
the dimensions of a large engine, say 24 x 48, you can 
get a fair idea of what is needed for an engine built on 
a smaller scale, y\ in the ca~e you mention. 

(22) C. W. K. asks: In the propUlsion of a 
boat, is the speed attained in direct proportion to the 
power employed; if not, what proportion does the 
power bear to the speeaf A. The' ratio is not exactly 
determined, as it !~ not constant at all speeds. For mod
erate speeds, the power varies nearly as the cube of the 
speed. 

(23) G. 1. B. asks: What should be the di
mensions of a 1Ioating dack lar,,;e enough to lift and 
contain a vessel of the following dimensions: 300 feet 
long, 4{) feet beam. and drawing 22 feet of water? A. 
Having fixed the shape of yonr dock, you may assume 
that each cubic foot of water displaced by it requires a 
load of 62'5 Ibs., from which data you can obtain the 
requisite dimensions. 

(24) W. S. W. writes: I have a clinker 
huilt boat, 20 feet loug and 6 feet beam, which I wish 
to convert into a steam launch. Is a .crew of more ad
vantage than a paddle wheel, and if so, what size engine 
and what kind should I use to give a good rate of speed? 
A. You can use a vertical engine, 3 K 5, and a propeller 
with diameter equal to draught, and 3 feet pitch: We 
think this arraugement will be more desirable in some 
respects than paddle wheels. If the, boat is very light, 
it may need to be stiffened somewhat for the ma
chinery. 

All Classes of Readers find In THE SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN a popular resWTnfl of the best scientific in
formation of the day: and it is the aim of the pupllshers 
to present it in an attractive form, avoiding as much as 
possible abstruse terms. To every Intelligent mind, 
this journal alfords a constant supply of Instructive 
reading. It is promotive of knowledge and progress In 
every community where it circulates. 

Terms of Sllbscriptioll.-One copy of THE SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN will be sent for one year-52 numbers
postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States 
or Canada, on receipt of tbree dollars and twenty 
cents by the publishers: six months, $1.60: three 
months, $1.00. 

Clubs.-One extra copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERI_ 
CAN will be supplied gratis for every club of live subscribers 
at $3.20 each: additional copies at same proportionate 
rate. Postage prepaid. 

One copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and one copy 
of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be ~ent 
for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the 
United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollars by 
the publishers. 

The safest way to remit is by Posta) Order, Draft, or 
Express. Money carefully placed inside of envelope., 
securely sealed, and correctly addre.sed, seldom goes 
a.tray, but i. at the sender's risk. Address all letters 
and make alI orders, drafts, etc., payable to 

MUNN & CO., 
37 Park Row, New York. 

To Foreign Snbscribers.-Under the facilities of 
the Postal Union, the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is now sent 
by post"direct from New York, with regularity, to subscrib_ 
ers in Great Britain, India; Australia, and all other 
British-colonies i to France,Austrla, Belgium. Germany, 
RUSSia, and all other European States j Japan, Brazil, 
Mexico, and all States of Centra.! and South America. 
Terms, when sent to foreign countries. Canada excepted, 
$4, gold, for SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 1 year: $9, gold, for 
both Sf'TENTIFIO AMERICAN and SUPPJ.EMENT for 1 
year. Tbis includes postage, which We pay. Remit by 
postal order or draft to order of Munn & Co.,37 Park 
.Row, New York. 

© 1878 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

Wrenches.-The Lipsey " Reliable " is stronge.t and 
best , Six inch sample by'mail 60 cents. Roper Caloric 
Engine Manufacturing Co" 91 Washington at , N, Y.  

The Ohargefc;r Insertifm, under this head is One Dollar For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc. ,  see adverti.e-
a linef01' each insertifm, ,. about eight wc;rds to a line. ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for 
Advertisements must be received at publication office litholn"Rph, etc. 
as early as Thursday rrwrning to appear in next issue. Solid Emery Vulcanite Wheels-The Solid Original ---------------------- ; Emery Wheel " other kind. imitations and inferior. 
Portable and Stationary Engines ;  Boilers of all kinds; 

{5 Cortlandt St., N. Y. Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pa. 
Alcott's Tnrbine received the Centennial Medal. 

Caution.-Our name is stamped in full on all our best 
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. 
'rhe best is the cheapest. New York Beltiog and Pack
Ing Company, 37 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. 

Bolt Forging Machine & Power Hammers a specialty. Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. 
Send for Circulars . Forsaith & Co., Manchester, N. H. Lathes and Machinery for Polishing and BUffing metals. 

New Lathe Attachments, such as Gear Cutting, Tap E. Lyon & Co . , 470 Grand St., N. y ,  
and SpllDe Slotting. W ,  P .  Hopkins, Lawrence, Mo... . F Lunkenheimer's Brass Goods for Engine Builders, 

Wanted.�A situation by a practical man a. Manager 
or Foreman in a Machine Sbop or general repairs of any 
kind Gan glve references . Address W.Wathe, Woon
socket, R, 1 .  

Automatic O il  Feeders. GIass Oil Cups Cody Shaft Oil
ers. etc. Address Cincinnat Bra •• Works. 

NEW BOOKS AND l'UBLICA"TIONS. 
Removal.-Messrs. Goodnow & Wightman, makers of The Magazine Of Art is a new illustrated monthly 

Small Tools, Model Engines, et,c . , have removed from periodical, Dublished by Cassell, Pettel & Galpin, of 23 Cornhill to 176 WlIShington St . , Boston Mas. London, Paris, and New York. It is devoted exclu. 
I want 2d hand 48 in. Gap Lathe. O.S. , Bridgeton, N.J. sIvely to what are known as the fine arts, in contradj s
Wanted.-Engagement by a practical Mechauical tinction to those pursuits which, while arts, are not m· 

Draughtsman , Can design and superintend erection of clIlded under the narrower and higher term of art. The 
Machinery. Addre •• Charles HiehBrds, 15 Webster St " 1 mitial number is quite up to the high standard which is 
Cleveland. o .  aimed at; i s  replete with illustrations,  some of the cuts 

Band Saws, $100; Scroll Saws, $75: Planers, $150; I beIng of nnusual excellence; and the descriptive text 
Uniyersal Wood Worker. and Hand Planers, $150. and ' and miscellaneous art notes furnish much intetesting 
upwards. .Bentel, Margedant & Co, Hamilton, Ohio. I information. It is intended to draw larg;eJy upon >'he re-

For Sale.-A Set of Eccentric or Die Rolls, with Bed sources offered by the Paris Exhibition, wit,h its great 
Plate , HousingS and gearing all complete, in first cla.s array of art treasures;  and certainly the Magaz.ne cn
order . Henry Di!!SWn i; �ns, Front and Laurel Sts . , ters upon its career with remarkable facilities. 
Philadelphia, Pli. 

(11) O. H. It. writes : I have a steam launch, I (�5) In answer .to T. IJ. -:: The expans!on of 
and condense the exhaust through a copper pipe run- V�l"I.ou. metals, on bemg heated 1 , IS as follows . 
ning aromld the steru close to the keel. Some persons Zmc . . . . . . . .  ' . . . 1-61920 Copper . . . .  , , . ,  . . . .  1-104400 

. f Pewter . . . . . . . . . .  , 1-7884{) Gold ' . .  , . . . . .  " 1-123120 tell me that the feed water will injute the bOller rom Lead . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  1-63180 Wrought iron . . . . .  1-149000 
the action of the copper pipe. Is this the case, and if T�n . . . . . . . .  . . . .  1-8784{) Steel ; .  . ' . . . . . . . .  1-151200 
so is there any remedy? A. Any deleterious action can SlIver . . . . . . . . . . . .  1-9504{) , Cast Han . . . . . . . . . • 1-162000 
be prevented in great measure by tinning thc pipe. (26) T. A. P. asks : 1. Can I make a small 

(12) P. C. O. asks : How shall I loosen the rowboat by stretching canvas upon a wooden frame? 
scale in a steam boilerP A. Without knowing the char- A. Yes ; such boats are sometimes used for hunting. 
acter of the scale, we cannot suggest any remedy. Gen- They are easily damaged. 2. How can I make the can

vas waterproof? A. Paint it, after securing to the frame, eraEy, by allowing the water to remain in the boiler with whitelead or other good paint. until cold, the .cale is softened so much that it can 
easily be removed. If there is a great accumulation, (27) In answer to J. R. E.-The samples of 
this blOwing off mu.t take place very frequently. I test paper appear to be georgina (dahlia) paper, pre-

• pared by steeping slips of white, uncalendered paper (13) W. & B. wnte : We have a garret room , m a not over strong tincture of GeQ'I'ginapurpurea. It 
that we wis� to ventil.ate so that we can work i� it. It I is found in most well ordered laboratories. Though 
has a sheet Iron roof, IS 25 x 90 feet, and 7.feet.hlgh; has , ordinarily not quite as aelicate in reaction as litmus, it 
tw(' windows in each end,but they do not give mr enough. may {)ften oe conveniently substituted for the latter 
Could a fan be put in the roof; and if so, of what kind? , The faint purplish color of the paper is rendered pink 
A. if you have an opening t) admit cool air, and an � Ish red by dilute acids and green by wcak alkalies. 
other for the discharge of heated air, a suction blower 'I placed Qy the latteropemng,or a presSure blower by the . (28) E. O. H. asks : At what . ra�e does 
former will answer very well. I sound travel ! A. At 1,090 feet per second III alT, under , 

. • • ' ordinary conditions. (14) S. E. T. wntes : 1 am bmldmg a tank I What preparation can be applied to tbe inside of pot-
7 x 8 feet, 6 feet deep, in my stable to hold water for tery to maKe it ·waterproof? A. Almost any of the 
household purposes. It is made of pine strips,  1J1i in. x vitreous glazes will answer. Borax, flint, glass, etc., are 
2 in., laid 1Iat, with whitelead joints. Do yon think it commonly used. 
will be necessary to line it, and if so, what had I better I M S ' 
use ?  A. It will not be necessary to use any lining, if ' INERALS, ETC.- peClmens have been re-
properly made. If, however, you desire to do so, wa- I 

ceived from the following correspondents, and 
terproof uaper wil. answer very well. examined, with the results stated : 

Is it advisable to let the water from the leader of a C. W. C.-Slate containing pyrites.-J. A. P.--The 
bay window ana piazza run into the trench filled with deposit consists mainly of clay, silica, lime sulphate broken stone whlch form. the foundation of a drive I·ron oXI·de, and a I,·ttle organic matter. It may be used Diamond Self Clamp Paper Cutter; Howard's Paradel 

Vise . Howard Iron Work., Buffalo, N. Y .  way? A.  W e  think not. as a cheap pigment, either before or after calcination. 
For Sale.- Canadian Patent for oest Porta ole Forge (15) C. D. asks : How shall I make a " bel- It does not contain phosphates.-J. J.-No. 1 is red jas-

in market . SuccesS'fUlIy mtroduced In Uuited States . lows body " (like an accordion) for a camera, to be of per, an impure quartz, the coloring matter of which i. 
Address Buffalo Forge Company, BuffalO, N. Y. J1i ' inCh strips, 5J1i inches wide, and 8 inches high when iron se.quioxide. No. 2 is dolerite, containing iron 
Best Steam Pipe & Boiler Covering. P.Carey, Dayton, O. (1) A. P. asks how to prepare a strong so- finished? A. Cllt the four strips to .size, stitch the edg�s pyrites ,  of no value. 

Cornice Brakes. J.M. Robinson & Co." Cincinnati,O . lutlon of silver-pota.sium cyanide. A. Add to a solu- at the sides together at points 3 mch�s apart, push m ----------------------

Sperm Oil , Pure. Wm. F. Nyc, New Bedford, Mass. tion of potassium cyanide .ilver nitrate solution until tbe edges o�tween eac� of these pomt� to form the COMMUNICATIONS UCEIVED. 
. .  . . . i lutse of the hlllge., and Insert the gore pICces. The.e The Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN acknowledges 

Power & Foot Presses, Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N. J. 
no furth

,
er preCIpltatlOn IS accaslOned;  after settling, 

I b o ·  h ·d d 3t/. 3tL · h I I ·t wl·th much nleasure the . t f a · ' I d pour off the liquid and wash the precipitate several may e ,  mc es WI . e an 7'4 o� 72 �nc e. ong, s 1 , recelp a tlgma papers an 
times with water; then dissolvc it in the llmallest pos- lengthwise � to % mch on the mIddle Ime at each end, contributions on the following subjects : 

Painters' Metal Graining Plates. J.J.Callow,Clevel'd,O. sible quantity of a strong aqueous solution of potas- and tbr comer� �olded t�ward the center to for� a Hearing by the Teeth. By W. B. W. 
sium cyanide by the aid of gentle heat. llquare about 2" mches WIde} then placed reverse s�de Antiquity of Civilization. By F, S. J. 

Diamond Saws. J. DiCkinson, 64 Nassau St. , N. Y. down and folded once to a trIangle. A few blows With Science of Light. By T. B. McC. 
(2) A. P. R. writes : 1 . I am about to put a a mallet will then sct the folds. The pieces are in- A Mechanical Question. By J. D, H. Boiler. & Engines cheap. Lovegrove & Co., Phila.,Pa .  

Foot Lathes, Fret Saws, 6c., 90 pp. E.Brown, Lowell,Ms. feed water heater into the .moke arch of a boiler (10- serted, obtuse angle outward, in the seam edge of the Causes affecting the Taste of Drinking Waters. By 
comotive type) on a steamboat. The heater Will be hinge, and the slit edges unfolded and glued to the in- J. L. M. 

Improved WOOd-working Machinery made by Wall,er made of several rows of steam pipe pusing backward folded portions of the hinge. 
Bros., 73 and 75 Laurel St " Philadelphia, Pa . aud forward by the ends of the tubes in the smoke (16) " Sapphire " asks what cement is used arch, being heated by the heat from the furuace. The . .  . .  Pulverizing Mills fOr all hard substance and grinding water is to be forced through the pipe by a Blake steam b! laplda:l€s for cementmg rreCI.o�s itone.s. A. Arm�-
llurpo.es . Walker Bros. & Co., 23d and Wood St., PhiJa. pump. Wil l it work well1 A. Probably you will need �"a� .Dr dlamond c�ment. �o�k Ismglass m water u�tl1 

Skinner Portable Engine, Improved, 2 1-2 to 10 H. P. a blower, or some equivalent. 2. Where should the It IS �oft; then dlS?�lve It III !he smallest pOSSIble 
Skinner & Wood. Erie, Pa . 

' 
check valve be put in? A. Place it close to the boiler, quantIty of pr?of spmts by.the.ald of gentle. heat (over 

Daniels' Planers of all sizes, both new and 2d hand. with a stop valve between that and the boiler. warm water)} III 2 o�s. of thIS dls.?lve 1.0 gr?lllS of pale 
gum ammomacum (m tears) by trItllratlOn m a mortar; 

[nMide Pall'" each insertion • • •  1'5 cents a l i n e .  
Back Page,. each ill sprtion - - - - �l .OO a l i n e .  

(About eight words to a line.) 
Enqravings may head advertisements

,.
at the same rate 

per line, by measurement, as the lelCer press. Adver
tisernents must be received at publicatifm, Office as early 
as Thursday morninq to appear in next issue. Send for circular. Steptoe & Co . , 214 W. 2d St " Cin " o .  (3) O. H .  T .  asks : What liquid can b e  va- then add six large tears of gum mastic di.solved i n  not 

Addre.s Star Tool Co., Providence, R. I., for Screw porized with the least expenditure of heaU A. Perhaps more than 6 times their weight of recti1led spirits. EXPLOSIVE DUST. Cutting Engine Lathes of 13, 15, 18, and 21 in.  swing . liquid hydrogen. The boiling points of several of the Keep in a well stoppered bottle, and soften for use by A COMPREHEN-
For Town and Village use, comb'd Hand Fire Engine more volatile liquids are as follows : Sulphurous anhy- standing the bottIe in hot water. 

& Hose lJarriage, $350. Forsaith & Co., Manche.ter, N. H. aride, 17'6° Fah. ;  ethyl chloride, 51 ·9° ; methyl bro-
(17) W. H. A. asks for a recipe for making mide, 55·5° ; aldehyde, 69·4° ; methyl formiate, 92'1° ; d · d l"bl . k · h that b . I Zero Refrigerator, with cooler. Centennial award. ether (ethylic), 94·8° ; ethyl bromide, 105.80 ; methyl a gO? m e l e m , III s ape can e conve�,ent y 

Send for catalogue . A. M. Lesley, m Sixth Ave. , N. Y. iodide 111 .40 '  carbon di.ulphide 118'50 ' formic ether applIed by means of a rubber stamp. A. Gemllne as-
• I " " ' . ' phaltum 1 part; benzole, 4 parts; dlssolve and temper 

For the best Boue Mill and Mineral Crushmg Ma- 1 127·7° ; acetone, l33·3° ; methyl.acetate, 133·So ; bromme, with o�d printer's ink. 
chlnes-flve sizes, great variety of work-address Bangh ' 145'4° ; wood naphtha (methyhc alcohol) , 149.9° ; ethyl g 
& Sons, Philadelphia, Pa. I iodide, 158'5° ; acetic ether, 164·9°;  alcohol (ethylic), (18) .R. H: H. writes : A fr�end and .myself 

The only genuine Gei8 'r Self-regulating Grain Sepa- ' 173'1°.  had a dIspute lU regard to steam bOllers. I claIm that, 

sive description of the Dangers from Dust in various Manufactures and the Cause of many Fire.. How com
bustible .ubstances can explode. Spontaneous Combus
tion of Iron, Charcoal, and Lampblack in Air. Flour 
Dust and Brewery Dust Explosions. Explosions of Coal 
Dust in Mines. ContaIned in SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENT No. 125. PrIce 10 cents. To be had at 
this office and of all newsdealers. 

THE 

rator. Address tbe G.iser Manuf. Co. , wayne.boro' l (4) A. O. asks : Is there any advantage in witb a full supply of water in the boiler, and not using 
Franklin Co . , Pa. having a pair of cone pulleys turcced, the one concave an! steam, you. can get pressure enough. to burst the Th DI P I S I fi Safety Linen Hose. Protects factories, and stores. Saves and the other convex on their face? A. We think not. bo�ler by keepmg up a hot 1Ire. My frIend clalms a e 08t opn ar t enti e Paper In tlle WorJd. 

� dentifie �tutrieau. 
Insu,rance. Greene, Tweed & Co. ,  18 Park Place, N. Y. I . ' bOller cannot burst with steam pre. sure so long as the THIRTY.THIRD YEAR. 

. (5) F. S. asks : WIth what can the brass supply of water is kept up. A. If you get pressure 
.
Machme Cut Brass GearWheels for Models, etc. (New , taps of steam boilers be varnished, to prevent tamish- enough, the boiler will be ruptured all the same, Only $3.20 a Year includi n g  Postage. Weekly. 

LIst.) D. Gilbert & Son " 212 Chester St .. Phila . ,  Pa. ,  ing? A. Dilute alcoholic solution of shellac or sandarac whether it contains water or not. �2 Numbers a Year. 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Export Edition is pub- is sometimes u.ed. It should be applied while the metal 

lished monthly, about the 15th of each month. Every is warm. 
number comprises most of the plates of the four preced
Ing weekly numbers of the SCIF.NTIFIO AMERICAN, with 
other appropriate contents, bush;a.ess announcements, 
etc . It forms a large and splendid periodical of nearly 
one hundred quarto p..ge., each number Illustrated with 
about one hundred.engravings. It is a complete record 
of American progress in the arts . 

(6) W�' P. asks for a formula for making 
an invisible ink which will become visible' on the appli.
cation of some dilnte acid. ' A. Use dilute copperas 
(iron protosulphate) ; tannic acid or any liquid contain
ing it (as strong tea) qnickly develops a black ink when 
brought Into, contact with the writing. Dilute nitric acid 

Nickel Pbitin,.-A white deposit guaranteed by nsing or chlorine water will also render the writing visible, 
our material. Condlt,Hanson& Van Wiukle,Newark,N.J. ,especially if treated afterward with a drop of ammonia 

or potassinm ferrocyanide. 
Cheap but Good. The " Roberts Engine," see cut 

in th,i. paper. June 1st, 1878. Alse horizontal and 
vertical engines and boilers . E. E. Roberts, lOr Lib
erty St., N, Y .  

(7) C. K. asks : What will cement hard 
rubherP A. Fuse together equal parts of gutta percha 
and genuine asphaltum; apply a very little hot to the 

Best Tnrbine Water Wheel, Alcott's, Mt. Holly, N. J. joint, closing the latter immediately with pressure. 

For Shafting, Piill!ll);.s, Hangers, etc., send for price 
list anll discount to Hille. & Jones, Wilmington, Del . 

Improved Steel Castings; stiff and durable; a. soft and ea.lly worked a. wrought iron : tensile strength not 
less than 65,000 lb •. to sq. in. Circulars free. Pittsburgh 
Steel Casting Company, Pittsburgh, Pa . 

Presses, Dies, and Tools for working Sheet Metals, etc. 
Fruit and other Can Tools. Bliss & Williams, Brooklyn, 
N. Y. ,  and Paris Exposition, 1878. 

(8) In answer to F. C.,  S. H. K., and 
others, who ask how to make an aquarium watertight. 
-The joints may be packed in caoutchouc, and further 
sealed with a cement prepared by melting tog'lther over 
a gentle fire l Ib. of resin, 4 ozs. of good tar, and about 
1 oz. of liuseed oil. If an excess of oil is used the ce
meut will become too 1Iuid; to obviate this it should be 
tested before use by allowing a small quantity to cool 
under water, and if not sufficieutly 1Irm, allowed to 
simmer longer or have more tar and resin added. The 

Polishing Tools aad Supplies. Send for new price cement should be poured in the angles of the aquarium 
Hst . Greene . Tweed & Co., 18 Park Place, N. Y .  ' while in a liquid state, bnt not when boiling, as it would 

Manufacturers of Improved Goods who desire to build crack the glass. The cement, when properly made, be
up a lucrative foreign trade, will do well to insert a well comes 1Irm in a few minutes. 
displayed advertisement in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICA" (9) J. G. S. asks : What would be the ap
Export Edition. This paper has a very large foreign proximate cost per mile of a narrow gauge railroad, circulation. 

The Cameron S 
complete, through a level country? A. The cost of such team Pump mounted in l'hosphor a railroad will, of course, depend on the character of Bronze i. an inde.tructible machine. See ad. back page. the country and the length of the road. The follow-

Bound Voillmes of the ScientI1Ic American.-I have ing estimate was made for a road of 3 feet gauge, 100 
on hand bound volume� of the ScientiflcAmerlcan,whlch miles lon�, over a prairie country: Grading, bridges, 
1 will sell ' (Singly or together) at $'l. each, to be sent by ties, tracks, stations, etc. ,  $9,520 per mile; rolling .tock, 
express. Sce advertisement on page 898. John Edward., $3,791 per mile: 
P. 0, Box 786. N. Y.  

Frict'lon C l  t h f h k C b t h· h (10) W. K H. asks : What is the process n C 88 or eavy wor . an e run a 19 • • 
s[leedS,and 'tlrt gradual. Safety Elevators and HOisting commonly pra�tlCed m bleach!ng white !?oods? A. The 
MliclJlllery a speoialty. D. Frisbie & Co. , New Haven, Ct. 'I goods are first Immersed In dIlute solutlOn of chloride 

1,000 2d hand machines for sale Send .tamp for de- ' of lime �l�aching po,"'der), and t�en t�ansferr.ed to a 
IlCrtPtlve price list . For"aith & Co. , Manchest

,
er, N. H. i vat contam

,

mg very diinte sulphurIC aCId. ThIS treat-
. - , ment may be repeated if necessary, and the material ForPower&Economy,AleoWs Turbine,Mt.Holly,N.J. linally t!loroughlY,wa.hed. 

(19) F. G. S. asks for a recipe for black This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated 
varnish. A. Amber, 1 Ib, ; fuse ; add hot drying oil, Yo paper is published weekly. Every number contains six
pint; powdered black rosin and Naples asphaltum, of tee� pages of useful inform�tion, �nd a large ?umber at 
each 3 ozs. · when properly incorporated and consider- origmal engraving. of new mventlOns and dIscoveries, 
ably cooled, add oil of turpentine, 1 pint. This is one representin� Engineering Works, Steam Machinery, . . I New Invent.lOns, Novelties in Mechanics� Manufactures, of the finest. black var�Ishes m u.e. . Chemistry, ElectriCity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archi-Also a reCIpe for a Japan. A. Shellac, 1 oz. ; wood tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural Hi,tory, etc. 
naphtha, 4 ozs . ;  lamp black or ivory black to color. 

(20) S. P. S. asks : What is the proper 
course of study for one who wishes to become a steam 
engineer? A. He should study works on mathematics, 
natural philosophy, and prime ,movers; and should also 
study actual examples of steam machinery. In addi
tion, he should practice drawing and the use of machine 
tools. 

(21) In answer to O. T. K.-If you take 
the dimensions of a large engine, say 24 x 48, you can 
get a fair idea of what is needed for an engine built on 
a smaller scale, y\ in the ca�e you mention. 

(22) C. W. K. asks : In the propUlsion of a 
boat, is the speed attained in direct proportion to the 
power employed; if not, what proportion does the 
power bear to the speeaf A. The' ratio is not exactly 
determined, as it !� not constant at all speeds. For mod
erate speeds, the power varies nearly as the cube of the 
speed. 

(23) G. 1. B. asks : What should be the di
mensions of a 1Ioating dack lar,,;e enough to lift and 
contain a vessel of the following dimensions: 300 feet 
long, 4{) feet beam. and drawing 22 feet of water? A. 
Having fixed the shape of yonr dock, you may assume 
that each cubic foot of water displaced by it requires a 
load of 62'5 Ibs., from which data you can obtain the 
requisite dimensions. 

(24) W. S. W. writes : I have a clinker 
huilt boat, 20 feet loug and 6 feet beam, which I wish 
to convert into a steam launch. Is a .crew of more ad
vantage than a paddle wheel, and if so, what size engine 
and what kind should I use to give a good rate of speed? A. You can use a vertical engine, 3 K 5, and a propeller 
with diameter equal to draught, and 3 feet pitch: We 
think this arraugement will be more desirable in some 
respects than paddle wheels. If the , boat is very light, 
it may need to be stiffened somewhat for the ma
chinery. 

All Classes of Readers find In THE SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN a popular resWTnfl of the best scientific in
formation of the day : and it is the aim of the pupllshers 
to present it in an attractive form, avoiding as much as 
possible abstruse terms. To every Intelligent mind, 
this journal alfords a constant supply of Instructive 
reading. It is promotive of knowledge and progress In 
every community where it circulates. 

Terms of Sllb scri pti oll . -One copy of THE SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN will be sent for one year-52 numbers
postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States 
or Canada, on receipt of tbree dollars and twenty 
cents by the publishers : six months, $1.60 : three 
months, $1.00. 

Cl ubs.-O n e  extra copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERI_ 
CAN will be supplied gratis for every club of live subscribers 
at $3.20 each : additional copies at same proportionate 
rate. Postage prepaid . 

One copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and one copy 
of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be �ent 
for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the 
United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollars by 
the publishers. 

The safest way to remit is by Posta) Order, Draft, or 
Express . Money carefully placed inside of envelope., 
securely sealed, and correctly addre.sed, seldom goes 
a.tray, but i. at the sender's risk. Address all letters 
and make alI orders, drafts, etc. ,  payable to 

M U N N  & CO.,  
37 P a r k  R ow, New York.  

To Foreign Snbscribers.-Under the facilities of 
the Postal Union, the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is now sent 
by post"direct from New York, with regularity, to subscrib_ 
ers in Great Britain, India; Australia, and all other 
British-colonies i to France,Austrla, Belgium. Germany, 
RUSSia, and all other European States j Japan, Brazil, 
Mexico, and all States of Centra.! and South America. 
Terms, when sent to foreign countries. Canada excepted, 
$4, gold, for SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 1 year : $9, gold, for 
both Sf'TENTIFIO AMERICAN and SUPPJ.EMENT for 1 
year. Tbis includes postage, which We pay. Remit by 
postal order or draft to order of Munn & Co., 37 Park 
.Row, New York. 
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THE UNION IRON MILLS, PIttsburgh, Pa., Mauu- 50 :oe~k~~:~gc,c':5~i'At"1t~~ ntg':di~ ~~~B~r~iol~rcf: 
facturers of improved wrought irou Beams and 

CO(DR'O~LED 
SHAFTING. 

We beg to announce that we have recently entirely: 
remodeled the very popular grades of full-plate move
ments, known by the marks, U Wm. Ellery." II Appleton, 
'I'raQY & Co.," H Waltham Watch Co.," ~i P. S. Bartlett," 
and H Broadway." giving to them not only a highly 
improved appearance. but great ad<litional value. We 
embody In them such of the best results of our ex
perience and study for twenty years as can be use
ful III this popular form of watch. We give these new 
model watches special recommendation to all who look 
for goon performance and solid exceilence at moderate 
cost. The alterations have been made with the view 
of pleasing practical watch makers, as well as watch 
wearers. 

Girders (patented). P d' TIThe fact that this shafting has 75 per cent greater 

Iron, and especially in Beams ~sed in the construction , other In use renders it undoubtedly the most economica . 
'l'he great fall which has taken place in the prices of Ion s 00 s 'I stren~h, a finer finish, and is trner to gauge than anl. 

of FIRE PROOF BUILDINGS, mduces usto call the spe- We are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED 
cial attention of Engineers, Architects, a"d B'!ilders to En2ine Lathes, Plan"r .. , Drills, &c. COLLINS' PAT.C8UPLING andturnish Pnlleys, Hangers, 
the undoubted advantages of now erectmg Fire Proof "end for Catalogue DAVID W POND Successor to etc., of the most approved styles. Price list mailed on 
structl~res; and.byre~erenceto pages52~54 of Our Book LUCIUS W POND Worcester Mas" ap1)lication to JONES & LAUGHLINS 
of SectlOns-;-whIch wIll be sent on applIcatio!, to those .• ,. Try Street, 2d and 3d A venues Pittsburgh Pa. 
contem~latmg the erection of fire 8roofbUlldmgS-THE S GOLD PLATED W ATeRES Cheapest 190 S. Canal Street\ Chicago, Ill., and Milwaukie. Wis. 
~~~~f I~~l.!:c~\~):oY~fi:t rhe s!rt.f~1;}s~:;'~ndtl:,~ 3in the known world: Sample Watch Free to lIT' 3t°'llfi'r£t~hRs jjhl1if'~iirM¥'ie l~s1§~r ~~:sby 
terruption to business caused by fire; these and like con- Agen18. Address, A. COULTlIlI & Co., Chicago. GEO. PLACE & CO. 121 Chambers St N Y 
siderations fully justify any additional first cost. It is ' ., . • 

No watches retailed by the Company. Apply to yeur 
local jeweler. 

For AMERICAN WATOH 00., 

ROBBINS & APPLETON, 
General Agents, 

NEW YORK. 

! ! New and Improved!! 
Engraving Process!!! I 

Perfect Substitute for W ood·Cuts. 

~~O·~ate tlIlp~! 
~ ~ 63DualleStNew)Ork~lr ~ 
.:.. fa 'J 103 

S o~n~ ~~d~ 
~ ~o sen Llstra 1<3 
~ "'< ~ry {of I." Lllar. ~ 
~~"O$'''''i OrC~~,," 

~r#:r~~~e~~fc;~~~°:X~:{:bf~We:nW:{;: a~et~~~~~~ PATENT MINERAL WOOL 
and Iron, in many cases the latter would be adopted. • 
We shall bepleasedto~urnish estimates for allth.e Beams I Entirely F1Jreproof, undecaying, and the best non-con
complete, for any speCIfic stru,,!,ure,so that the dI1ference aUctor of lUJat cola, or 80wnd. Cheaper t. han hair-felt. 
in cost may at once be ascertamed. Address [ 'A. D. ELBERS, 

CARNEGIE, BROS. & CO., PittsbnrICh, Pa. P. O. Box 4461. 26% Broadway, N. Y. 

THE TRIBUNE 
UNEXAMPLED PREMIUM! 

••• 
CET THE BEST. 

• •• 
Webster's Great Unabridged Quarto Dictionary. 

THE LATEST AND BEST ($12) EDITION, containing 3,000 ILLUSTRATIONS and COLORED PLATES. 

SENT' TO ANY ONE 
remitting, prior to September 1st, 1878 : 

$16 for Eight One-Year Subscriptions to THE WEEKLY; or 
$30 for Ten One-Year SubSCriptions to THE SEMI-WEEKLY; or 
$10 for a Single Five-Years' Subscription, in advance, to T HE WEEKLY; or 
$10 for a Single Five-Years' Snbscription, in advance,.to THE SEMI-WEEKLY. 

• • • ~ ~L ~ ~ < MUCH !<l The Popnlar Approval of this Preminm has heen something ntterly Unprecedented. 
State • THE TRIBUNE Is now delivering the 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ .NI.NTH THOUS,lIND = ! of these GREA. QUARTO DICTIONARIES to subscribers who have fully complied with Its terms. Not one man 
WANTED, BY AN ENGINEER RESI - , out of the whole number has expressed himself dissatisfied with the result. All express two feelings-amazement 
g~n~&~~~Ve~i'it~]'t~erjP;J:e~\:tigft%J~ ~go~ap~::~~ and gratitude. 
correspondent. having been resident for fifteen years. ' 
Address R. 488, care of H. Greenwood, Advertising 

Address THE TRIBUNE, 
New York City. 

Agent, Liverpool, England. 

ACENTS READ THIS FORCE OF WIND. HOWTOESTIMATE ·SA·lESMEN·$125f.tli~'!,n~lHl~~EC"1~eAn~eS· 
, • the Necessary Strength of Roofs, Towers, Tall Chimneys, m~iiIiI~ii M EE ,Ii iW 

We win pay Agents it salltry of $1('0 p~r mo~th, and I r:~8 ~f 1tt:~~~~? !ft~ Wi::~·er~~: ~~6~~:i. ofC~~t!i~~d WA NTED insureawwer.8~idF~:iIl:~o~ Cincinr 1,0 
expenses, to sell our new aDd wonderfullnventlOp.s. in SCIENTIFlC AMERICAN S{TPPLEMENT No. 109. _ _ __ . __________________ _ 

Address SHERMAN & CO., Marshall, MichIgan. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of all news-

f)T ft t r' ~x t==:\, dea;'A TEN TS SO L D. .ijE~~~;..'i't~t~~~~ri~~~~;ti.:~ 
~ ( .M. I Slide Rests, Tools. etc. Also Scroll anu i 1\ ~ , • n For terms, address EUROPEAN and UNITED STATES I . Circular Saw Attachments. Hand Plan-

J PATENT EXCHANGE, 200 Broadway, N. Y. Box 2801. ers, etc. Send for Catalogue of outfits 
- for Amateurs or Artisans. 

SPARE TH), CROTON AND SAVE TIlE COST. I WM. L. CHASE & CO., 

Small Tools of all kinds; GEAR WHEELS, parts of Drl'ven or Tube Wells 95 & 97 Libertv St .. New York. 
MODELS, and materials of all kinds. Castings of Small . 

11~n'£~'o~~'W'i..s~!giif:~\~6e~asg,':~\~~~:t~~:Mass.· furnished to large consumers of Croton and Ridgewoo<l 

MACHINERY AT VERY LOW PRICES. 
~ o~~~~e~at«'~Of;~¥rh 1!ra~~~g ~':t~~i:!:i'8~1~!~~~:, 
Tenoning, Moulding Machines, Scroll Saws, Portable 
Steam Engine. HEHBEin BLOSSOM. Matteawan, N. Y. 

Telephones. 
One pair of the best Telephones, with all necessary 

instructions, good for distinct speaking from a few feet 
to 30 miles distance, sent complete, except diaphragms, 
upon receipt of $5. Send stamp for circular, with de-

~JP;llo¥.:l.~~Ifo~~~~i't~~~. ~'~~i'i~~bW*'IDi~EP.!'d~~ 
clan, 112 Liberty Street, New York. 

FOR SALE. 
Urbana Machine Works. Foundry, Black,mith, and 
Machine Shops. A good plow and planter trade; mill 
",earing and jobbing trade. A ra e opportunity for a 
practical !pan. Address 

URBANA MACHINE WORKS, Urbana, Ohio. 

FOR SALE. 
The machine shop and die sinking establishment of 

g:~b~eu~iy :!~~b~ill~~~~f8)in~~~e~~ygw l~J"n:J ~g~t 
For particulars, address , 

J. L. BOARD, 2 North State St., Chicago, Ill. 

186 to 200 Lewis Street, 
NEW YORK, June 5th, 1878. 

CIGAR BOX LUMBER, 
Manufactured by our new 

PATENT.t,;1) PROCESSES. 

Water. WM. D.ANDREWS&BRO., 414 Water St., N.Y., 
who eontrol the patent forGreen'sAmerican Driven WeH. The George Place Machinery Agencu 

Machinery of Every Desc.ription. 
121 Chambers and.103 Reade Streets, New York. 

BLAKE'S STONE AND ORE BREAKER AND CRUSHER. 
For breakin!! hard and brittle substances to any size. Endorsed by the leading Mining, 

Manufacturlllg and ItailroR(1 corporations in the Unit~d States ann Foreign ()ountries. 
First l'rmnium 'wherever exhibited, a_lld hundreds of testimonials of the highest chq,racter. 

A NEW SIZE FOR I'ROSI'ECTING AND LABORA'I'OltY USE. 
IJ:lr" ALI, STONE CRUSItERS not made or license.d b~ us, containing vibratory convergent jaws 

actuated by a revolving sbaft and fly-wheel, are mfrIngements on our patent, and makers and 
users of such will be held accountable. Address 

BI,AKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn. 

A&reIlts Wanted on Salary or CODlml8t!11on 
in every LodKe, Chapter aud C01lluuuldery in 
the U. S. to control the sale of our }Utuah. to m.ke 
rusty masons bright. None but MRsens need 
apl?ly. Masonic Book Al[ency, S. W. Cor. 
Broadway and Warren St., N'!W York. 

HOW TO BUILD A CHEAP CATAMARAN, 
with Malay Rig. Four illustrations. Full directions for 
construction and dimensions of a simple, fast, handy 
boat in actual use. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMEltICAN 
SUPPLEM"NT No. 117. Price 10 cents. Also, in same 
number, description and full dimensions of the new 
yacht Intrepid. To be had at this office and of all news
dealers. 

STEAM PUMPS. 
HENRY R. WORTHINGTON, 

239 Broadwav, N. Y. !S3.Water St .. Bo .. ton. 
THE WORTHINGTON DUPLEX PuMPING ENGINES FOR 

WATF.R WORKS-Compound, CondensingorNon-COD
densing. Used in over lOO Water-Works Stations. 

STEAM PlDIPs-Duplexand Single Cylinder. 
WATER METERS. OIL METERS. 

Prices Largely Reduced. 

Steel Name Stamps, 
N. Y. STENCIL WORKS, 87 Nassau St., N. Y. 

PAINT IN CONSTRUCTION. BY 
Robert Grimshaw. C.E. Peculiarities and Chemical 
Constitution of Paris White, White Lead, Zinc White, 

~:vt~a~~~ss~~~niYiie,~~~~f)fI~~~~al~~~a?X~~~: 
~'i!;t~~eL~:~iacI~~ih vc:,r~:~le ¥>~:cti~~'inilt:;ts~U~~r;;~ 
tainf'd in 8cn"}N~IFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 
t ~iJ. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of 
all newsdealers. 

BRADFORD MILLeD. 
Successora to Ja.B. Bradford" Co. 

MANUFACTURERS OJ' 

French Buhr Millstones, 
Portable Corn & Flour Mill., 

Smut Machines, ·etc • 
Also, dealers in Bolting Clothl ad 

General Mill Furnishing. 

,V""~':".::':~~,!.~ W.lld St, 
O. 

:;:~;:;;:;.,J~J.<::,~","rt", "r~. W.R.Danlap,&e. 
n~T • PPLIOA'I'IOll' • 

Wood-Working Machinery, 
Such as Woodworth Planing, Tonguing, and Grooving 
:l\1achines, Daniel's Planers, Richardson's Patent 1m-

¥[eO_s~~ ii~~grne:::~~iW~'o ~~~~~r~g rJ!g~I~l~~'gea:e~ 
raUy.Manufactured by 

WI'l'H~~~;r.ib~~Gs1r~e~I*It~~~!r~~"~s. 
(Shop formerly occupied bv k. BALL & CO.) 

THE DRIVEN WELL. 
w~li~ ::t:f ~e"Jt~}! lt~:J1~~e'i,J8~r ~~~inlst~~rl~h~~ 
American J)riven Well Patent,leased by the year 
to responsible parties, by 

WM. D. ANDREWS & BRO., 
NEW YORK. 

Baker Rotary Pressure :Blower. 
(FORCED BLAST) 

Warranted superior to any 
other. 

WILBRAHAM BROS. 
2818 Frankford Ave. 

PHILADlILPHIA. 

LIQUID FUELS. BY H. A YDON. A 
paper read before the Instltntion of Clvll Engin "ers, 
Lon on. The five methods of burning liquid fuel, C. J. 
Richardson's, Simm and BaI1l"s. Aydon's, and Dorsett's. 
Practical Working of each method, and oomparative 
economy. Contained in SCIENTIFIO .AMERICAN SuP. 
PT,EMENT No.lt9. Price 10 cents. To be had at thIS 
office and of all newSdealers. 

Wrourht Iron Pipe and FUtlnI'S, 
Valves, Steam Cocks, &c. 

Albert Bridges, No. (6 (1ortlandt St., New York. 

·Increased percentage of power 
~~~~f:ille~~;~'IDi.te'S given on all kinds of Mill 

OTIS' M:~hi~~N;y. 
OTIS BROS. & CO .• No. 848 Broadway. New York. 

THE 
Eclipse Engine 
Furnishes steam power for all 

~~c1t}~~laE~r¥g:e:v~v~: 
where a first-class and eco .. 

~y~~c:l :~E~:s~S r:~i~~s 
awarde1t Including ~entenni-
~i7:~O. 14~I:~~~ ~t,i81~~u~c~: 
ENTIFIC AMERICAN for Edl
toriallllustrations. 

"The 1876 Injector." CLIMAX Simple, Durable, and Reliable. Requires no special 

WaShl'n lT MacbI'n0, Val_V_es._s_en_d_fo_r _Illu_st_ra_te_d c_lr_cu_lar_. ___ _ 

r!1~~'i!.;~ii,:~d:i~~i;ii.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::::::::::::::: ::::::~~~: 
:: ::1 and 2<1 qU~llty::::::::::: :::::: :::::~~: 

No charge for cariage. Terms cash. 
GEO. W. READ &; CO. 

1 
-

LANSDEll'S PATENT STEAM SYPHON 

I Ar:i~oElL ",,,, Q. ~ ~<t,. ~","> 
LJNG'5 "",~ .. ",,~ Q.I>- ~\>-\,; 

WHDLESS STEEL TUBING, 
JOHN S .lENG 4 r LETCHER ST NEW YORK, 

MTCROqno-p;::n. ~1 The Gem Microscope magnifies 10,000 
times. Shows hidden nature. Opens 

~ti~g~r:~f6;;~oe~~s~i~~~~1~{~st~~~ 
tive, and entertaining. Investigation , 
and research made east by its use. Sent 
~g~t~k~~nJf8~8MbJE ~8e::t8 want-

Room 9,203 Broadway, N. Y. 

TELEPHONE; all material for one, $2. Call BeIls, $1.75 
(postpaid). A. D. HARD, 138 Blackstone St., Boston. 

~~L'l§' 
nAB~'" DIAMON~ TOOL. 1IIIIIIIITII,'1 , 

and Shaped Diamond Carbon Points, Indispensable for 

~i~fp:i"c".S~n!a~e~iI~~!'JjI~\Yl"':'pti~f~:~::~u~Jli:'i 
and Sawing Stone. J. DICKINSON, 64 Nassan St., N. Y. 

Improved 
HOISTING 

5250 HEALD, SISCO & CO.'S ENGINES • " RELIABLE" 20 Horse Power, 
Stationary, HOrizontal, Double-crank Steam Engine. • 
Complete with Jndson Governor, Boiler-feed Pump, ~.SIJe,ec:l¥vell Iron Works 
~ier !i::;:~t:!~·. B¥,~~nd ~hJ;~~iAn t~~;orWi:i'~ ESTABLISHED 1801. ' 
DOLl.ARS. Send for ,Circular to I OOice 96 Liberty St., N. Y. 

HEAI,D, SISCO & CO., Baldwinsville, N. Y. P. O. Box ~132. 
--'----~--c-

TELEPDONE~ S12·0·'O·· ~~ll~!1Jo~:~e~~~~:I::S~~~~~:i~: AND TELEPHONE MATERIAL at very lowesMrices.. Expen8e8pald. PennanenteDlploy. 

~8~ta'ifi~~~~t~4?~g~ig~, Ja~~EPHONE S PPLY I ~~:Udg~~·S·U;;'~~:.;~&:' 

K. II ~ WM. SELLERS &; CO., Phila. 

Manufactured by 81 G PAY to sell our Rnbber Printing Stamps Samples 
N. (1. BAUGHM.~N &; ()O., free. Taylor Bros. & Co., Cleve~":n~~ 

YORK, PA. THE PEERLEI'S 
Reliable agents wanted. De- Portable Steam En-
scriptive circulars furnished. glne, for Agrlcnltur_ 

al and other pur
poses, from 6 to 10 
horse power, and 
Domestic Seml-port

ICE-HOUSE AND REFRIGERATOR. 
Directions and Dimensions for construction, with ODe 
illustration of cold house for preserving fruit from 
season to season. The air is kept dry and pure through
out the year at a temperature of from 34' to 36'. Con
tained in S{,IENTIFIC AMERTCA~ SUPPL1~MENT No. 116. 
Price 10 cents. '1'0 be had at this office and of all news
dea.lers. 

"OLD RELIABLE." TO KNOW ALL 

THE "AOME." 
A regular thorough-made En

gine Lathe. Swings 7 in., tU,rns 

~~~~waih-~~~ f~a~e~h~~~s CU!~ 
Inch. _Send 3c. stamp for Bir
cular and Price List of Lathe and 
Small Tools. to 

W. DONAT.DSON. 
Manllrr "' .... De J .. a"h~, 

2d & Cent'l Ave .. 4:ineh.II.U. 0. 

Engine, 2 and 4 
Noth

bnt the 
for de

catalogne 
list to 

ft~::;t~~a':i.~~:it3r. Pa. 

Sbafts, Pulleys, Han[ers, Etc. 
_ Full assortment In store for immediate delivery. 

WM. SELLERS & CO., 
7'9 Liberty Street, New York. 

JENNINGS' WATER CLOSETS 
PRICES RfDUCED :SEND fOR C!ReVl ", 

94 B[fKM~N ST". t: Nc''''' '. 
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THE UNION IRON MILLS, PIttsburgh, Pa. , Mauu- 50 :oe�k��:�gc,c':5�i'At"1t�� 
n
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facturers of improved wrought irou Beams and 

CO(DR'O�LED 
S HAF TING . 

We beg to announce that we have recently entirely : 
remodeled the very popular grades of full-plate move
ments, known by the marks, U Wm. Ellery." I I  Appleton, 
'I'raQY & Co. , " H Waltham Watch Co. ," �i P. S. Bartlett," 
and H Broadway. "  giving to them not only a highly 
improved appearance. but great ad<litional value. We 
embody In them such of the best results of our ex
perience and study for twenty years as can be use
ful III this popular form of watch. We give these new 
model watches special recommendation to all who look 
for goon performance and solid exceilence at moderate 
cost. The alterations have been made with the view 
of pleasing practical watch makers, as well as watch 
wearers. 

Girders (patented). P d' T
I

The fact that this shafting has 75 per cent greater 
Iron, and especially in Beams �sed in the construction , other In use renders it undoubtedly the most economica . 

'l'he great fall which has taken place in the prices of I on s 0 0 s 'I stren�h, a finer finish, and is trner to gauge than anl. of FIRE PROOF BUILDINGS, mduces usto call the spe- We are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED cial attention of Engineers, Architects, a"d B'!ilders to En2 ine Lathes, Plan"r .. , Drills, &c. COLLINS' PAT.C8UPLING and turnish Pnlleys, Hangers, the undoubted advantages of now erectmg Fire Proof "end for Catalogue DAVID W POND Successor to etc. , of the most approved styles. Price list mailed on structl�res; and.by re�erenceto pages52� 54  of Our Book LUCIUS W POND W orcester Mas" ap1)lication to JONES & LAUGHLINS of SectlOns-;-whIch wIll be sent on applIcatio!, to those . •  , . Try Street, 2d and 3d A venues Pittsburgh Pa. contem�latmg the erection of fire 8roofbUlldmgS-THE 

S 
GOLD PLATED W ATeRES Cheapest 190 S. Canal Street\ Chicago, Ill.,  and Milwaukie. Wis. 

����f I��l.!:c�\�):oY�fi:t rhe s!rt.f�1;}s�:;'�nd
t
l:,� 3in the known world: Sample Watch Free to lIT' 3t°'llfi'r£t�hR

s jjhl1if'�iirM¥'ie l�
s
1§�r ��:

s
by 

terruption to business caused by fire; these and like con- Agen18. Address, A. COULTlIlI & Co., Chicago. GEO. PLACE & CO. 121 Chambers St N Y siderations fully justify any additional first cost. It is ' ., . • 
No watches retailed by the Company. Apply to yeur 

local jeweler. 
For AMERICAN WATOH 00., 

ROBBINS & APPLETON, General Agents, 
NEW YORK. 

! ! New and Improved ! !  
Engraving Process ! ! !  I 

Perfect Substitute for W ood·Cuts. ��O·�ate tlIlp�! � � 63DualleStNew)Ork�lr � .:.. fa 'J 103 
S o� n� ��d � � �o sen Llstra 1<3 
� "'< �ry {of I." Lllar. � � �"O$'''' ' i  OrC�� ,," 

�r#:r���e��fc;���°:X�:{: bf�We:nW:{;: a�e
t
�� ���� PATENT M I NERAL WOOL and Iron, in many cases the latter would b e  adopted. • 

We shall bepleasedto �urnish estimates for allth.e Beams I Entirely F1Jreproof, undecaying, and the best non-concomplete, for any speCIfic stru,,!,ure,so that the dI1ference aUctor of lUJat cola, or 80wnd. Cheaper t
. 
han hair-felt. in cost may at once be ascertamed. Address [ ' A .  D. ELBERS, CARNEGIE, BROS. & CO., PittsbnrICh, Pa. P. O. Box 4461. 26% Broadway, N. Y. 

T H E T R I B U N E  
UNEXAMPLED PREMIUM ! 

• • •  
C ET T H E  B E ST.  

• • •  

Webster's Great Unabridged Quarto Dictionary. 
THE LATEST AND BEST ($12) EDITION, containing 3,000 ILLUSTRATIONS and COLORED PLATES. 

SE NT' TO AN Y ONE 
remitting, prior to  September 1st, 1878 : 

$16 for Eight One-Year Subscriptions to THE WEEKLY ; or $30 for Ten One-Year SubSCriptions to THE SEMI-WEEKLY ; or $10 for a Single Five-Years' Subscription, in advance, to T HE WEEKLY ; or 
$10 for a Single Five-Years' Snbscription, in advance,.to THE SEMI-WEEKLY. 

• • • � � L � � < MUCH !<l The Popnlar Approval of this Preminm has heen something ntterly Unprecedented. 

State • THE TRIBUNE Is now delivering the 

������������ .NI.NTH THO US,lIND = ! of these GREA. QUARTO DICTIONARIES to subscribers who have fully complied with Its terms. Not one man WANTED, BY AN ENGINEER RESI - , out of the whole number has expressed himself dissatisfied with the result. All express two feelings-amazement 
g�

n
�&���Ve�i'it�]'t�e

r
jP;J:

e
�\:tigft%J� �go�

ap�::�� and gratitude. 
correspondent. having been resident for fifteen y ears. ' 
Address R. 488, care of H. Greenwood, Advertising 

Address THE TRIBUNE, 
New York City. 

Agent, Liverpool, England. 

A C E N TS R E A D  T H I S  FORCE OF WIND. HOW TO ESTIMATE · SA ·lESMEN ·$1 25 f.tli�'!,n�lHl��EC"1�eA
n�e

S
· 

, • the Necessary Strength of Roofs, Towers, Tall Chimneys, m�iiIiI�ii M EE ,Ii iW We win pay Agents it salltry of $1('0 p�r mo�th, and I r:�8 �f 1tt:����? !ft� Wi::�·er��: ��6��:i. ofC��t!i��d WA NTED insureawwer.8�idF�:iIl:�o� Cincinr 1 , 0  expenses, to sell our new aDd wonderful lnventlOp.s. in SCIENTIFlC AMERICAN S{TPPLEMENT No. 109. _ _ __ . __________________ _ Address SHERMAN & CO., Marshall, MichIgan. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of all news-

f)T ft t r '  �x t==:\, 
dea;'

A T E N  TS SO L D.  .ijE

���;.
.

'i't�t����ri����;ti.:� 

� ( .M.  I Slide Rests, Tools. etc. Also Scroll anu 

i 1\ � , • n For terms, address EUROPEAN and UNITED STATES I . Circular Saw Attachments. Hand Plan-

J PATENT EXCHANGE, 200 Broadway, N. Y. Box 2801. ers, etc. Send for Catalogue of outfits 
- for Amateurs or Artisans . SPARE TH), CROTON AND SAVE TIlE COST. I WM. L. CHASE & CO., 

Small Tools of all kinds ; GEAR WHEELS, parts of Drl'ven or Tube Wells 95 & 97 Libertv St .. New York. 
MODELS, and materials of all kinds. Castings of Small . 

11�n'£�'o��'W'i..s�!giif:�\�6e�asg,':�\���:t��:Mass. ·  furnished to large consumers of Croton and Ridgewoo<l 

MACHINERY AT VERY LOW PRICES. 
� o����e�

at
«'�Of;�¥rh 1!ra���g �':t��i:!:i'8�1�!���:, 

Tenoning, Moulding Machines, Scroll Saws, Portable 
Steam Engine . HEHBEin BLOSSOM. Matteawan, N. Y .  

Telephones. 
One pair of the best Telephones, with all necessary 

instructions, good for distinct speaking from a few feet 
to 30 miles distance, sent complete, except diaphragms, 
upon receipt of $5. Send stamp for circular, with de-
�JP;ll

o
¥.:l.��Ifo����i't���. �'��i'i��bW*'IDi�EP.!'d�� 

clan, 112 Liberty Street, New York. 

FOR S ALE. 
Urbana Machine Works. Foundry, Black,mith, and 
Machine Shops. A good plow and planter trade ; mill 
",earing and jobbing trade. A ra e opportunity for a 
practical !pan. Address 

URBANA MACHINE WORKS, Urbana, Ohio. 

FOR SA LE. 
The machine shop and die sinking establishment of 
g:�b�

e
u�iy :!��

b
�ill����f8)in���

e
��ygw l�J"n:J �g�t 

For particulars, address , J. L. BOARD, 2 North State St., Chicago, Ill . 
186 to 200 Lewis Street, 

NEW YORK, June 5th, 1878. 
CIGAR BOX LUMBER, 

Manufactured by our new PATE N T .t,; 1)  PROCESSES. 

Water. WM. D.ANDREWS & BRO., 414 Water St. , N.Y., 
who eontrol the patent forGreen'sAmerican Driven WeH. The George Place Machinery Agencu 

Machinery of Every Desc.ription. 

121 Chambers and .103 Reade Streets, New York. 

B L A K E ' S  STO N E  A N D  O R E  BR EAKE R AN D C R U S H E R .  
For breakin!! hard and brittle substances to any size. Endorsed by the leading Mining, 

Manufacturlllg and ItailroR(1 corporations in the Unit�d States ann Foreign ()ountries. 
First l'rmnium 'wherever exhibited, a_lld hundreds of testimonials of the highest chq,racter. 

A NEW SIZE FOR I'ROSI'ECTING AND LABORA'I'OltY U SE. IJ:lr" ALI, STONE CRUSItERS not made or license.d b� us, containing vibratory convergent jaws 
actuated by a revolving sbaft and fly-wheel, are mfrIngements on our patent, and makers and 
users of such will be held accountable . Address 

BI,AKE CRUSHER CO., New Haven, Conn. 

A&reIlts Wanted on Salary or CODlml8t!11on 
in every LodKe, Chapter aud C01lluuuldery in 
the U. S. to control the sale of our }Utuah. to m.ke 
rusty masons bright. None but MRsens need 
apl?ly. Masonic Book Al[ency, S. W. Cor. 
Broadway and Warren St., N'!W York. 

HOW TO BUILD A CHEAP CATAMARAN, 
with Malay Rig. Four illustrations. Full directions for 
construction and dimensions of a simple, fast, handy 
boat in actual use. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMEltICAN 
SUPPLEM"NT No. 117. Price 10 cents. Also, in same 
number, description and full dimensions of the new 
yacht Intrepid. To be had at this office and of all news
d ealers. 

STEAM PUMPS. 
H E N RY R. WO RT H I N G T O N, 

239 Broadwav, N. Y. !S3 .Water St .. Bo .. ton. 

THE WORTHINGTON DUPLEX PuMPING ENGINES FOR 
WATF.R WORKS-Compound, CondensingorNon-COD
densing. Used in over lOO Water-Works Stations. 

STEAM PlDIPs-Duplex and Single Cylinder. 
WATER METERS. OIL METERS. 

Prices Largely Reduced. 

Stee l  Name Stamps, 
N .  Y .  STENCIL WORKS, 8 7  Nassau St.,  N .  Y. 

PAINT IN C O N S T R U C T I O N. BY 
Robert Grimshaw. C .E. Peculiarities and Chemical 
Constitution of Paris White, White Lead, Zinc White, 
�:vt�a���ss���niYiie,����f)fI����al���a?X���: 
�'i!;t��

e
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tainf'd in 8cn"}N�IFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 
t �iJ. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of 
all newsdealers. 

BRADFORD MILL eD. 
Successora to Ja.B. Bradford " Co. 

MANUFACTURERS OJ' 
French Buhr Millstones, Portable Corn & Flour Mill., 

S m ut Machines, ·etc • 
Also, dealers in Bolting Clothl ad 

General Mill Furnishing. , V""�':".::':��,!.� W. lld St, 
O. :;:�;:;;:;., J�J.<::,�","rt", " r�. W.R.Danlap,&e. 

n�T • PPLIOA'I'IOll' • 

Wood-Working Machinery, 
Such as Woodworth Planing, Tonguing, and Grooving 
:l\1achines, Daniel's Planers, Richardson's Patent 1m-

¥[e
O
_s�� ii��grne:::��

i
W�'o �����r�g rJ!g�I�l��'ge

a
:e� 

raUy. Manufactured by 
WI

'l'H���;r.ib��
G
s1r�e�

I
*It���!r��"�s. (Shop formerly occupied bv k. BALL & CO.) 

THE DRIVEN WELL. 
w�li� ::t:f �e"Jt�}! lt�:J1��

e
'i,J8�r ���

in
lst��rl�h�� 

American J)riven Well Patent, leased by the year 
to responsible parties, by 

W M . D. A N D R E W S  & B R O. ,  NEW YORK . 

Baker Rotary Pressure :Blower. 
(FORCED BLAST ) 

Warranted superior to any 
other. 

WILBRAHAM BROS. 2818 Frankford Ave. PHILADlILPHIA. 
LIQUID FUELS. BY H. A YDON. A paper read before the Instltntion of Clvll Engin "ers, Lon on. The five methods of burning liquid fuel, C. J. Richardson's, Simm and BaI1l"s. Aydon's, and Dorsett's. Practical Working of each method, and oomparative economy. Contained in SCIENTIFIO .AMERICAN SuP. PT,EMENT No. l t9. Price 10 cents. To be had at thIS office and of all newSdealers. 

Wrourht Iron Pipe and FUtlnI'S, Valves, Steam Cocks,  &c. 
Albert Bridges, No. (6 (1ortlandt St. , New York. 

·Increased percentage of power 

����f:ille��;�
'IDi.te'S given on all kinds of Mill 

OTIS' M:�hi��N;y. 
OTIS BROS. & CO .• No. 848 Broadway. New York. 

THE 
Eclipse Engine 
Furnishes steam power for all 
��c1t}��laE�
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where a first-class and eco .. 
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awarde1t Including �entenni-�i7:�O. 14�I:��� �t,i8 1��
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ENTIFIC AMERICAN for Edl
torial lllustrations. 

" The 1876 Injector." CLIMAX Simple, Durable, and Reliable. Requires no special 
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r!1��'i!.;�ii,: �d: i��i;ii.:.:.:.:.: :.:.:.:. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :���: :: ::1 and 2<1 qU�llty: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : :��: 
No charge for cariage. Terms cash. 

GEO. W. READ &; CO. 

1 -LANSDEl l'S PAT ENT STEAM SYPHON I Ar:i�oE l L  ",,,, Q. � �<t,. �","> 
LJNG ' 5  "",� .. " ,,� Q.I>- �\>-\,; 

WHD L E S S  STE E L  T UB I N G ,  
J O H N  S . l ENG  4 r L E T C H E R  S T  N E W  YORK, 

M

TCROqno-p;::n. �1 
The Gem Microscope magnifies 10,000 
times. Shows hidden nature. Opens 
�ti�g�r:�f6;;�

o
e��s�

i
����1�{�st��� 

tive, and entertaining. Investigation , 
and research made eas

t 
by its use. Sent 

�g�t�k��nJf8�8MbJE �8e::t8 want-
Room 9, 203 Broadway, N. Y. 

TELEPHONE ; all material for one, $2. Call BeIls, $1.75 
(postpaid) . A. D. HARD, 138 Blackstone St., Boston. 

�� L'l §' nA B �'" D I A M O N �  T O O L .  1IIIIIIIITII, ' 1 , 

and Shaped Diamond Carbon Points , Indispensable for 
�

i
�fp:i"c".S�n!a�e�iI��!'JjI�\Yl"':'pti�f�:�::�u�Jli:'i 

and Sawing Stone. J. DICKINSON, 64 Nassan St., N. Y .  

Improved 
HOISTING 

5250 HEALD, SISCO & CO.'S ENGINES • " RELIABLE " 20 Horse Power, 
Stationary, HOrizontal, Double-crank Steam Engine. • 
Complete with Jndson Governor, Boiler-feed Pump, 

� .S IJe,ec:l¥ve l l  I ro n  Works 
�ie

r !i::;:�t:!�·. B
¥,��

nd 
�
h
J;��iA

n t
��;

or
Wi:i'� ESTABLISHED 1801. 

' 

DOLl.ARS. Send for ,Circular to I OOice 96 Liberty St., N. Y. 
HEAI,D, SISCO & CO . ,  Baldwinsville, N. Y. P. O. Box � 1 32. 

--'--- -�--c-TELEPDONE� S12·0·'O· · ��ll�!1Jo�:�e����:I::S�����:i�: AND TELEPHONE MATERIAL at very lowes
M

rices.. Expen8e8pald. Pennanent eDlploy. �8�ta'ifi����t�4?�g�ig�, Ja��EPHONE S PPLY I ��:Udg��·S·U;;'��:.;�&:' 

K. II � 
WM. SELLERS &; CO., Phila. 

Manufactured by 81 G PAY to sell our Rnbber Printing Stamps Samples 
N. (1. BAUGHM.�N &; ()O., free. Taylor Bros. & Co., Cleve�":n�� 

YORK, PA. THE PEERLEI'S 
Reliable agents wanted. De- Portable Steam En-
scriptive circulars furnished. glne, for Agrlcnltur_ 

al and other pur
poses, from 6 to 10 
horse power, and 
Domestic Seml-port

I C E - H O U S E  AND REFRIGERATOR. 
Directions and Dimensions for construction, with ODe 
illustration of cold house for preserving fruit from 
season to season. The air is kept dry and pure through
out the year at a temperature of from 34' to 36'. Con
tained in S{,IENTIFIC AMERTCA� SUPPL1�MENT No. 1 16. 
Price 10 cents. '1'0 be had at this office and of all news
dea.lers. 

" OLD RELIABLE. " TO KNOW ALL 

THE  "AOME." 
A regular thorough-made Engine Lathe. Swings 7 in., tU,rns 

����wa
i
h-��� f�a�e�h���s CU!� Inch. _Send 3c. stamp for Bir

cular and Price List of Lathe and Small Tools. to 
W. DONAT.DSON. 

Manllrr "' .... De J .. a" h�, 
2d & Cent'l Ave .. 4:ineh.II.U. 0. 

Engine, 2 and 4 
Noth

bnt the 
for de

catalogne 
list to ft�::;t��a':i.��:it3r. Pa. 

Sbafts, Pulleys, Han[ers, Etc. 
_ Full assortment In store for immediate delivery. 

WM. SELLERS & CO., 
7'9 Liberty Street, New York. 

J ENN I NG S '  WATER C LOS ETS  
PRICES R fDUCED :S END f O R  C !ReVl ", 
94 B[fKM�N ST" . t: N c ''''' ' .  



STANDARD AND ONLY RELIABLE PORTABLE ROOFING. 

(nsitle Palle, each insertion - - - "a cents aline. 
Ba:~Jt Page~lg-~,!t :~t~~~~d'1 t; ; ~Je.~O a line. 

l!lnwavin(!s may head advertisements at the same rate 
zjer1 tine, by measurement, aB the letter pre88. Adver
tisements must be received at '[YUblicatWn Office aB early 

st;iC;ii;gs, Hjrf:h~~if~c~~ aiM;d;; L;~';MN:Y: 
:irom U to 10,000 lbs. weight, true to pattern, sound and g , 
solil!, of unequaled strength, tonghness and du~ability. Send for Samples Illustrated Catalogues, Price Lists, &c. 
Jm Invaluable substitute for forgings or cast-Iron re- _________ ' ___________________________________ _ 
qniring three-fold strength. Send for circular & price list. 
CHESTER STEEL CASTINGS Co., Eveli'lla St., Phila, Pa. ritVERTICAL SCIENTIFIC GRAIN SHEPARD'S CELEBRA'l'ED 

Edison's Discoveries and Inventions- ~~~~:J~~:.la1fe}>ci~:,n°;,ii.c~J?~c~~S~;:h~~~ $~O Screw Cutting Foot Lathe, 
Sneakl.n~ullYeDleepschroiblleed, aTndalIlklI!lnstgraptehdoinnotll'hreanh and send for price list. FSOo\lang. ~~!it~r l:,~th::;{.?rg~~~esg~~ 

p ~ T, other Novelties. _ P A. W. STRAUB & CO., A'Th';.chm~nts,Chucks,Mandrills,Twist 
By GEORGE B. PRESCOTT, Electrician of the West-. 2231 Wood- St., Philadelphia, Pa. DcaritaillSo'guDeOgoS, CoualtiPtesrs'oretca'maSteenudrsfOorr 
U'IIIion Telegraph 00. Also Discoveries and [nventlons of I fl1 I 
GRAY, BELL,-DoLBEAR, and others. The Quadruplex artisans. 
and Harmonic Telegraph, Electric Light, Electric Call An assortment of H. L. SHEPARD & CO., 

:;;!}~s~i~·h~~il~t':,"g~J!':g.c:is:m~r7M~t:~ Pa':f3ss2~:;~~ WOOD. WORKING MA CRINER l' S8, 90 ~r;"i!~":tr.tOhio. 
tially bonnd. Price $3. Sent, postpaid, on receipt of made by Richards, London & Kelle), (dissolved); also, a 
price by J N ASHLEY Office of the Journal of the number of first-class lUACHINE TOOL!S (nearly as 
Teleuraph, P: 0: Box 3393, New York. good as new) of Philadelphia construction, on hand and 

for saJe. For list or inspection of machines and esti ... 
Send one dollar for Bicknell & Co.'s Specimen Book of 100 

ARCHITECTURAL DESleNS. ~~t".:','t~PW'o~~ t~~s:ow~irfle?~fa, R~~~~:~~r:'sC~f 
Standard Gauges and other Implements. 

A..J. BICKNELL & CO., J?W~~~:~ss~~ge~:".3~~¥Zrk. 
Send 10 cents for illustrated catalogues. NOMENCLATURE OF BUILDING 

Stones and Stone Masonry. By J. JAMES R. CROES, 
P "'-omete-s For showing heat of WILLIAM E. MERRILL, and EDGAR B. VAN WINKLE. 

oJ ... - ... - • Ovens, Hot Blast Pipes A paper read before the American Society of Civil En-
Boiler Flues, Sl!Perheated Steam, Oil Stills, &c. gineers _ An exhaustive arilcle on Stone Cutting and 

HENRY W. BULKLEY, Sole Manufacturer, Masonry, various Methods of Dressinf.' and Tools 
______________ l_49_B_r_oa_d_W_a'-y_, N_, _Y_._ ~ft~'Bi~en':f~~s s.tn~~~~a~;'O\tak~, TS'~,;,;r~~~Qt~:~~~ 

EVERY MAN sa ~~!~;ts it~i~~ea.it~~gdc~~d:ly~ ~~:~ ~~~~e~:e~bJ~,P~~~ 
(lielf-Inke' $il) 9 Large; sizes I Hammered and Patent Hammered Stones. Bush 
-.-----.·-'r:c------,youngorold Hammered and Rubbed Stones. Diamond Panels. HIS OWN Type, Etc., Rubble, Squared Stone, Range, Random and Ashlar 

PRINTER' KELSEY & Co Masonrl),34 illustrations in all, with prachcal Instruc-
_____ -___ • ___________ M_e_rl_d_e_D_,_c_O_D_.: :~~~ Ng~t;in:i~ Wrl~~'f6'~~~1~. A~~Rl~AJfaJ'~r'_ttt 

office and of all newsdealers. 

Mill Stones and Corn Mills. 
Ch~~S':'~~~k~~~~}l~fg~~sw~r:;W~e~~,I'i;~r;:~~, ~ 
Gearing, specially adapted to Flour Mills. Send for 
catalogue. 

J. T. NOYE & SON, Bnffalo, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURE OF BESSEMER STEEL 
and Steel Rails as pursued at the works of Messl'l!. 

BURR MILLS. 
For the best VlWUcal and Horizon-

~ort~\',~~cilo~~r~g CUiB~~':.tdMll:\fi 
Machinery. address the Manufac
turer and Patentee, 

EMERY AND CORUNDUM WHEELS, 
for Grinding and Surfacing Metals and other materials. 
By ARTHUR H. BATEMAN, F. C. 8. A paper read before 
the Society of A rts, London. Files, ChL els, Grindstones, 
Composition of Emery, where found, Quality, SpecifiC 
Gravity and Hardness, Manufacture of the wheels, Em~ 
ery powder", .. Buffing, Polishing, Cutting Power, ,Qorun .. 
dum The Magnesian or Union Wheef, the 'l'anlte, the 
Northampton, the Vulcanite, the Climax, the Vitrified, 
a porous wheel with central water supply. ~'ifty uses 
enumerated to which the wheels are pnt .. ..for Metals, 
Stone, Teeth, Millboard, Wood, Agate, and .l:srick. How 
to mount a wheel. How to hold the work, and directions 
for various classes of work. Discussion and questions 
proposed and answered. Contained in SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 121). Price 10 cents. To 
be had at this office and of all newsdealers. 

TO ADVERTISERS' ?r?~a~:H:~ 
do any newspaper advertising, the THIRD EDITION of 

AVER & SON'S MANUAL 
lh~Jlai}r,l~~T~~El'~e~;J~ ~t~·P&V~SOW,~o:!t!~~ 
circulatlon, and advertIsing rates of several thousan({ 
newspapers in the United States and Canada, and 
contains more information of value to an advertiser 
than can be found in any other publication. All lists 
have been carefully revised, and where practicable 
prices have been reduced. The special offers are 
numerous and unusually advantageous. Be sure to 
send for it before spenning any mon_~r in newspaper 
advertising. Address N.·W. AYER & SON, 
ADVERTISING AGENTS, Times Building, Philadelphia,; 

DUNE' 22,I~8. 

TJi.E T ANITE OO.~ 
STROUDSBURG, PA ... 

EMERY WHE_ELS AND CRINDERS. 
GEO. PLACE, 121 Chambers St., New York Agent. 

ROCK DRILLING MACHINES 
AND 

AIR COMPRESSORS, 
MANUFACTURED BY BURLEIGHROCKDRlll CO. 
SEND fOR PAMPHLET. FITCHBURG NlASS. 

ON THE PRESERVATION OF WOOD. 
By J. CLARK JEFFERSON, A.R.S.M. How to store 
timber.: Howto measure timber and judge of its quality. 
Causes and Prevention of Dry and Damp Rot. Dura-

:~iKoad~d Ji"I~&il;i'r~e~~~~'riotg:~~I1J~;'ti~~eti~~:~ 
with Tar, etc. 2. Removing Sap by water or by steam. 
3. Impregnating the wood by a solution of common salt, 
Sulphide of Barium, Sulphate of Zinc and Copper, etc. 
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be had at this office and of all newsdealers. 

HARTFORD 

STEAM BOILER 
Inspeotion & Insuranoe 

COMPANY. 

W, B. FRANKLIN V, Pres't. 1. M, ALLEN, Pres't. 
1. B. PIERCE, SeG'y, 

A LCOTT LATHES, for Broom, Rake and Hoe Han-
dles. S. C. HILLS, 78 Chambers St. N. Y. 

ESTABLISHED 1844. 

JOSEPH C. TODD, 
(Formerly of Todd & Rafferty), ENGINEER and MACHIN
IST. Flax, Hemp, Jute, Rope, Oaknm, and Bagging 
Machinery, Steam Engines, BOilers, etc. I also manu .. 
facture Baxter's New Portable Engine of 1877, of one 

~(:e ~r:r:~' 1o:ifl~~r~y~~t;5 Jc~a~?o~~e:n~ ~Kt~;l~ 
for all kinds of machinery. ~end for descriptive circu
lar and price. Address 

J. C. TODD, 
10 Barclay St., New York, or Paterson, N. J. 

~r~:t~a~I~~~~ ~~~';,~1~:e~~11' le{dCti~o~~t~1i:'~n 
and Steel Institute. With ~ivelllustratlons: the Plant; 
the Cupolas, Converters, the Ingot Pit, Blowing Bn
gines, Hydraulic Machinery, etc. Hot Blast; Mode of 
Working, Improved Manufacture of Steel Rails. Con
tained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 
124. Price 10 cents. ~o be had at this office and of all 
newsdealers. 

C. C. PHILLIPS, 
4048 Girard A venue, 

,PHILADELPHIA. 

ICE AT $1.00 PER TON. 
PORTLAND CEMENT. The PICTET ARTIFICIAL ICE CO., 
ROMAN & KEENE'S. Fcr Walks, Cisterns. Founda- " LIMITED 

tACKERS' VARNISHES, WHITE SHELLAC, 
W. ZINSSER & co., 19" William St., N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS'SUPPLY STORE. 
AlI'ents for U. S. Salicylic Acid Works. 

130GARDUS' PATENT UNIVER~AL ECOBN-
Cruc~~~ ~L~!;;~~r J,';~':,~~ ~8n6~k~~e~e~~;dc2h~ 
Corn and Cob, Tobaeoot--Snufi', Sugar, Salts, Roots, 

~~~e~'nd C~~i~ev~~~~~t ~la~~e;gd tsb~~t~~ ::~: 
Also for Paints~rPrinters' Inks, Paste 1llacklng). etc. 
JOHN W. THOMSON, successor to JAMES BOI>-AR
DUS, corner of White and Elm Sts., New York. 

THIS INVENTION 
saves fuel, utilizes slack, 
increases and gives 
steady supply 'If steam, 
rendering opemng of fire 
doors unnecessary, 

r~:~~w":.'r~~ry~~si~nb"Ji 
little, and Is the best 
known appliance for in
suring perfect combus
tion. Address 

U. S. Automatic 
Stoker Co., 

No. ~if:.r,;'I!Ph"~. St., 

THE FLOW 01<' METALS. BY DAVID 
TOWNSEND. Valuable experiments, with ten engrav
Ings, on Punching through thick plates. Evidences of 
a Flow of Metal. Effect of Flow on Dimepsions, Density, 
etc., of Pl~te. Lines of Least Resistanee, etc. Punch
ing with and across the grain. Practical Applications. 
Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERrCA." SUPPLEMENT No. 
1 19. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of 
all newsdealers. 

CAMERON 
Steam Pumps 

For Mines, Blast Furnaces. Rolling 
Mills, Oil Refineries, Boiler 

Feeders, &c. 
For Illustrated Catalogue and Reduced Price List send to 
Works, Foot East 23d !St., New York. _ 

ICE-HOUSE AND COLD ROOM.-BY R. 
G.Hatfield. With directions for construction. Four 
engravings. SUPPLEMENT No. a9. Price,l0cent~. 

PUNCHING DROP HAMMERS AND DIES, FOR 

;g~~¥fl:fu'1f'.l:\I ffiKER PRESS CO., PRESSES. Middletown, Conn. 

THE.TELEPHONE. BYR M;-FRRGU-
SON, F.R.S. Read before the Royal Scottl"h Society of 
Arts. Its Construction, Uses and Working fully and 
philosophically explained, With_ four illustrations. His
tory of the Telephone. The Reis Telephone. Bell's. 
Wonderful sensitiveness. Difference between the Gal
vanic and the Telephonic Impulse. A curions exp-eri
ment. Theory of the Telepbone. Molecular Vibrations 
of Metals. Magnetic Musical Sounds. Cause of the 
Sound. New Form of Telephone.- Contained in SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No; 120. Price-1Ocents. 
To be had at this office and of all newsdealers. Also, 
In the same number, a Visit to the Inventor of the 

~~8cal~ro.fJ'c'fnPra~~~~~.us;0~ tr:e I~~l~m~r\~~ 
Prima bonna and t«e Elocutionist may be multiplied 
and preserved to all time. Usefulness of th~ Phono
IP'I'ph to the Blind, to .A,dvocates,I,.and others. Price ot 
me Phonograph,·- An Improved ,rorm, etc. 

MACHINISTS' TOOLS. 
NEW AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. 

Send for new lllustrated catalogne. 

Lathes, Planers, Drills, &0. 
NEW HAVEN MANUFAC'I'URING CO •• 

~e_ Jlaven, Conn. 

tio~e~ft5~~~~~~i~~~1T~af~~~~tpi~~:c~:,:!.~:: etc. Boom 5~t Coal and Ir9n Exchang~t P. O. Box 3083, N. Y. 
S.L. MERCHANT & Co., 53 Broadway, New York. 

BOILER COVERINCS. 
CA VEA'J'S, COPYRIGH'J'S, TRADE 

MARKS, ETC. 
Messrs. Mnnn & Co., in connection with the pnblica

tion of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to examine 
Improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Patents for 
Inventors. 

SAVE 10 TO 20 PER CENT. 
THE CHALMERS SPENCE CO., Foot East 9th St •• New'York. 

FRIEDMANN'S PATENT 

INJEOTORS and EJECTORS 
Are the Most Reliable and Economical 

BOILER FEEDERS 
And Water Conveyors 

IN EXISTENCE. 
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

NATHAN & DREYFUS, 
NEW YORK. 

Also Patent Oi lers and Lubricators. 
Send for Catalogue. 

LEFFEL WATER WHEELS.· 
With recent improvements. 

Priges Greatly Reduced. 
7000 in successful operation. 

rI~E NEW PAl!PI!LE'r r~lI 
Sent free to those int .. r'''tt~d.' 

Ja.mes Leffel & Co, 
. Springfield, O. 

109 Liberty St., N. Y. City. 

RAILWA Y APPLIANCES AT THE 
Philadelphia Exhibition. Being a Paper read before the 
Institntion of Civil Engineers, London. By DoUGI,AS 
GALTON, F.R. S. Showing the charactertstlc differences 
between American and European Railways, etc. Both 
of the above papers are contaIned In SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 12a. Price 10 cents. To be 
had at this ofllce and of ali newsdealers, 

Bound Volumes 
OF THE 

Seien tine American. 
OLD SERIES. I NEW SEi~-1 NEW SERIES. 

VOI.11 .... 1 CODY. - Vol, 1... 1 Copies. Vol. 12 .. 6 Copies. 
u 13 •••• 1 .'l u 2 •.. 1 H U 13 .. 6 u 

... " 4 ... 3 u "14 .. 2 u 
-- " 10 ... 3 H "15 .. 2 " 
- u 11. .. 2 u ~~ 16 .• 3 " 

I " 28 .. 2 " . Vols. of the Old 
Series contain one 
year's _. numbers., 
and the- New -Se
ries six months. 

u 32 .. 6 u 

The books will be 

:~I~l ~n~g:.on 
The books will be sent by express on receipt of price. 

Address all communications to . 

JOHNp~S~1~ff3, New York.: 

RISDON'S IMPROVED 
TURBINE WATER WHEEL 
Yielded at the test of Tnrbines at Centen
nial Exposition the best results at all stages 
of gate. Send for circular to 

T. H. RISDON & CO., 
Mt. Hollv, N. J. 

Manufaeturers of MILL MACHINERY. 

THE GEOLOGICAL ANTIQUITY OF 
Flowers and Insects. By J. E. TAYLOR, F.G.S. A plall), 
comprehensive review of the SUbject, bringing forward 
many instructive facts; with SIX lIluBtrations. The 
invariable correlation between insects and fiowers. 
How they are fossilized. Fossil botany. Geological 
Evidences of Evolution. Correspondence in the succes
sion of Animal and Vegetable life. Flowers -necessary 
to Insects, and Insects necessary to Flowers Insects 
and Plants in the Devonian, the Switzerland Lias, the 
English Stonesfleld Slate, the Tertiary Strata, the Coal 
Measures, a Greenland, and other formations. A Pecu .. 
liar Aspect of Evolution. Contained in SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 120. Price 10 cents. To 
be had at this ofllce and of all newsdealers .. 

Stea.m Eng-ines, B~i1ers 
AND_CIRCULAR SAW MILLS. 

Speoial inducements on Bollers to 
Engine -Builders. All sizes from 10 
to 60 H. P. carried in stock. 

Prompt shipments a. specialty. 
Send for catalogue. 

Erie City Iron Works, 

45 C~:r;~a::d1·8:~i. Y. 

THE PHONOGRAPH AND ITS FUTlTRE 
By THOMAS A. EDISON. The instrument and its Ac .. 
tion. Durability, DuplicatIon, and Postal 'rransmission 
of Phonograph Plates. The probable great utility of the 

~:gntjfct~rol~;IJ~~e:~'W~~~g,ld~!~rf~n~o£'::~o~~:g~ 
Oratory, etc. Application to Musical Boxes, Toys, and 

~~~c~~ieJ,~~rJ'J':blri'td~hiJel:J';r;;,hs\~~t!;.~~ri~~E~ 
valuable paper by the author and inventor of the Phon
ograph himself. Contained in SCIE>''TIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENT, No. 'l24. Price 10 cents. To be had at 
this office and of all newsdealers. 

BETON" CONCRETE-lN--ARCHITECT-
ure and Engineering, with 20 illustrations. Beton 
Bridge; Erie R. R. Portagp. Viadnct repaired with 

B:tg~ ; ~:~~~h ~Wii~i~s 'g'u~:.,~nt~~i~~o~~~nR~·l:i 
Beton Arches; Church Tracery, &c.; Beton-lined Rail
way Tunnels; Beton Pavements; Crushing Strength 
of Beton; Snperior Strength of Beton.arches, etc. 
Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 
11S. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of 
all newsdealers. 

PERFECT 

NEWSPAPER FILE 
The Koch Patent File, fOT preserving new"papers1 

magazines, and pamphlilts. bas been recently Improveo 
and price reduced. , Subscribers to the SCIENTIFIC AM
ERICAN and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMF.NT can be 
supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mall, or $1.25 at the 
office of this paper. Heavy board sideA; Inscription 
"SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN," In _gilt. Necessary for 
everyone who wishes to preserve the paper. 

Address 

In this line of business they have had OVER TmRTY 
YEARS' EXPERIENCE, and now have unequaled facilities 
for the preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, 
and tbe Prosecution of Applications for Patents in the 
United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs. 
Munn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, 
Trade :Mark Regnlations, Copyrigbts for Books, Labels, 
Reissne., Assignments, and Reports on Infringements 
of Patents. All business intrnsted to them i8 done 
with special care and promptness, on very moderate 
terms, 

We send free of charge, on application, a pamphlet 
containing further information abont Patents and how 
to procnre them; directions concerning Trade Marks, 
Copyrights, Designs, Patents, Appeals, Reissnes, In
fringements, Assignments, Rejected Cases, Hints on 
the Sale of Patents, etc. 

F01'eign Patents.-We also send,free Of charge, a 
Synopsis of l!'oreign Patent Laws, sbowing tbe cost and 
method of securing patents in all the principal coun
tries of the world. American inventors should bear in 
mind that, as a general rule, any inventicn tbat Is valu
able to the patentee in this country is worth eqnallyas 
mnch in England and some other foreign conn tries. 
Five patents-embracing Canadian, English, German; 
French, and Belgian-will secnre to an inventor tbe ex
clnsive monopoly to his discovery among abont ONE 
HUNDRED AND FIFTY .1ILLIONS of the most intelligent 
people in the world. Tbe facilities of bminess and 
steam communication are such that patents can be'ob
tained abroad by onr -citizens almost as easily as at 
home. The expense to apply for an English patent is 
$75; German, $100; French, $100; Belgian, $100; Cana
dian, $50. 

Copies of Patents.-Persons desiring any patent 
issned from 1836_ to November 26. 1867, can be snpplied 
with official copies at reasonable cost, the price de
pending npon the extent of drawings and length of 
specificatIOns. -

Any patent issned since November 27, 1867, at which 
time the Patent Office commenced printing the draw
ings and specifications, may be had by remitting to 
this office $1. 

A copy of the claims of any patent issned since1S36 
will be fnrnished for $1. 

When ordering copies, please to remit for the same 
as above, and state name of patentee, title of inven-_ 
_tion, and date of patent. 

A pamphlet, containing full directions for obtaining 
United States patents sent free. A handsomely bonnd 
Reference Book, gilt edges, contains 140 pages and 
many engravings and tables important to every pat
entee and mechanic, and is a nsefnl hand bOQk of refer
ence.fQr everybody. Price 25 cents, malledfree. 
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EMERY AND CORUNDUM WHEELS, 
for Grinding and Surfacing Metals and other materials. 
By ARTHUR H. BATEMAN, F. C. 8. A paper read before 
the Society of A rts, London. Files, ChL els, Grindstones, 
Composition of Emery, where found, Quality, SpecifiC 
Gravity and Hardness, Manufacture of the wheels, Em� 
ery powder", .. Buffing, Polishing, Cutting Power, ,Qorun .. 
dum The Magnesian or Union Wheef, the 'l'anlte, the 
Northampton, the Vulcanite, the Climax, the Vitrified, 
a porous wheel with central water supply. �'ifty uses 
enumerated to which the wheels are pnt .. ..for Metals, 
Stone, Teeth, Millboard, Wood, Agate , and .l:srick. How 
to mount a wheel. How to hold the work, and directions 
for various classes of work. Discussion and questions 
proposed and answered. Contained in SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 121). Price 10 cents. To 
be had at this office and of all newsdealers . 
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THE FLOW 01<' METALS. BY DAVID 
TOWNSEND. Valuable experiments, with ten engrav
Ings, on Punching through thick plates. Evidences of 
a Flow of Metal. Effect of Flow on Dimepsions, Density, 
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all newsdealers. 

CAMERON 
Steam Pumps 

For Mines, Blast Furnaces. Rolling 
Mills, Oil Refineries, Boiler 

Feeders, &c. 
For Illustrated Catalogue and Reduced Price List send to 
Works, Foot East 23d !St., New York. _ 

ICE-HOUSE AND COLD ROOM. -BY R. 
G. Hatfield. With directions for construction. Four 
engravings. SUPPLEMENT No . a 9 .  Price, l0 cent� . 

PUNCHING DROP HAMMERS AND DIES, FOR ;g��¥fl:fu'1f'.l:\I ffiKER PRESS CO., PRESSES. Middletown, Conn. 

THE .TELEPHONE. BY R M; - FRRGU-
SON, F.R.S. Read before the Royal Scottl"h Society of 
Arts. Its Construction, Uses and Working fully and 
philosophically explained, With

_ 
four illustrations. History of the Telephone . The Reis Telephone. Bell's . 

Wonderful sensitiveness. Difference between the Gal
vanic and the Telephonic Impulse. A curions exp-eri
ment. Theory of the Telepbone. Molecular Vibrations 
of Metals. Magnetic Musical Sounds. Cause of the 
Sound. New Form of Telephone.- Contained in SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No; 120. Price-1O cents. 
To be had at this office and of all newsdealers. Also, 
In the same number, a Visit to the Inventor of the 
��8c
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Prima bonna and t«e Elocutionist may be multiplied 
and preserved to all time. Usefulness of th� PhonoIP'I'ph to the Blind, to .A,dvocates,I,.and others. Price ot me Phonograph,·- An Improved ,rorm, etc. 

MACH I N I STS' TOOLS.  
NEW AND IMPROVED PATTERNS. Send for new lllustrated catalogne. 

Lathes, Planers , Drills ,  &0. NEW HAVEN M A N U F AC'I'URING CO •• 
�e_ Jlaven, Conn. 

tio
�e�ft5������i���1T�af����tpi��:c�:,:!.�:: etc. Boom 5�t Coal and Ir9n Exchang�t P. O. Box 3083, N. Y. 

S. L. MERCHANT & Co., 53 Broadway, New York. 

BOILER COVERINCS. CA VEA'J'S, COPYRIGH'J'S, TRADE 
MARKS, ETC. 

Messrs. Mnnn & Co., in connection with the pnblica
tion of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to examine 
Improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Patents for 
Inventors. 

SAVE 10 TO 20 PER CENT. 
THE CHALMERS SPENCE CO., Foot East 9th St • •  New' York. 

F R I E D M A N N ' S  P AT E N T  

INJEOTORS and EJECTORS 
Are the Most Reliable and Economical 

BOILER FEEDERS 
And Water Conveyors 

IN EXISTENCE. 
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

N A T H A N  & D R E Y F U S , 
NEW YORK. 

Also Pate n t  Oi l ers a n d  L u bricators. 
Send for Catalogue. 

LEFFEL WATER WHEELS. · 
With recent improvements. 

Priges Greatly Reduced. 
7000 in successful operation. 

rI�E NEW PAl!PI!LE'r r�lI 
Sent free to those int .. r'''tt�d.' 

Ja.mes Leffel & Co , 
. Springfield, O. 109 Liberty St. , N. Y. City. 

R A I L W A  Y APPLIANCES AT T H E  
Philadelphia Exhibition. Being a Paper read before the Institntion of Civil Engineers, London. By DoUGI,AS 
GALTON, F. R. S. Showing the charactertstlc differences between American and European Railways, etc. Both of the above papers are contaIned In SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 12a. Price 10 cents. To be 
had at this ofllce and of ali newsdealers, 

Bound Volumes 
OF THE 

Seien tine American. 
OLD SERIES. I NEW SEi�-1 NEW SERIES. 

VOI.11 . . .. 1 CODY. - Vol , 1.. . 1 Copies. Vol. 12 . .  6 Copies. 
u 13 • • • •  1 .'l u 2 • . .  1 H U 13 . .  6 u ... " 4 . . . 3 u " 14 . .  2 u -- " 10 . . . 3 H " 15 . .  2 " - u 11. . . 2 u �� 16 . •  3 " 

I " 28 . . 2 " . Vols. of the Old 
Series contain one 
year's _ .  numbers., 
and the- New -Se
ries six months. 

u 32 . . 6 u 
The books will be :�I�l �n�g:.on 

The books will be sent by express on receipt of price. Address all communications to . 

JOHNp�S�1�ff3, New York.: 
R I S D O N ' S  I M P R OV E D  TURBINE WATER WHEEL 

Yielded at the test of Tnrbines at Centen
nial Exposition the best results at all stages 
of gate. Send for circular to T. H. RISDON & CO., 

Mt. Hollv, N. J. Manufaeturers of MILL MACHINERY. 

THE GEOLOGICAL ANTIQUITY OF 
Flowers and Insects. By J. E. TAYLOR, F.G.S. A plall), 
comprehensive review of the SUbject, bringing forward many instructive facts; with SIX lIluBtrations. The 
invariable correlation between insects and fiowers. 
How they are fossilized. Fossil botany. Geological Evidences of Evolution. Correspondence in the succes
sion of Animal and Vegetable life. Flowers -necessary 
to Insects, and Insects necessary to Flowers Insects 
and Plants in the Devonian, the Switzerland Lias, the 
English Stonesfleld Slate, the Tertiary Strata, the Coal 
Measures, a Greenland, and other formations. A Pecu .. liar Aspect of Evolution. Contained in SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 120. Price 10 cents. To 
be had at this ofllce and of all newsdealers .. 

Stea.m Eng-ines, B�i1ers AND _ CIRCULAR SAW MILLS . Speoial inducements on Bollers to 
Engine -Builders. All sizes from 10 
to 60 H. P. carried in stock. 

Prompt shipments a. specialty. 
Send for catalogue. Erie City Iron Works, 

45 C�:r;�a::d1·8:�i. Y. 

THE PHONOGRAPH AND ITS FUTlTRE 
By THOMAS A. EDISON. The instrument and its Ac .. tion. Durability, DuplicatIon, and Postal 'rransmission 
of Phonograph Plates. The probable great utility of the 
�:gntjfct�rol�;IJ��e:�'W���g,ld�!�rf�n�
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£'::�o��:g� Oratory, etc. Application to Musical Boxes, Toys, and 
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valuable paper by the author and inventor of the Phon
ograph himself. Contained in SCIE>''TIFIC AMERICAN 
SUPPLEMENT, No. 'l24. Price 10 cents. To be had at 
this office and of all newsdealers. 

BETON" CON CRETE-lN --ARCHITECT-
ure and Engineering, with 20 illustrations. Beton 
Bridge; Erie R. R. Portagp. Viadnct repaired with B:tg� ; �:���h �Wii�i�s 'g'u�:.,�nt��i��o���nR�· l:i 
Beton Arches ; Church Tracery, &c.; Beton-lined Railway Tunnels ; Beton Pavements; Crushing Strength 
of Beton ; Snperior Strength of Beton .arches, etc. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 1 1S. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and of 
all newsdealers. 

PERFECT 
NEWSPAPER FILE 

The Koch Patent File, fOT preserving new"papers1 
magazines, and pamphlilts. bas been recently Improveo 
and price reduced. , Subscribers to the SCIENTIFIC AM
ERICAN and SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMF.NT can be 
supplied for the low price of $1.50 by mall, or $1.25 at the 
office of this paper. Heavy board sideA ; Inscription 
" SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN," In _gilt. Necessary for 
every one who wishes to preserve the paper. 

Address 

In this line of business they have had OVER TmRTY 
YEARS' EXPERIENCE, and now have unequaled facilities 
for the preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, 
and tbe Prosecution of Applications for Patents in the 
United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs. 
Munn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats, 
Trade :Mark Regnlations, Copyrigbts for Books, Labels, 
Reissne., Assignments, and Reports on Infringements 
of Patents. All business intrnsted to them i8 done 
with special care and promptness, on very moderate 
terms, 

We send free of charge, on application, a pamphlet 
containing further information abont Patents and how 
to procnre them; directions concerning Trade Marks, 
Copyrights, Designs, Patents, Appeals, Reissnes, In
fringements, Assignments, Rejected Cases, Hints on 
the Sale of Patents, etc. 

F01'eign Patents.-We also send,free Of charge, a 
Synopsis of l!'oreign Patent Laws, sbowing tbe cost and 
method of securing patents in all the principal coun
tries of the world. American inventors should bear in 
mind that, as a general rule, any inventicn tbat Is valu
able to the patentee in this country is worth eqnally as 
mnch in England and some other foreign conn tries. 
Five patents-embracing Canadian, English, German; 
French, and Belgian-will secnre to an inventor tbe ex
clnsive monopoly to his discovery among abont ONE 
HUNDRED AND FIFTY .1ILLIONS of the most intelligent 
people in the world. Tbe facilities of bminess and 
steam communication are such that patents can be 'ob
tained abroad by onr - citizens almost as easily as at 
home. The expense to apply for an English patent is 
$75; German, $100; French, $100; Belgian, $100; Cana
dian, $50. Copies of Patents.-Persons desiring any patent 
issned from 1836_ to November 26. 1867, can be snpplied 
with official copies at reasonable cost, the price de
pending npon the extent of drawings and length of 
specificatIOns .  -

Any patent issned since November 27, 1867, at which 
time the Patent Office commenced printing the draw
ings and specifications, may be had by remitting to 
this office $1. 

A copy of the claims of any patent issned since 1S36 
will be fnrnished for $1. 

When ordering copies, please to remit for the same 
as above, and state name of patentee, title of inven- _ 
_tion, and date of patent .  

A pamphlet, containing full directions for obtaining 
United States patents sent free. A handsomely bonnd 
Reference Book, gilt edges, contains 140 pages and 
many engravings and tables important to every pat
entee and mechanic, and is a nsefnl hand bOQk of refer
ence.fQr everybody. Price 25 cents, malledfree. 

.- Address KUHN & CO., 
Pnblishers SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 3" Park Row, N. Y. 

BRANOH OFFIOE-Oorner of F and 7th Streets, 
WaBhington,D. e. 
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